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Cronk’s Outdoor Supplies
MID-SUMMER SALE
August 1 thru 29 Hours 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

BIG DISCOUNTS
10%to 40%off old prices
The trapping competition will be the keenest that Maine has ever seen this
coming season. There will be a good demand for both short and long haired fur. The
trappers who have their equipment and supplies early and can spend the two or
three weeks before the season prospecting and preparing their lines are the ones
that are going to be highly successful.
We have a huge selection of supplies and we’re willing to give some good
discounts during this MID-SUMMER SALE.
We have every type of trapping gear that’s worth carrying. We have swivels,
jack chain, S hooks, stakes, grapples, packbaskets, packsacks, stretchers, wire, all
types of fur handling equipment, knives and hundreds of other items. We also carry
trapping instruction books on every animal from weasel to bear.
The famous CRONK CALL AND GLAND LURES are used across America to
help trappers lure in elusive animals like otter, fox, coyote, mink, bobcat etc. and
CRONK’S ALLAGASH FUR CALL is perhaps the DEADLIEST on the market today.
We also make and stock the famous ARNOLD ANIMAL LURES and the V. E. LYNCH
MASTER LURES. We also stock a complete line of LURE MAKING INGREDIENTS.

URINES
We carry fox urine of the highest quality. We believe that it is the purest,
strongest fox urine on the market. It has not been watered down like so much
that is on the market today. The fact that we sold hundreds of gallons last year
backs up this statement. We also have coyote, bobcat, mink, raccoon urines
as well as a complete line of in-heat urines. Pure quality urine is the best fear
remover around a set.

TRAPS
Remember last year when you couldn’t buy the 220 and 330 Conibear? The
Blake & Lamb Co. is now making these two traps under the names of No. 2 and
No. 3 Suregrip. This is exactly the same trap as the old 220 and 330 Conibear.
We are offering special prices on all Blake & Lamb traps including the No. 114
and No. 2 coils. All Blake & Lamb traps are being sold at last season’s prices
plus an additional 10% to 15% discount.
1-4 dozen less 10%
5 dozen and up less 15%
Get together with friends and pool 5 dozen together to get this special price.

PACKBASKETS
In stock rugged well made packbaskets. Ideal for
anyone spending time in the out-of-doors.

THE HUNTER’S EAR

DOG EQUIPMENT
& SUPPLIES

Get over $25.00 off the regular buying price when
buying $100.00 worth of supplies. Ideal for the
hunter or trapper.

Remember the CRONK OUTDOOR TEST is your assurance of getting the
BEST at CRONK’S OUTDOOR SUPPLIES. Oscar Cronk is a trapper, houndsman
and outdoorsman and he won’t carry anything unless it’s the best.

We have a dog department that stocks the leading
name brands of dog equipment. Our own BREAK
ING AND TRAINING SCENTS can help you train that
’cc, bobcat, fox, rabbit or bird dog. Our DEER
BREAK is strong and few dogs like the smell of deer
after it has been applied.

£ronk>
I

JJpONAllY PROVEN
tomoM

“TOOOr 5Uppi I|

NOTE

This sale applies only to merchandise sold in the store.
It does not apply to orders through the mail.

Closed Sat. & Sun.
Aug. 1 to Aug. 29 Only
Store Hours 9-5

Cronk’s Outdoor Supplies
x GARDINER ROAD
WISCASSET, MAINE 04578
Tel. 207 882-7032
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Lobster Lake Problems Continue
The lakes in the Moosehead
region are very low, especially in
Seboomook and Chesuncook
Lakes and other surrounding
bodies of water. The lack of snow
last winter coupled with lower
than normal precipitation this
spring and summer is the cause.
Fishing techniques change as
the summer months edge on here
in Maine. The water tem
perature warms up which causes
salmon and togue to move to
deeper, cooler, more oxygen-rich
water. As a general rule salmon
will be found in the fifty-five
degree range, and togue, fortyfive degrees. Although this is not
always true, more times than
not, the rule works.
During summer on Moosehead
Lake, the name of the game is
deep fishing. One of my favorite
summer methods is the com
bination of a leaded line (18 lb.
test) with a Mouselook Wobbler
of gold, silver or gold and orange
combined. Begin trolling with
three colors out (one color equals
thirty feet) gradually letting out
more colors until fish begin to
strike. Salmon during the
summer will range in the five to
eight color depth and togue at
the eight to ten color depth. A
good flexible boat rod will add
more enjoyment to the catch.
Although the fish generally
run deep in summer it is wise to
keep one surface line out, which
does on occasion produce fish.
Summer fishing on Moosehead
may be somewhat slower than
spring and fall, but on a nice
summer day, the beauty of the
Moosehead area more than
makes up the difference.
As September rolls around fish
begin to move back toward the
surface. September once again
will bring good streamer fishing
for salmon on Moosehead.
♦ ♦ ♦

Lobster Lake is still in the
news this year due to the
campsite problem which has
been lingering for the past year.
As I wrote in past columns,
several beautiful campsites
which were located in the Little
Claw area of the lake were closed
last year. The East Grand Co. of
N.Y., N.Y., purchased the land
three years ago and decided to

Moosehead-Allagash
John Willard Jr.
Box 81, Rockwood 04478

build a lodge where the sites
were located on Lobster Lake. Of
course when campers, who have
been using these incredibly
beautiful spots for decades found
out that they had been removed,
there was and still is much
displeasure.
To add insult to injury, this
spring it came to my attention
that the only remaining sites in
Little Claw have been closed
down, leaving only one site left
on the whole lake, in a swampy
area at the far end of Big Claw.
So here we have more campers
than ever in the area, with only
one place to go. Some wilderness
experience. Many campers are

still using the sandy campsites in
Little Claw, although campfires
are prohibited. They could be
prosecuted, but so far as I know,
no one has been arrested. As a
result of this problem, many
campers are staying any place
where a tent can be set up.
It has been reported that a
certain camp owner (who I will
not name at this time) in Little
Claw has been exerting pressure
to have illegal campers removed.
There is some light on the
horizon. I have been informed by
the Forest Service that a
recommendation has been made
to the Bureau of Parks and
Recreation to purchase this land
in Little Claw to reestablish the

sites. Forestry officials are
frustrated over this whole thing
and they would like to see these
areas opened to the public once
again.
What will help now, according
to the Forestry Officials, are as
many letters as possible, from
the public, sent to the Depart
ment of Parks and Recreation
and The East Grand Co. in
support of a state takeover. I am
personally starting a petition
drive in support of this and I
would be glad to send forms to
anyone who would like one. If I
had to name the most beautiful
lakes I know, Lobster would
certainly be at the top of the list.
Hopefully we can save it for
future generations.
While investigating this
campsite problem, it was
brought to my attention that the
whole West Branch of the
Penobscot River region is being
studied for possible inclusion in
the Federal Wild and Scenic
Waterway System. The state has
been informed that something
must be done to protect this
area, which includes Lobster
Lake. The outcome will very
likely be a regulated wilderness
waterway similar to the Allagash
Waterway, with the State
owning the shoreline.
Regulations may seem offensive,
but it may be the only way to
save places such as Lobster Lake
for the future. Anyone in
terested in helping to reestablish

Black Powder
DuPont Powder
Hercules Powder
Winchester Powder
Bushmaster Firearms
Fox Firearms
Wickliff Rifles

Put your canoe trip in the hands of full
service professionals
We rent & shuttle canoes
on the beautiful Saco
by the day or overnight
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Bushnell Scopes
Forster Products
Camillus Knives
Buck Knives
Western Knives
Chace Leather
Marbles Cleaning Acc.

Safariland Holsters, Roy’s Baker Custom Leather, Straight
away Hearing Protectors, Snake Charmer — Plus Others —
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Trout Unlimited held its first
meeting recently here in Rock
wood with an interested crowd at
large. The Moosehead region
chapter has been formed.
Election of officers, planning for
projects and activities will take
place at the next meeting this
month. Tentatively, the first
project is directed toward
providing more campsites on
Lobster Lake, in the Moosehead
region.
Mount Kineo is being auc
tioned on August 19, with an
estimated value of one million
dollars. This beautiful, historical
landmark would truly make a
magnificent state park. If not
park owned, hopefully the new
land owner will encourage in
terested people to walk about
and enjoy the view from the
summit.
This column represents the
Moosehead-Allagash region, and
I would like to encourage people
to contribute.

every Tuesday & Thursday
for beginners or those
desiring personal service

Rt. 5 north
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these campsites should write to:
Richard E. Barringer, Com
missioner
Maine Dept, of Conservation
Harlow Building
Augusta, Maine
AND
The East Grand Co.
22nd Floor
425 Park Ave.,
N.Y., N.Y. 10022
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Bird Dog Training
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Preserve in East Texas

PUMPS SALES & SERVICE
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FINANCING
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Francis LaBree
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Kennebec River Fishway Still Waits
One of the most long-awaited developments in
the state of Maine has been a fishway for the
Augusta dam of the Kennebec River.
The entire issue of the fishway remains up in
the air despite years of work and directives from
the Maine legislature. Asked about the fishway
recently, Robert Foye of the Department of Fish
and Wildlife said, “It’s still in limbo.”
The Maine Attorney General’s Office has ruled
that the state can use $40,000 which was set
aside for the fishway to do design and
engineering work, so at least some small
measure of progress has been made. The At
torney General is also writing a letter to ask the
federal government to reopen the dam
operator’s license to force a fishway installation
at the cost of the dam operator. The hitch is that
Edwards Manufacturing Company has said it
will close the mill, putting several hundred
people out of work, if forced to build a fishway in
the dam.
That kind of negativism is certainly typical of
mill management in Maine, but it really isn’t
necessary. Anyone who has studied the matter

seriously will soon come to the conclusion that a
fishway in the dam makes tremendous financial
sense, and therefore money to finance and
project should be found somewhere.
Meanwhile, the fish and the fishermen are not
waiting for the fishway to get active. The river is
now running immeasurably cleaner than it did
five years ago, even though there is evidence
some of the manufacturing plants along the river
are still dumping wastes illegally. As a result,
big fish runs are returning as far as the Augusta
dam. It starts with a big smelt run as ice goes
out, followed by a tremendous alewife run. Then
there comes a big run of striped bass and an
ever-increasing number of Atlantic salmon.
There are also runs of eels, white perch, suckers,
sturgeon and yellow perch. Increasing numbers
of smallmouth bass, pickerel and brown trout are
being taken in the river as well.
Along with the improved fish runs have come
major increases in the amount of fishing
pressure. Hundreds of boat and shore anglers
now fish the river between the Augusta dam and
Swan Island at the head of Merrymeeting Bay.

So why do we need the fishway in the Augusta
dam? The reason is simple. It will open up
another 20 miles of river to the fish and the
fishermen and in so doing create another im
mense stretch of valuable recreational and
commercial fishing area.
We think that is only the start. Other fishways
could and should be built further upstream.
There is every indication that shad will soon run
strongly again in the Kennebec and become an
important commercial and sport fish. And every
new stretch of river opened to anadromous fish
provides that much more opportunity to fish for
Atlantic salmon and the huge potential in in
creased tourist revenue that promises.

Millions of dollars have been spent to clean up
the lower Kennebec River. It is time we realized
that its true value is as a natural fishway. It is
time we found ways to get fish around the dams
which so long have blocked their path. It is time
for those who have spoken against fishways for
the Kennebec to see the light. (HPV)

Regulatory Controls on
Stripers Now!
By STEVE WILSON
There is a “bucket slaughter” occurring at this
minute on the schools of small striped bass that
have returned to our coastal waters after years
of absence. The same anglers who have
bemoaned the depleted stock of the striped bass
since the over-harvest of the 1970 dominant year
class in 1973-74 are now back at it again in even
larger numbers with seemingly greater
vengeance. In order to save these fishermen
from themselves, and to preserve this valuable
fishery, it is time for the State to impose
reasonable regulations to limit striped bass kill.
We need minimum-maximum size limits, bag
limits and sale restrictions on these saltwater
gamefish — and we need them now!
Maine is currently the only Atlantic state that
does not have some form of regulatory control
over the taking of the striped bass. Granted,
Maine is a so-called non-producing state as

stripers caught in our waters are migrants from
the mid-Atlantic states region, but it is im
portant for the success of a regional management
plan for the striper that we not exploit the
fishery as a “taker” at the expense of the “giver”
states who currently exercise varied forms of
regulatory control. For other states to continue
to clean up their act, we must start now to clean
up ours!
My concerns are not idle patter. Here on the
Kennebec, the small stripers are being taken
from the river in quantities that stagger the
imagination. I have seen bushel baskets of these
fish being loaded into pickups for God knows
what purpose. The talk among some of our local
fishermen when discussing angling success
centers on how many pails full so and so caught
or how many dozen fish were caught on a tide.
The larger bull stripers that remain from the last
dominant year class of 1970 (30-40 pounders)
have been taken in increasing numbers in recent
years due to increasing fishing pressure
resulting from the absence of the smaller fish.

When you consider that the vast majority of
these fish are females and that each can lay up to
4,500,000 eggs per year, it does not take long to
calculate the impact of the loss of these fish on
future striper cycles.
It’s time the State of Maine Department of
Marine Resources consider regulating the
striped bass fishery and, as a minimum, im
plement the following regulations:

• Minimum length limit of 18” overall
• Bag limit of 4 striped bass, of which only 1
may exceed 32” in overall length
• Prohibit the sale of striped bass in Maine
A meeting has been requested by the State
Citizens’ Advisory Committee on Striped Bass
with Commissioner Spencer Apollonio of the
Department of Marine Resources to discuss
proposed regulations.
We think these proposed regulations merit
consideration and urge others who feel likewise
to make their thoughts known to the Com
missioner.

Does Maine Need Cyanide
for Coyotes?
Deadly cyanide devices are being used for
coyote control in Maine.
We are very sympathetic to sheep and other
livestock owners who have suffered livestock
losses from marauding coyotes, but we believe
that the use of cyanide devices to attempt to
control these problems is unwise.
The devices are planted in the ground. When a
coyote bites at bait on the top of them, deadly

cyanide is launched into its mouth, making short
work for the animal. As we understand it, fields
where the cyanide cylinders are planted are
posted with danger signs. Still, we don’t like it.
Obviously there is always potential danger of
human contact with the poison, even if only
slight, and other animals besides coyotes could
be destroyed by the devices.
Besides those considerations, we don’t like the
precedent which is being set here, even if it is

being done by trained federal officials. We
already have firearms and trapping to use
against destructive coyotes. Do we need to add
an unselective poison as well?
Farmers can be reimbursed for the loss of
livestock, so their losses need not be
devastating. How do we replace a person if they
should accidentally come in contact with
cyanide? (HPV)
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Letters To The Editor

Sad Times at Rainbow Lake
To the Editor:

I have been going into Rain
bow Lake for camping and
fishing for 8 or 10 years, but in
that time, I’ve grown to love the
area as much as any in the state.
This year I went to Rainbow
for Memorial weekend with
three friends. As I flew in over
the west end of the lake, I
counted around 20 vehicles that
had driven in. This is unusual, as
the road in is ordinarily an in
credible mess.
While camping there that
weekend. I felt as if I was
camping in the village square. I
could hear a dog barking, a baby
screaming, radios blaring, some
target practicing, a chain saw
buzzing, horns blowing, and one
group partying very loudly until
around 2 a.m.
As circumstances would have
it, I had to walk out of Rainbow
instead of flying out at the end of
the weekend. Unfortunately,
Rainbow is littered badly at the
west end. but as I walked out, it
was worse than ever. Walking

the road out. the only road which
could possibly be driven on, was
littered with beer cans — new
ones.
Now obviously, everyone has
the right to go camping and
fishing at Rainbow, whether
they walk, fly, or drive in. But I
feel that no one has the right to
treat the area the way it is being
treated.
I went back to Rainbow from
June 8-June 14 with three other
friends, none of whom had ever
done camping of this type. All of
us were eager to get back into
this beautiful scenery, and
considerable solitude. There
were a few people fishing and
camping there, all of whom were
quiet and respectful of the area.
For several days we had quiet,
wilderness-like conditions and
saw wildlife, including a species
of very uncommon bird. We had
some fairly good fishing and
some excellent hiking and
canoeing opportunities. Other
than the litter we saw. it was like
you’d expect a place like Rain

Better Get
Involved
To the Editor:

The anti’s condemn the hunter
for going into the field to chase
game. At least game has a
chance to escape, but what about
cows, chickens and other animals
fed by man every day? They
trust you, but when it comes
time to take their lives it’s okay
because people have to eat.
All anti-hunters are not
vegetarians. They consume
meat. They should remember
with each bite that they killed a
trusting animal.
They say wildlife should be
there to enjoy. Why kill that
pretty pheasant or ruffed
grouse? But how many varieties
of roosters are beautiful to look
at? People forget that when they
are looking at the drumstick
sitting on their plate.
I don’t like to kill, but by the

same token I’m not going to
condemn the hunter. I realize it
is the sportsman who really cares
about wildlife; he’s the one
concerned enough to worry
about what would happen if
wildlife got out of control.
I wonder just how many anti
hunters fish? Every time you
bait the hook or catch a fish,
you’ve taken a life. Just because
it is in a lower form doesn’t alter
the fact.
It’s about time sportsmen
stood up to be heard. One small
word from each of you can write
a whole book. Get out and
protect the rights you have
before it is too late.
Many of us say, “I don’t want
to get involved.” But in
volvement is a must if you want
to keep your right to hunt.

bow to be — wild.
The end of the week rolled
around and suddenly we heard
the horns of trucks blowing down
at the west end. Firecrackers
started going off and quite a bit
of noise. We looked down there
and saw two trucks actually
driving in the lake, one of which
was stuck. Why do people come
way back into the woods to do
that type of thing? You’d expect
someone to come to get away
from that very type of thing.
Needless to say, my three
friends and I were disappointed
to encounter this. The next

morning at about 5:00 or 5:30,
the very same thing happened —
yelling and firecrackers. It was
the same group. Why?
Rainbow has always been
popular and has received a lot of
pressure. Great Northern owns
the land and people are going to
complain when the so-called road
is chained off. People are going
to complain when the Depart
ment of Fish & Wildlife changes
the law on the lake to the use of
single pointed artificial lures to
reduce some of the pressure on
the area. The bag limit has
already been reduced from 8 to 5

fish. That’s just the first step. It
has even been rumored that no
more camping will be allowed in
Rainbow Township, unless
something is done about the
litter problem.
Is that area going to have to be
restricted or regulated so tightly
that no one will get the pleasure
we used to get from it just
because certain groups who go in
there are giving the rest of us a
bad name and spoiling it for us
all?
Greg Fortier
Guilford, Maine

A Little Off Course

To the Editor:
Concerning your editorials in
the July issue. You are on the
right track, but just a little off
course.
First, “End to Fish and
Wildlife Dedicated Revenues?” I
agree with you 100 percent, we
should protect dedicated funds.
Second. “Changes for
Honorable Duck Hunters,” again
I agree with you but would like
to see wood ducks added to teal
in an early season for at least the
northern half of Maine, not
because of under-harvest, but
because they fly south so early
most years and we are in the
northern fringe of their range. I
believe Maine duck hunters are
cheated out of their fair share. I
don’t hunt ducks.
Third, black bear need a
break, again I agree with you in
principle but believe you are a
little off track. Forget separate
licenses. This will make more
sportsmen madder than hell. The
first thing they will say is we are
saving the bear for non-residents

that only come in Maine bear
hunting in the summer. Don’t
take away the chance for a deer
hunter to take his once-in-alifetime bear in November
because he didn’t have a separate
bear license when he saw the
first bear he could shoot in all his
years of bear hunting.
I know this will make a lot of
pro guides but my solution is for
spring and fall split season. I
would have the spring season the
months of May and June over
bait. The fall season would be the
months of September and Oc
tober with either bait or hounds
and the deer season without
dogs. Five months is plenty of

hunting season for any big game
animal.
This would cut out July and
August when the bear is poorly
furred and not worth much as a
trophy and it would still allow
the non-resident plenty of time
to hunt bear in Maine.
I do believe in big game tags
for bear and deer where you pay
$3 each for the privilege of
hunting them and if successful
you pay $10 for a tagging fee.
I also believe non-residents
should have a chance in future
drawings for moose permits.
Al Corson
Skowhegan

BAHRS
TAXIDERMY
Box 5, Cross Rd.
Porter, Me. 04068
Wrap fish in double plastic bag
- secure ends & freeze. Deliver
to taxidermist at your
convenience.

Call Before Coming
625-8150
Hrs. Usually 9-9
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Deutchlanders Canoe Der Allagash
Achtung! Links! Links! Rechts!
These were the sounds echoing
down tree-lined Chase Rapids as
my German guests followed me
through the rock garden that
makes up this famous stretch of
whitewater. Once in a while I
heard a rumble as the big
Grummans complained of being
bumped and scraped, but all in
all everything went without a
hitch, and we were soon at the
bridge where ranger Brian Cain
met us with our gear. By the
way, if my German spelling is
correct that opening line means:
Attention! Left! Left! Right!
Two families of four each made
up my party plus a nephew from
New York. I made the tenth
person filling out five canoes.
They were all from Dusseldorf,
West Germany (except the boy
from New York) and they had
been planning this trip since
early last fall. In one letter they
wrote: “I understand that you
will guide our party and that is
what we really want not so much
for safety reasons but for the
sake of getting to see and ex
perience the waterways through
the eyes of a native out
doorsman.” They did their
homework too. They knew the
waterway as well as anyone
could from a map study.
Our good Maine weather
cooperated to give them a
pleasant trip, but also kicked up
enough to show what she could
do. The first day out was a
heavy, muggy, hot day — the
kind that usually end up with
thunderstorms. No disap
pointment. We had some beauts;
one of them with hailstones the
size of marbles. The high winds
blew a tree over near our
campsite, but we had chosen our
tent sites carefully so there was
no danger. It did cause us to take
another look around though. The
worst storm was in the night
when we were all in our sacks. It
sounded as if every lightning bolt
struck right in our tent area.
They were so bright that I had to
check to be sure my eyes were
closed. The next morning the
families were talking excitedly
about “der blitz” (lightning).
On another day a northwest
wind kept us shorebound all day
as the big whitecaps rolled down
Eagle Lake. And, the tem
perature didn’t always do what it
is supposed to during the
summer. One morning Churchill
Dam recorded 30 degrees. I
overheard one of the children
remark to her mother that we
had received everything except
snow. That about summed it up.
Language was no barrier.
They all spoke English very well,
and were most polite about
translating their conversations
for me whenever they thought I
might be interested. However, I

Gil Gilpatrick, RFD #1, Fairfield, Maine 04937

The group poses by Allagash Falls. Front row: Uta
Flehinghaus, Britta Flehinghaus,
Wolfgang
Flehinghaus. Back: Richie Hessel, Peter Werner,
Robbie Werner, Tanja Flehinghaus, Ilona Werner and
Jurgen Werner. (Gil Gilpatrick photo)

enjoyed trying to follow their
meanings without translation. I
was not always successful, but it
was fun trying. I sent some army
years in Germany some twenty
years ago and much of the
vocabulary came quickly back,
and many new words were
added.
The wind that was to keep us
ashore for a whole day started as
we approached Lock Dam on
Chamberlain Lake. One canoe
with two young teenagers could
not handle the wind and I went
back by canoe to help out as their
father went to them along the
shore. We got them in with no
problems. By the time we ate
lunch and I had a short visit with
Milford and Dorothy Kidney, the
wind had worked itself into, a
good blow. However, most of the
paddling from the dam to

TO KEEP US COM
ING send both your
OLD and NEW ad
dresses to:

Maine Sportsman
Box 507
Yarmouth, Maine 04096

Brady Scott, ranger on Eagle
Lake, told us an unusual wildlife
story — one outdoorsmen and
especially outdoor writers,
dream of witnessing. Two dif
ferent groups of campers on the
west side of Pillsbury Island had
watched a bear chase a cow
moose and two calves several

FISH

GAME BIRDS

round of thunderstorms at
Allagash Falls — huge quantities
of rain in a short period of time.
One couple made the mistake of
pitching their tent over a
comfortable looking hollow in the
ground. Within minutes the floor
of the tent was like a water bed.
But, the sun was soon out and
they moved to higher ground
where the nylon fabric quickly
dried.
Too soon the nine-day trip was
over. I had made some good
friends and was not anxious to
see them leave. I finished up
with a good feeling about the
whole thing — you know, when
you’ve done your best and lady
luck helps just enough to really
make things click. I know from
their reaction that it was a
worthwhile experience for them.
I’m afraid I could not express to
them how enrichened I felt from
the time we spent together. I
think I came out ahead of the
game.

Animal Track Supply Catalog
1980-1981 Supply Catalog

Pat Sedlak. Author, 5th Edition

Featuring pullout centerfold
of animal tracks—for wall mounting
—Send $1.00—
to

New England Trappers
Supply & Raw Fur Co.

Jay's Taxidermy

104 East Main St., Clinton. Conn 06413
Ph 203-669-9897 or 669-5366

$7.00 Postpaid

HEAD & LIFE SIZE MOUNT
JAY HALL, TAXIDERMIST
RT. 126, WASHINGTON ROAD
JEFFERSON, MAINE 04348
PHONE: 207-549-5004

Mr. Sport, Inc.
SPORTING GOODS
Rte. 9, Eddington, Maine 04429
Phone (207) 843-6008

Firearms — Ammunition — Reloading
Equipment & Supplies — Cast Bullets
BLACK POWDER & ACCESSORIES (Rifle &
Pistol Kits Special Ordered)
LICENSED REMANUFACTURER
OF AMMUNITION
NON-RESIDENT LICENSES

MOVING?
We don’t want you
to miss a single issue
of
the
Maine
Sportsman.

Pillsbury Island on Eagle Lake is
through more or less sheltered
waters so we proceeded to our
planned campsite there. That is
where we spent the following
day waiting for the wind to die.
It finally went down at about 7
p.m. so we took off and made it
to Ziegler campsite on the north
end of Eagle Lake by 9 p.m.
There was still enough light to
set up camp, and we had been
treated to a beautiful sunset on
our way.

hundred yards down the west
shore of the lake. The moose
finally took her calves into the
water where she stood and faced
the bear, prepared to fend her
young ones. The bear made
several feints toward the calves,
each one countered by the
moose. Finally, the bear thought
better of tackling a mother
moose in her natural habitat and
took to the woods. What an
exciting thing for those people to
watch — and with a Walt Disney
ending too!
The whole trip was a leisurely
affair. We moved along at a slow
pace and enjoyed the good
weather (most of the time) and
the solitude. The waterway was
uncrowded and the wildlife
cooperated by showing up at
regular intervals, especially the
moose. My guests were pleased
at being able to get movies and
still photos of these big animals
at close range.
We were blessed with a second

Fishing Tackle for All Seasons
Cortland-Pflueger, Fenwick
Fly Tying Materials — Flies
VISA & MASTER CHARGE CARDS
Hours: 8 to 8 Daily

adjacent to HARRIS CO.

Tbaving
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Low Water, Big Fish in West
Low water conditions continue
to frustrate boaters in Western
Maine. It is now nearly im
possible to launch a boat of any
size in either Aziscohos or South
Arm of Richardson Lake. Other
local lakes are low with some
launching problems.
However, be it low water or
for some other reason, large
numbers of salmon and some nice
squaretails have moved up from
Richardson Lake into the im
mediate area of Upper Dam Pool.
Reports I have received as of the
first week of July indicate there
are more and larger salmon
present than has been the case in
many years. It has been
suggested by a few anglers that
oxygen levels in the lake has
caused the salmon and trout
movement. I have not seen any
verification of this suggestion
and would tend to discount, it
until I do. However, the fish are
there for some reason and about
the only practical suggestion I
have to offer is to grab a fly rod
and take a look-see.
Low water in local streams and
beaver bogs hasn’t seemed to
dim the angling prospects in
these places to much extent.
Several local anglers with whom
I have talked tell me of better
than average strings of trout
they are taking. I feel that with
the streams as low as they
currently are and much more dry
weather in the offering we will
see a paucity of brook trout in
several local streams next year.
As the brooks and streams dry
into trickles and pools I cannot
but feel but that predation (man
and animal), low oxygen and high
water temperatures will take a
dreadful toll of the native trout
population.
I have noticed that in a year or
two after a dry summer the

streams seem to begin producing
good catches again. The only
thing I know of which ruins a
trout stream is man. Heavy
timber cutting has ruined several
local streams for some years now
and I don’t believe brook trout
can withstand heavy fishing
pressure. As pressure builds on
our local streams the trout
population goes downhill. It is
not only the fishing pressure but
the acts of many local anglers
which is partly the cause.
Recently a local angler took 84
brookies in one day from a
nearby stream. This same person
wouldn’t consider taking more
than his limit from a lake. I recall
that as a boy I usually took all the
trout I could catch from a stream
I had spent all day fishing. Today
I cringe at some of my youthful
actions but at the time it
somehow seemed the thing to do.
Today too many local anglers feel
the thing to do on a small trout
stream is to take a creel full if
they can get them. That is
probably the basic reason that
we enjoy such fruitless fishing on
so many of our local trout
streams.
The two local rivers, the Little
Androscoggin and the Crooked
haven’t proved very productive
this year. Ken Day told me of a
square tail of nearly four pounds
he recently took in Crooked
River. Ken fishes the river often
and rather the “unofficial
checker” of the fish trap at
Bolsters Mills. Ken has noted
very few trout and no salmon to
date which have entered the
trap.
There is some confusion and a
lot of disgust over the
regulations covering Crooked
River. I side with many of the
local anglers in being confused.
When I picked up my regulations

Or 125 Main Street, Fryeburg, Maine
T-SHIRTS AVAILABLE

FIREARMS SPECIALIST

Browning, Weatherby, Remington, plus all other makers.
Rifles, shotguns and pistols. New and Used.
Complete line of Black powder Guns and Accessories.
Reloading Equipment, I stock many Ruger No 1. & 3 Rifles.
Many S&W, Colt and Ruger Handguns.

D.L. Fleury’s Sporting Goods Inc.
David L. Fleury
(Where The “Bomb Shell” is at)
Rt 202, Winthrop, Maine 04364
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207-377-8277
Mon-Tues-Wed-Thurs-Fri
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Saturday & Sunday
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

I had to call a warden to find out
what they said. Many local
anglers feel the river ought to be
either flyfishing only or open
under the general law. To date
few anglers with whom I have
talked know what is legal where.
The Little Androscoggin
hasn’t given up, to my
knowledge, any of the large
browns for which it is locally
famous. Snow Falls Pool and
Jackson’s Crossing, located
between South and West Paris
are two noted pools. Perhaps the
water is too low this year for the
big ones to take up feeding
stations there.
Speaking of Snow Falls Pool, I
caught the dumbest brown trout
in Maine there. I had fished a
streamer for nearly two hours
without a hit. Then, holding the
rod between my legs with the
streamer fluttering in the
current, I filled my pipe and
reached for my lighter. Being
somewhat dumber than that
brown, even after the rod dipped
and the reel began to click. I took
out the lighter and lit up, feeling
a twig or something had caught
the line. It wasn’t until I noticed
a nice fish thrashing around at
the foot of the pool that I
grabbed my rod and, in a con
fused fashion, landed a brown
which went less than an ounce
from weighing five pounds.
***
A couple of months ago I
commented on being told that a
Sebago togue had eaten two
fourteen-inch salmon. My
question, if I had one, was not
whether the togue had eaten
salmon but as to whether Sebago
gave up a thirteen pound togue. I
received a nice letter from Jeffry

Western
Region
Lawrence Austin
RFD1, Box 218A
Oxford, Maine 04270
Thompson stating he believed
the story because the following
happened to him. Last March 16
Jeff was ice-fishing for salmon
and togue when, at about 10 a.m.
he had a flag at a hole that had
three previous wind flags.
Knowing the reel was frozen in
the hole Jeff gave it a rap which
caused the fish to tear off about
thirty feet of line. Since Jeff had
out only about ten feet of line in
25 feet of water he was certain he
had a salmon.
Jeff stated that the fish didn’t
fight much as he began to pull in
the line. When Jeff got to the end
of the leader the tail of a salmon
appeared engulfed in the mouth
of a togue. Jeff worked his
fingers into the gills of the togue
and hauled him onto the ice. The
31 inch togue weighed thirteen
pounds. The salmon in the mouth
of the togue weighed about a
pound and a half and was about
17 inches long.
The togue flopped on the ice a
few minutes, then spit out the
salmon which was dead, partially
descaled and covered with teeth
marks where the togue had
mouthed and bit it.
Jeff says the really un
believable part was the fact that
the five inch smelt he was using
for bait was still in the salmon’s

belly. Jeff did not hook the togue
at all but succeeded in catching
the fish because it would or could
not release the salmon.
“Ralph Thurston of Rumford
Point and Glen Langley of
Lewiston, were with me and can
vouch for the validity of this
story. My taxidermist, Gene
Bahr of Porter, will also vouch
that he found two fourteen inch
salmon in the togue’s stomach
when he cleaned the fish out to
mount. The togue is now
mounted and on the wall in my
house, along with one unContinued on next page

HEADQUARTERS
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Big Bass in the Belgrade Chain
Summer fishing on the entire
Belgrade Chain of Lakes means
bass fishing at its best.
Both large and smallmouth
bass are found in every body of
water, with potential lunker fish
lurking virtually in all “bassy”
looking coves and weed beds. If
the catch of fine specimens
brought to this writer’s attention
throughout the early and mid
summer continues in August,
and there is no doubt that it will,
1980 will again prove the
Belgrades produce some of the
best quality bass fishing in the

Central Area
Dick Drysdale
Rte. 2, Box 99A
Horn Hill Rd., Fairfield

state.

Just how the bigger fish are
caught remains a mystery and
probably always will. Bass have
voracious appetites, and their
diet is so varied, that the bass
fisherman really never knows
what bait or lure will catch the
big one. Cray fish, shiners, both
rubber and real worms as well as
an assortment of surface and
diving lures all account for big
bass. In following through this
column, notice the different
offerings big bass have fallen for
in the last few weeks.
Mike Rouze, of Littleton,
Mass., for example, caught a
dandy 23-inch, 7 lb., 5 oz.
largemouth bass on a Flatfish
lure. Mike’s North Pond fish
earned him top honors in a
weekly fishing contest sponsored
by Charley’s Log Cabin in
Oakland. Out of some 14 bass
reported to me during this period
only his fell to the Flatfish.
Another weekly winner at
Charley’s was William Hatch of
Greenwich. Conn. Hatch’s
largemouth, a 6 lb., 4 oz. fish
taken in East Pond was caught
on a Deep 0 lure. Again, this was
the only big bass reportedly
taken on this bait.
Fran Canigan of Belgrade
entered a respectable 5 lb., 8 oz.
largemouth at Charley’s. Fran’s
twenty-inch fish was taken on a
River Runt. Veteran bass angler
Bud Hill of Mass, showed up to
weigh a 4 lb., 2oz. largemouth he
caught on a Burk’s Wig Wag
Worm. Steve Brod of
Norridgewock, fishing a yellow
Rapala, landed a 6 lb.. 12 oz.
largemouth in North Pond. Also
fishing a Rapala lure, but fishing
on Messalonskee Stream, Pat
MacGregor of Oakland caught his
3’A lb. largemouth. Messalon
skee Stream is the extreme
outlet of the Belgrade Chain of
Lakes and about as far from
North Pond and the area Brod
was fishing as you can get and
still be in the “Chain.” I guess
that pretty much sums up where
the big largemouth bass are and
what they are taking! You never
really know just when or where
or how!

Some of the nicer smallmouth
bass have been taken on Rapalas,
Queen Bees and with live bait.
Craig Garrison of Baltimore, Md.
caught a 3 lb., 8 oz. smallmouth
on Great Pond with live bait. Ray
Garrison of Brickton, N.J., found
the smallmouths hitting Rapalas
on Great Pond. His 2 lb., 5 oz.
fish gave quite a fight. Queen
Bees accounted for two nice East
Pond Smallmouths. A 3 lb., 4 oz.
fish was netted by David Geiger
of Millentown, N.J., while H.
Pelletier Jr. of Waterville caught
a 3 lb., 13 oz. fish. Although
many many more from all area
ponds have escaped this writer’s
attention, the preceding is a
pretty fair indication of the
superior action in the Belgrades.
***
Fred Cichette moved up in the
ranks of hunters recently when
he bagged a 250 lb. black bear.

Fred Cichette of Cornwells Heights, Fa., with ms
250-pound bow-killed black bear.

Compound bow, a Black
Diamond “Delta” razor head, and
super accuracy on his part to bag
his trophy size bear.
Congratulations Fred!

others crossing the road. More
deer have been sighted crossing
roads this summer than have
been reported to this writer in
years.

♦ ♦ ♦

Woodchuck hunters are having
a banner year. With each haying,
more and more of the pests are
uncovered. Last year chucks
were more numerous than usual,
but this year’s population must
be at an all time high. Perhaps
less chuck hunters and a mild
winter and spring have ac
counted for this. Chuck hunting
gives one a chance to shoot
during the “off” season while
doing farmers and gardeners a
favor.

Early reports from many
sources indicate an abundant
supply of fawn tracks now
beginning to show up in the
woods. With two past winters
which have been relatively mild,
the deer in our central area are
showing a definite increase in
number. On a recent ride
through a section of Cornville
with friend Ernest Robinson, for
example, the evening sightings
included 8 deer in one field and 2

* ♦ ♦

Dory & Bud Williams

[207] 243-2930
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Pat Paradis with her English coonhound, Champion
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United Kennel Club event.

Cichette was one of a small
minority of bear hunters suc
cessful with the bow and arrow

this past season. Fred, guided by
LeRoy Lane of Fairfield, com
bined a 65 pound Bear Alaskan
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Piscatorial Perils in Scotland
One of the greatest pleasures I
derive from writing this column
is the mail I receive. Often these
letters contain information of
general interest to other anglers
and fly tyers. So this month’s
column is devoted to those who
have taken the time to write in.
In response to my appeal to
readers for their favorite
streamer patterns, Charlie
Burnham of Durham, New
Hampshire lists his favorites as
follows:
1. Supervisor (salmon)
2. Gray Ghost (salmon &
trout)
3. Colonel Bates (trout)
4. Barnes Special (salmon)
5. Spencer Bay Special
(salmon & trout)
Conspicuously absent from his
list is the widely popular 9-3
which Mr. Burnham
acknowledges is his jinx fly. “The
results (with a 9-3) have been
‘zero’ — incredible since
sometimes in Grand Lake
Stream the salmon wouldn’t hit
anything else!”
Charlie Burnham is obviously a
man of considerable experience
and expertise. He writes: “If you
don’t mind my ramblings, I
would like to submit my thoughts
on two other factors regarding
streamer patterns.
“Hooks and Hooking. I tie all
my favorites on tandems except
Colonel Bates and Spencer Bay
Special. These I tie on Mustad
No. 94720, No. 4, 8XL. I like the
long body and the way it ‘swims.’
I do admit to losing more fish
playing them on the singles. I
guess there must be a leveraging
factor from the long shank (?).
With tandems, almost all my fish
are caught on the front‘hook. I
tie the rear hook upside down, so
maybe Dr. Sanborn is right! (Ed.
note: Dr. J. Herbert Sanborn, a
pioneer in tandem streamer
development, was an advocate of
tying the rear “trailer” hook
facing downwards.)
“I may be all wrong, but I have
never believed much in the
theory of ‘short strikes.’ I don’t
think salmon nip at the tail of a
fly; I think they just miss the
point. I feel the strike is more
sideways, as they like to crush
the baitfish crosswise before
turning it to swallow same head
first.
“Color. Preface: I am an ex
perimenter who will snip off a fly
when fish are hitting it just to
see if it is that fly or maybe only
excellent conditions.
“My experiences tell me color
shade is important. For example,
in the Supervisor and Spencer
Bay Special I use the palest blue
feathers that I can find or dye.
Also, the olive shoulder feathers
for the Supervisor should be
pale, pale, pale! To my eyes,
nothing looks more like a smelt
under water than a well-tied
Supervisor.

Mac Macdonald at his fly tying bench.
Walker photo)

“Many commercially tied
streamers that I have seen in
stores and in anglers’ possessions
have brightly dyed feathers. My
inquiries of these anglers reveal
only minimal success with these
flies. Also, I have noticed many
cost-cutting deviations from the
original patterns. This does not
seem to as greatly affect results
as does color shading.”
G. Alden Macdonald of
Kingfield, Maine is one of my
most consistent correspondents.
Featured in a previous column,
Mac is a retiree who, along with
his wife Margaret, devotes a
good deal of time to the pursuit
of trout and salmon with a fly.
Responding to my request for
favorite streamers, Mac writes:
“My favorite trolling
streamers for both trout and
salmon are:

(Peter

about 20 feet out.
“I have tied some mongrel flies
during the past few years which
have no names, but which are
fully as productive as the more
famous flies — probably because
of the use of more fluorescent
materials.”
♦ * * ♦ ♦

Finally, a note received
recently from Don Mairs of
North Belgrade, Maine. Don,
Chief Biologist for the Board of
Pesticides Control, sent the
letter from Achnasheel, Scotland
where he and his family have
been visiting the ancestral
homeland. Don’s tale should
serve as a lesson to us all. When
fishing in unfamiliar territory,
check out the local laws and

customs first.
Woe is me! I am here confined
in the Castle of Lochindoch,
ancestral home of the Wolf of
Badenoch! My offense, you ask?
Ah, ’tis a long story.
“It seems that, to while away
the time, I thought to pass some
pleasant moments in pursuit of
the trench, the common fish
hereabouts. I thus assayed to the
nearby castle moat, there to try
my chances at capturing a string
of trench tench. Now, this is no
breach of law, but unbeknownst
to me, the moat in question
contained a very rare form of
trench tench, one introduced by
the Normans after the Battle of
Hastings, known as the French
trench tench. To make things
worse, this endangered species
exists in a sex ratio of 1,487,298
to 0.03, favoring males. Imagine
my horror when, upon ap
prehension, I was found to
possess the first wench French
trench tench seen in 28 years!
Thus, for this, the National
Royal Trust for the Preservation
of Natural History Antiquities
has had me dungeoned, fed on a
diet of rats and cockroaches (not
bad. actually) and - me thought
- destined to so languish
forever.
“Now, though, things are
looking better. Only today.

official agents visited my poor
quarters and measured me with
great care. They also tried on me
a fine new cloak. ‘Twas of a plain
color (black) and the hood had no
holes for eyes, etc., but they
seemed well-satisfied and took it
away, doubtless for the
necessary alterations. Also. I am
promised a fine meal tonight
with a clergyman for company;
obviously, these louts recognize
my intellectual caliber by now.
Further, I shall be the guest of
honor at an entertainment of
sorts tonight — something called
the ‘Swinging of the Blade,’
which is doubtless some quaint
Highland contra-dance. But the
best sign of all is that I heard,
just moments ago, the cham
bermaids speak of changing the
bedding for the next tenant.
Doubltess my release is im
minent, and the proceedings
planned for this evening are to be
a proper send-off indeed. So, in
high spirits, I am
Faithfully your friend,
MacMairs”

Don’t despair, readers! Don
was released and has returned to
this country after passing the
traditional Scottish test of
heroism. He had to eat nine
pounds of rare, untrimmed
mutton. (He reportedly asked for
seconds.)

1. 9-3. Far and away the best
on salmon and almost equally
effective for trout.
2. Daisy Mae. Consistently
the best for trout, but it can also
be red hot for salmon.
3. Barnes Special
4. Governor Aiken
5. Liggett Special (tied with
fluorescent bucktail)
6. Green King
7. Sportsmen Say
8. Supervisor (Imperial)
9. Queen Bee
10. Black Ghost
“I must admit I fish the Daisy
Mae (Macdonald’s own invention)
more than any other fly.
Probably if I fished a clothespin
with hooks as much as I fish
Daisy, I’d catch fish on it.
“I troll fairly fast with the fly
toward shore about 40 feet out,
the outside fly about 70 or 80 feet
out and the fly in the slipstream

COLE FARMS
Breakfast Specials — Home Style Cooking

Variety of Plate Lunches at Reasonable Prices
Our Own Pastries and Ice Cream

Open 5 a.m. to 11:30 p.m. Daily
Coffee 15c

Only one mile north of Exit 11

of the Maine Turnpike and

PORTLAND-LEWISTON ROAD AT GRAY
One stop and it will become a habit’'

Down East International Trucks Inc.

35 Bedford Street
Portland, Maine
Telephone 772-7448
Located next to U of Main®

Morrison Motors Inc.
2 River Road
Mexico, Maine
Telephone 364^3777

Morrison & Sylvester Inc.
1175 Minot Avenue
Auburn, Maine
Telephone 783-8549
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Union River Controversy Continues
The Sunkhaze Stream Chapter
would like to set the record
straight on their stand con
cerning the “Quality Fishing”
area on the West Branch of the
Union River, Hancock County.
This chapter was and still is for
this type fishery, not only on the
West Branch of the Union, but
anywhere else it would be
proposed if biologically justified.
This chapter did not introduce
the proposal and we were not
aware of the area involved until
Dennis Smith, Otter Creek
(member of the Inland Fisheries
Advisory Council) read the
proposal at the hearing.
After the proponents and
opponents were heard from a
vote was taken by Ron Brokaw,
Regional Fisheries Biologist,
Machias office (who was con
ducting the hearing). The out
come was 7-6 against.
During a break at the hearing,
chapter member Ron Lott and
this writer spoke with Fisheries
and Wildlife Warden Debbie
Pallman. Warden Pallman’s
patrol area includes the West
Branch of the Union River. We
asked Mrs. Pallman if she
thought that a one mile section,
to include what is known as
“Tunnel Landing” in the Silsbury
Plain area of the West Branch
(which is less accessible) would
be more favorable to the op
ponents than that part of the
river originally proposed. She
agreed that it would be a better
choice.
When the hearing reconvened,
this writer suggested that the
“Quality Fishing” area be
relocated further upriver
(Silsbury Plain). Another
discussion, another vote was
taken, the outcome was 6-1 in
favor of this area.
This chapter felt that the
Silsbury Plain area would be
approved, and we were not
aware of the decision of the
Inland Fisheries Advisory
Council to approve the original
2‘/z mile plus stretch, from the
Tannery Loop Falls to the
Dutton Pond Stream inlet. We
were as surprised as anyone of
their decision. The Advisory

Sunkhaze
Stream
Chapter
Roger D’Errico

Don Johnson, left, winner of the Maine Council
Trout Unlimited Canoe Raffle, is shown being
congratulated by Everett Spencer, secretary of the
council, after being presented the canoe.

Board’s vote went as follows: 3-2
in favor, one abstention.
Late this past winter, this
chapter received word that
landowners on the West Branch
of the Union River were posting
their land to keep out Trout
Unlimited members. Now it
seems the landowners are
keeping everyone from fishing
the area. Not once has this
chapter been contacted by the
landowners to discuss the
problem. Some of the lan
downers were not even aware of
the second proposal (Silsbury
Plain area).
This chapter has taken a lot of
abuse for voicing its democratic
right. This chapter did not try
and stop the stocking of 25,000
brown trout on the West Branch
this past spring. The raising of
those brown trout were paid for
by the people of Maine and the
people must be allowed to fish for
them.
As far as ruining the brook
trout fishery with the in
troduction of brown trout,
hogwash. The brook trout
fishery was going downhill for
years. The brookies are still
there, but you must remember
the state is now stocking brown
trout, not brook trout. The two
species are living together, but
when the long hot summer days
raise the water temperatures to
the 70’s and 80’s the brown trout
can tolerate it better than the

HERCULES STEEL BUILDINGS
#1 in Maine - We Dare to Compare
Compare the competition
for strength, quality and
service. For all the facts,
as well as factory direct
discount prices, call:
Dave McQuarrie, Gen. Man.
211 East Main St.
Madawaska 207-728-4619
Dick Baxter, Dist. Man.
Portland 207-799-6463

IVe Challenge Competition
As We Are The Competition
SAVE $$$$ Call Collect
No Obligation

$ MONTSWEAG f
1
VALLEY
|
4 GUN SHOP |
Ammo, Reloading Tools, & Components
COMPLETE GUNSMITHING — Factory type reblueing,

stockwork, repair, sight work, etc.

JERRY GRENIER
RFD #3
Box 309A
Wiscasset, Maine 04578
TELEPHONE 207-882-5506

brook trout. Now the fishing
doesn’t die in late June. It lasts
right through August, making
the fishing that much better.
Find the spring holes and you can
still find the brook trout.
Maybe the “Quality, No Kill,
No Live Bait, Lures and Flies
Only Area” isn’t the answer, but
how will we know if we don’t give
it a try?
During the break at the
hearing I spoke to one of the
fisheries biologists, asking the
question “Is it possible that the
brown trout would have a better
chance of self-producing and
establishing a natural
reproduction if such an area
existed.” His answer was “That
it is possible.”
In closing this part of my
column, I would like to invite
anyone to write to me, c/o this
chapter P.O. Box 92, Bangor,
Maine 04401, to express feelings
concerning ‘The Quality Fishing
Area’ on the West Branch of the
Union River.
* ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

The 8th Annual Awards on
Auction Night was a huge
success. Two hundred plus
people turned out for what
proved to be one of our most
enjoyable evenings ever. Field &
Stream’s Ed Zern is just as witty
away from the microphone as he

is behind it. Five members in
cluding this writer spent the
weekend with him at Grand Lake
Stream. Our thanks to Stan Leen
and Leen’s Lodge for making the
two days most enjoyable.
The winner of the graphite
rod, (Sunkhaze Stream Chapter
T.U.-Pepsi Cola Fishing Contest
1979) was Robert Smith of
Brewer.
The chapter would like to
thank all the merchants and
members of T.U. who donated
gifts and prizes that were auc
tioned off and given as door
prizes at the Annual Awards
Night.
The chapter’s annual spring
fishing trip to the “Big Eddy,”
saw 37 members and guests sit
down to a fantastic barbecue
steak supper Saturday evening.
The landlocks were very
cooperative just before dark,
taking dry flies, fished both dry
and wet, and nymphs.
Would you like to hear about
the one that got away? What
seemed to be a fairly large
landlocked salmon was feeding
periodically in the eddy just in
front of the campground and
refusing all offerings. I decided
to try for him. Anchoring my
canoe about 40 feet above the
salmon’s feeding station and
casting streamers, dries, wets
and nymphs for about an hour, I
found the right fly, a light brown
nymph on a size 16 hook.
Twenty minutes to a half hour
is a long time to hold a big lan
dlock on that small a fly,
especially when you are using a 8
foot graphite rod weighing a

little over 2 ounces.
Placing the fly on the shore
side of the slick and letting it
swing through the area the
salmon was holding in seemed to
be the best way to present the
fly. About six casts later the
salmon picked up the fly, chewed
on it and took off taking all the
fly line and going well into the
backing. To make a long fish
story short; another long run, a
series of jumps, four times just
out of reach of the net but close
enough to get a good close look at
him, the little no. 16 pulled out. I
would have given anything just
to know how much he would
weigh.
T.U. Maine Council News

On May 31st at L.L. Bean in
Freeport, the first statewide
T.U. Council raffle was drawn
off. It was held in Freeport in
conjunction with the Coastal
Congress Meeting, sponsored by
the N.R.C., Maine Audubon, and
Trout Unlimited. The winners
were drawn by Governor
Brennan. The following is a list of
the winners:
1st Prize: Mad River Canoe
(donated by L.L. Bean); Don
Johnson, Livermore Falls.
2nd Prize: Custom Made
Lucky Scott Bamboo Fly Rod
(with two tips); Mike McNamara,
Brewer.
3rd Prize: Orvis Graphite Rod;
Ed Spaulding, Oakland. •
4th Prize: Eddie Bauer Down
Jacket; Ormond Staples,
Thomaston.
5th Prize: Charles Kelly
Custom Made Fiberglass Fly
Rod; Charles Gallagher, Bangor.
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Salmon Bangor Area’s Biggest News
Orland’s Craig Pond has come
through again with another
gigantic fish catch. This time it
was a nine pound Landlocked
Salmon taken by Mike Simpson
of Ellsworth. We got word of the
deed from our spies in the area
shortly after the monster was
captured. The salmon might
have been one of those “strip
pers” tossed into Craig Pond
when the Orland Fish Hatchery
switched operations to raising
anadramous Atlantic Salmon. At
any rate, a prize catch and a
great thrill for Mr. Simpson.
While on the subject of
Atlantic Salmon, it’s been a
record year on rod catches of the
fish in Maine. Anglers at the
Penobscot River had taken
nearly 800 salmon. That figure is
expected to climb to 1,000 or
better before the curtain comes
down on Oct. 15. Of course,
that’s an all time record, in
cluding the catches recorded
during the “old days.” That
doesn’t mean there weren’t as
many fish in the river. During
those times angling for the exotic
salmon was considered as a rich
man’s sport, even in the
Penobscot’s Salmon Pool where
much of the water was private. If
we had today’s army of anglers
plying those teeming waters,
many record catches surely
would have been made.
The Narraguagus and Denny’s
Rivers had Atlantic Salmon rod
catches of around 100 each with
late season flurries. The Machias
and East Machias Rivers have
climbed to around 50 fish each,
with fly rodders still plying their
skills well into the summer
season in secretive upriver pools.
Quite a few grilse had been
taken at the Penobscot River in
late June and into July. A grilse
is an immature Atlantic Salmon
weighing from three to six
pounds — too young for
spawning. Many of these fish
were released and not recorded.
Penobscot anglers too, are
discovering upriver sites where
salmon are holding up during the
summer months. Off the mouths
of cool inlets are likely locations.
Others include sites below
natural barriers and man-made
dams. Many of these fish taken
never make the log books.
There is an argument

Bangor Area
Bob Leeman
807 Wilson Street
Brewer

Charles S. DuBack of Tenants Harbor with an 18pound male Atlantic salmon, one of the largest taken
from the Penobscot River this season. (Bob Leeman
photo}

beginning to develop on the catch
and release of Atlantic Salmon.
After late-season anglers were
finding a few fish floating bellyup down the river, they had
some doubts about this practice.
An examination of some of these
fish discovered they had
definitely been hooked at least
once.
Don Owens, from the Orvis
Co. in Vermont, stopped 'by
recently to try our Maine salmon
and trout waters, I introduced
him to a day of Atlantic Salmon
fishing on the Penobscot River
where he had no luck, but wit
nessed one fish caught. Later,

we drove to an upriver tributary,
canoed into a favorite spring hole
of mine and floated dryflies for
Brook Trout. The Brookies were
a little more cooperative. The
largest fish netted measured
around 15 inches. Many other
scrappers were taken in the 10 to
12 inch class. All were carefully
released. As the dusk wore on,
the trout became even more
active. It was a fine outing, and
I’m sure, one that Mr. Owens
will long remember about Maine
fishing.
***
A trip to Canada’s Miramichi
River in June proved a bit early

SPEAR FUR COMPANY
3 Old Log Lane, Bellingham, Mass. 02019
Phone — 1-617-966-0190

STAKE-N-TAKE By Montgomery

MONTGOMERY TRAPS:

#11/2 Coil-Dog On ........
#2 Coil-Dog On ...........
#3 Coil-Dog On ...........
#4 Coil-Dog On ...........
Stake-n-Take (110 type)
Comes with stake .......

$32.00
$43.00
$51.00
$53.00

doz.
doz.
doz.
doz.

$26.00 doz.
One-piece bait wire retainer, three-position trigger
ing mechanism, and a fantastic staking device that's
only found on the light weight MONTGOMERY TRAPS.

LIFE TIME PACKBASKETS:

Handcrafted Fiberglass — *Made for the hunter, trapper
and fisherman:
$37.50
Deluxe Model ......
Deluxe Model
$39.50
with lure pouch ....
Deluxe Fox/Coon
$34.50
with lure pouch ....
Approximate Weight — 4 lbs.
$39.50
Deluxe Ice Fishing
LIFE TIME FLESHING BEAMS* — Made of Fiberglass:

Eastern Beam . . . 44” by 8”
Nose Tapers to 2” ..................
Western Beam . . . 60” by 10”
Nose Tapers to 3” ..................

$27.75
$37.75

Hollow
Light Wt. Fits

Complete Trapping Supply List Available on Request
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
BILL SPEAR — Fur Buyer and Trapping Supply Dealer

for good salmon fishing, but ideal
for brook trout.
We were guests of the Dead
River Lodge which overlooks the
famous “Big Pool” along the
river. Our host was Dana Irving
of Orrington.
Although June is considered to
be spotty for Atlantic Salmon
runs along the waterway, we did
spot a few fish. No one in the
party hooked one, however.
I think the most impressive
thing about the river is revealed
in the crystal clean water. On
many occasions, I observed huge
brook trout moving and feeding.
Most of the time, while wading,
you could look down at your feet
and see several trout up to 16
inches in length resting in your
boot wake. Now, being the trout
nut that I am, that really shook
me up. It wasn’t long before a
lighter flyrod outfit was put into
action. I had little trouble in
catching the little beauties. Most
averaged in the 10 to 14 inch
class. Occasionally, a bigger one
was hooked. I released all but
what the boys back at the camp
wanted for breakfast.

I think wha,t surprised me the
most was the attitude the
Canadian guides have on trout;
they treat them like we do bass.
Most are sworn at for ruining a

good salmon cast.
The Southwest Miramichi
River area we fished was located
near Doaktown. Much of the
water is private, but there is
quite a bit of public water. We
saw one 12 pound salmon taken
in one of these stretches. In
comparison, the Miramichi is
about half the size of the
Penobscot River in Bangor. The
most popular salmon flies used
are: Buckbug, Conrad (which is a
green butt bearhair), and
Bombers. Small sized flies are
the rule, both in singles and
doubles. Guides must be em
ployed and can serve up to three
anglers a day. The salmon daily
limit is two. Trout limits are
quite excessive. Best times for
salmon runs usually occur after
July 1 and lasts into September
on the Miramichi River. Some of
the other prominent salmon
rivers in Canada have even later
runs. The Cains River is a good
example. Knowledgeable anglers
don’t go near the Cains River
until late August and Sep
tember. The really big ones
arrive in October.
Overall, it was an excellent
trip. We ate like kings, slept
sound in cozy quarters, and
thank our hosts and the brookies
for an enjoyable Canadian ex
cursion.

LIVE BAIT
Shiners - Suckers - Frozen Smelts
Angleworms and Nightcrawlers
Complete Line of Fly Tying Materials
Bulk Feathers - Tools - Accessories
Topographical & Depth Maps
Fishing Tackle, Ammo, Nets
Rod Building — Parts and Repairs

DAG’S BAIT SHOP

Corner Minot & Towle, Auburn
Open 4:30 a.m. to 10 p.m. - 7 Days - Tel. 207-783-0388
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Rocks are silent. They may
block the passage, sink a ship, or
serve as a perch for a longer
backcast, but they speak to no
one. Years do not change their
composition, and only drastic
natural forces and human life can
remove them from their present
locations.
Eons will wear them away, but
they yield sands very
grudgingly. Softer forms will
give way more quickly than
hardened granite.
It’s a case of cause and effect.
Compressed sand is effected by
flowing water over mere cen
turies. Study the Colorado River
and the Grand Canyon. Rapids
occur where bedrock channels
the water, at least temporarily.
Rocks have stories to tell, or
do they? Is there a rock
somewhere that can tell us what
happened to the Franklin Ex
pedition in the Arctic during the
last century? Undoubtedly a rock
saw the demise of this neverfound group of men who sought
glory in the Northwest Passage.
Is there a rock to tell us what
happened to some of the more
than 100 outdoor Mainers who
have disappeared during the
period of European settlement?
A rock must have seen their
canoes swamp, or perhaps saw
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Rocks

A rock is home for a new-born seagull (Dave
O’Connor photo)

them stumble, fall, and strike a
killing surface.
The rocks serve us well. They
harbor trout swimming on the
downstream side. They serve for
observation points after we have
successfully scaled the hill. They
block the wind, retard the
campfire from spreading
throughout the forest, and make
breakwaters to hide boats during
a summer gale.

AROOSTOOK
COUNTY
Bear Mountain
Lodge
Smyrna Mills, Me. 04780 Tel. 207-528-2124.
Located 12 miles north of Patten, Maine on scenic Route 11.
Housekeeping cabins available for bear hunters, fishermen,
and vacationers from May thru October. One cabin located
on beautiful Rockabema Lake.
Bear Hunts — May-October — Fishing — May thru
September — Grouse & Woodcock Hunting — October —
Deer & Bear (Archery) — October — Deer & Bear (Rifle) —
November.
Accommodationsand guides available for moose hunting in
September - 1980.
All cabins fully equipped for any size party. Brochure and
references on request.

Member Maine Professional Guides Assn.

CARROLL P. GEROW

Rocks are homes for lovers.
Seals, seagulls and a wide
variety of other life, reproduce
on their hard surfaces. The gull
loves a solitary rock, far from
shore, even sometimes in an
inland lake or pond. The seals
like the ocean’s edge, and often
bunch up in social herds.
Shakespeare said, “The rock,
that’s nature’s mother, is her
tomb.” He was wiser than I am.

MEL'S
SPORTS
WE’VE GOT IT ALL!

• Fishing Equipment &
Tackle
• Guns, Hunting Equipment
• Archery Equipment
• Pioneer Chain Saws Parts
& Service
• Coleman Equipment,
Sales & Service
• Camping Equipment
• Guitars & Accessories
WE GIVE YOU
THE PERSONAL ATTENTION
BIGGER STORES CAN’T
We’re down the street
from L.L Bean

124 Main St.
Freeport, Me. 04032
(207) 865-3277

Registered Maine Guide and Outfitter

He saw the same thing I now see.
The rock has a beginning, and it
shares beginnings with others,
but there is an ending too.
I have favorite rocks. I have
frightening rocks. For two years
in a row a rock on the George
River of Ungava has waited for
me to return. It lies in wait for
O’Connor to arrive. The rock
cooperates with the whitewater
to rob me of life. So far I have
won.
Writers don’t always tell you
the whole truth. I have told you
about the fantastic Atlantic
salmon fishing on the George,
but I have never told you about
this rock. Why? I thought you
wanted to hear about the fishing,
perhaps you wanted to hear
more about the truth...my fear of
the rock in midstream, the one I
think might someday take my
life.
This summer I will tempt the
rock again. But, this is only one
rock in a world littered with
millions. There is another rock in
my life. It’s a happy rock. It lies a
lot closer to my home. My son
and daughter both caught their
first fish while standing on that
rock. From the view of the
outsider this rock is no different
from many others lining the
shore of a good Maine trout
water. To me it is special.
I also know of a whole pile of
fun rocks. I used them to try and
skip across the water. They are

now part of the bottom of a lake
where I spent my youth at a
family cottage. These rocks are
nearly all flat, a characteristic
they share, bringing to them a
common fate.
This isn’t their final resting
place. They will be moved by
natural forces much longer
lasting than the flinging effort of
a youthful arm. By allowing them
to sink to the muddy bottom I
have added to their collective
lives. Exposed to wind, washing
water, and erosion they would
have died in the sands. Now they
have a chance to survive.
Rocks have beauty. They have
colors. They have textures.
Some have seen the fire of a
natural blast furnace. Some have
been made only because they
were on an ocean front where
they were pressed by time. Some
are mixtures of both force fields.
I like them all.
Endurance is something a rock
has as a long suit. Personability
is something, as a class, they are
short on. I hardly ever think
about rocks, except when they
directly effect my life by
challenging me to do better.
Sloppy canoe handling means I
am going to get wet. Skill means
I will see the eddy below.
Rocks are not static. They tell
stories we can’t hear. They offer
security, they offer uses, but we
will never control them.

WANTED
WHITE BIRCH
HARDWOOD PRODUCTS CO.
GUILFORD, MAINE
Contact: Fred Street, 876-2205

WANT TO GO DEER HUNTING?
We are looking for a few good, se

rious deer hunters. This is a hunt
ing lodge, not an all night cocktail
lounge. Hunt with the legendary
Benoit Brothers of Vermont and
guide Ben Pinkham for trophy
whitetail bucks. The month of
November. The two biggest bucks
taken in Maine last year came from
the Moosehead Lake area. You’ve
heard about us. Make your plans
now for the 1980 deer season. It
looks like a good one.
I also guide for bear and bobcat. I
still have a few good openings for
the 1980-81 season.
Two successful N.Y. hunters with bucks
taken in 1979 while hunting with Ben Pin
kham.

Lanny and Larry Benoit with their 270
lb. & 210 lb. bucks taken in the 1979
season.

Guide Ben Pinkham with his 217-pound
dressed buck taken in 1979.

For more information and lots of references, phone or write: 207-534-2201

Gentle Ben's Hunting Lodge, Box 212, Rockland, ME 04478
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How Will Maine’s Moose Hunt Go?
Moose are on the verge of
being legally sought. Next month
the hunting sports will pause for
a week of selective gunning.
Only those with permits will be
allowed in the woods with a
firearm. About the only sport to
be cut short will be the late
season bear hunter.
August is normally a doldrum
month, much like April. This
year things will be different.
Hunters will be cruising the
roads, the byways, and the
distant woods, much as they
would before deer season opens.
What they are seeking is the
sighting of a moose, or signs
where one is “workin’ recently.”
The moose hunt itself will be
closely watched by non-hunters,
antis, and avid sportsmen of all
kinds. After all, it has been
nearly half a century since the
Aroostook moose could be legally
taken.
For the nick-nack maker this
has definitely been a banner year
for the trivia of the moose. Sales
of pine knots depicting the bull
have been selling very well.
A favorite topic of con
versation is just how much the
moose hunt will be scarred by
the illegal. Nobody knows. I
suspect it will be small in
numbers, but inflated by the
news media. A single moose shot
illegally by the clown, especially
one who applied unsuccessfully
for a permit, will be enough to
touch off a furor by those waiting
to pounce.
Not everyone likes hunting or
hunters. The one week moose
hunt will get a lot of press at
tention. There are bound to be
several “incidents” and the anti
people will definitely make a lot
of noise over any violations of
law or technicality.
When you have 1,400 people,
any sort of decent people, in the
field, there are bound to be a few
misconduct charges. When you
add a few bad apples the mixture
is sure to produce sparks. A
large majority will abide by the
laws, but those who don’t will get
all the attention.
There is some thought along
the lines like, “If you know there
is going to be some bad press on
the current moose hunt, why
bother to have one?” Well
meaning, but not logical. If we
assume that each year more than
200 Mainers will die on the high
way why don’t we ban the
automobile? Distant logic maybe,
but along the same vein.
Maine has needed a moose
season. There are too many
moose and you can’t stockpile
them like radishes in the cooler.
They demand habitat. If you ask
too much from that finite parcel
of land, as the moose has been

Southern
Aroostook
Dave O’Connor
Star Route, Box 36-B
Sherman Station
the successful hunters will have
business to attend to, others will
be sick, others will simply not
hunt.
The whole show should be fun
to watch. Those who hold per
mits will be sure to get all kinds
of advice. The “experts” will be
crawling out of the woodwork,
literally. They will fill your ears
with words on how easy it will be
to shoot a moose. Easy in their
theory, hard in field practice.
While August may seem a bit
premature to talk about the
moose hunt, it should be
remembered that this is prep
time for those with valid per
mits. They will scour, search,
talk and try. To assume that they
will not do their best is foolish.
This is a historical event, the
Calling a moose in rut is popular in Canada. Will it
be popular in Maine? No one knows. (Dave O'Connor
photo)

doing, there are negative effects.
I have been on Bud Leavitt’s
WOODS “N” WATERS and been
asked about this. I have been on
another TV program, UpCOUNTRY, and talked about
much the same thing. On the
street, while buying groceries, I
have been approached with some
of the same questions. There are
no absolute answers.
Moose hunting is not approved
in all circles. Bob Leeman, a
fellow outdoor writer and a
friend, does not want to see a
Maine moose season. He, and a
lot of fellow outdoorsmen, think
the moose is not a game animal.
It is, in their view, a precious
curiosity. Nothing more.
I don’t see the moose in that

way. The moose is very much a
game animal, suitable for a
respectable hunt. The moose you
see standing quietly in the small
pond or lake cove in July is not
the rut-active moose you see in
the fall. I have seen huge
whitetail bucks, thought of as
one of the most worthy game
animal, also standing for a
broadside shot in summer. In the
fall hunt they are something else.
Not easy. Not by any standards.
No one should have any fear
our moose will disappear. Even if
all the moose permits are filled
the results will be less than four
percent of the total population.
And, we all know the permits
will never see 100% success. It
just isn’t in the cards. Some of

first legal moose hunt in 45
years.
History has always played a
big role in hunting. This moose
gunning will be no different.
History, at least in the modern
era, will be made this fall with
the coming of open, selective,
hunting for the biggest animal in
the state.
I will not be taking part I
want to report on the hunt, but I
have not applied for the license. I
will try another year. My young
son was disappointed because he
wanted to “try my luck.” I would
gladly donate my dollars to the
cause, but because I was in
volved in the development of the
season — through my writing —
I will not be part of the hunt. I
wish you all the success.

Conrad’s
Sales & Service
Moosehead Trail
Abbot, Maine

876-3273

Fishing Tackle - Canoes
Stihl Chain Saws - Accessories

COMPLETE DOG KENNELS
Manufactured to your specs.
• Free Estimates
• Shipped Anywhere
• Easy to Assemble
Also strike cages for the front of
your vehicle

HARDWICK FENCE INC.
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 28, Palmyra, Maine Tel. 938-2611
Visit Our Show Room in Palmyra, Maine

DEEP SEA FISHING
Aboard the
MYSTERY
OR
BUCCANEER
Tel. 633-3244
Boothbay Harbor
Maine 04538

ALL TACKLE FURNISHED

Mackerel Special — One-half Day Fishing
Aboard the Fish Hawk. Family fun.

SUBSCRIBE
Says the wise, old Bobcat.
Save money and don’t miss a
single issue.
□ one year $7

□ two years $13

NAME __ ______________________________________
ADDRESS ______ ____________________________________

------------------------- ------------------------------------ ZIP___________
Send to: Maine Sportsman, Box 507, Yarmouth, Me. 04096
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Giant Tima on Light Tackle
This is a fish story and more. It
is a story of courage, per
severance and luck. Even more
important, it is a story of a
fisherman and his young son —
and a fishing adventure to last
both for a lifetime.

MID-COASTAL
Report
Stephen Wilson
34 Snow Park
Bath 04530

Jerry Jamison had decided on
a hot and muggy August night
that it was time for a day’s
vacation from his duties as a
representative for BFC Marine,
on the Kennebec River at Bath.
Commitments were made to his
nine year old son, Donald, and
longtime friend, Charlie
Boudreau, for a day’s fishing on
the blue shark grounds well off
Seguin Island. Weather reports
looked favorable, so final
arrangements were made to
leave Bath the next morning
after sunup for what promised to
be a great day for blue sharking.
These battlers are gaining in
popularity with local fishermen;
weighing in the 50 to 100 pound
class, they take live or frozen
baitfish and provide an ample
test of a fisherman’s skills.

Jerry had rigged his Penn
Senator Special reel with 550
yards of 50 pound test dacron,
which has proven satisfactory
tackle for these sharks on
previous trips. Father and son
bedded down for the night with
thoughts of the shark hunt in
their minds. It would be the last
rest that each would enjoy for
some time. They and their tackle
were soon to be tested beyond
the physical limits of endurance
in a classic battle of man and the
sea.
The morning was as the
weatherman promised — sunny
and clear with light ocean
breezes. The run to the sea was
uneventful. The 18 foot
aluminum center console
Fisherman rode well in the
gentle swells, weighted down
with 4 six gallon tanks of fuel and
a bushel of frozen mackerel.
Draggers were working eight
to ten miles offshore and blue
sharks were foraging on the
leavings from the nets as they
were raised to be emptied on
deck. For nearly two hours.
Jerry and his crew trolled bait in
front of several finning blue
sharks, but, for reasons only
known to the sharks, the feed
bell had not rung. On several
occasions, a finning shark would
cruise close by the bait, but not
accept the offer. Expectations
would rise time and time again,
only to end in frustration as the
dorsal fin would slowly sink from
sight to reappear 50 feet away
moments later. This cat and
mouse game continued un
successfully throughout the
morning.
Don decided for the men that it
was time for lunch. Jerry, not
wanting to waste a moment’s
fishing, rigged another
mackerel, payed out 18 feet of
line and tied a large party balloon
on his line as a bobber. The
balloon drifted aimlessly aft,
bobbing on the surface in light
swells. With the rod secure in
the holder, it was time for cold
soda from the cooler and peanut
butter sandwiches. They were
now close to the Portland Light
Buoy, 20 miles from home. Cold
drink and peanut butter will do a
lot to renew interest in a young
boy. Don was intently scanning
the water when he detected
movement out of the corner of
his eye. Then it happened! The
balloon disappeared, leaving a
circular ripple in its place and all
hell broke loose!

Jerry Jamison and family with 819 pound bluefin
tuna caught on 50-pound test line.

Before Jerry could get to the
rod, 300 yards of line had been
ripped from the reel and
whatever was on the other end
gave no indication of quitting its
run. With the rod now braced in
his belt holder, Jerry realized
that the possibility of stopping
the fish was remote. A quick
decision was made to start the
engine and run with the fish.
With the speedometer hitting
25 mph, the race became a dead
heat. As if sensing its adversary
overhead, the giant fish would
suddenly stop and the boat would
overrun its quarry, causing the
line to go slack. Frantic efforts
would result in a crash astern
exercise followed by endless
pumping to recover the slack.
Miraculously, each time the line
came taut and the race would be
on again.
On one of these runs, the fish
stopped and could not be moved.
Jerry and his crew circled the
area to no avail, constantly
pumping the rod in vain attempts
to stir whatever lurked below.
With renewed energy, the fish
then took off toward Seguin
Island.

Several concerns were now
voiced, not the least of which was
the dwindling gas supply. Nearly
three tanks had been emptied
since leaving Bath that morning.
500 yards of line had been pulled
from the reel four times and
pumped back, one foot at a time.
Tackling this brute was
exhausting work. It was at this
point that Jerry called it quits. It
no longer made sense to continue
the fight. The line was tightened
and relief would soon come when
the line parted.
It was this added pressure that
caused the fish to suddenly rush
to the surface. And there it was
— close in to the boat. There
were no longer doubts as to what
they had. Thrashing the water
was a giant bluefin tuna. The
four hour fight had left the fish
defenseless. The battle that had
been fought so long was now
over. A rope was lashed around
the tail and secured to the aft
cleat. Jerry sank to the deck,
arms and legs shaking, com
pletely exhausted. It was time
for celebration.
With congratulations over and
gear stowed, the boat was

Open Year Round

•

Vacation Camping
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White Mountain Area

•

Heated Cabins

pointed homeward. They soon
discovered that their problems
were not yet over. The weight of
the tuna dragging aft permitted
slow ahead speed with minimum
steerage. Luck would now play a
part in their homeward trip. A
dragger was operating nearby
and Jerry maneuvered close in.
The dragger crew was busy
filleting its catch and did not bat
an eye when asked to assist by
loading the fish into the cockpit
with its block and tackle. Help
would come after the filleting
was finished. The giant bluefin
was finally pulled from the ocean
and placed in the forward com
partment causing an immediate
and severe port list. The skipper
of the dragger did not like the
situation, but agreed to watch
their progress toward the
Kennebec and give help, if
needed. It was at this point that
another challenge would be
added to erase any thoughts of a
quick and uneventful passage
home. The skies clouded over
and light breezes changed to a
stiff wind. Whitecaps soon
followed and Jerry found himself
8 miles from the quiet waters of
the Kennebec in a strong
following sea.
The boat was riding bow down
and up to one foot of green water
was pouring over the bow as the
boat was thrust into wave after
wave. The threat of a swamping
was imminent. To compound
matters, the dragger was now

lost from sight. It now became
obvious that their triumph could
very well end in tragedy. Jerry
secured two life jackets on Don
and quietly assured him that
they would not go under — yet
privately fearing the worst.
Given these circumstances,
and as incredible as it may seem,
a decision was made to dump
their catch overboard. However,
its vast weight thwarted these
efforts. Pocket knives proved
incapable of carving the fish into
small chunks for removal. The
bilge pump was activated and
barely kept up with the water
intake.
With sea water sloshing above
the floor, the quiet water of the
river loomed ahead. At last they
made it! What had started at the
mouth of the Kennebec now
ended there. A young boy had
learned many lessons that day.
Don’s glances at his Dad were of
respect and admiration. Closer
bonds between father and son
were established that day which
would only strengthen with the
passage of time. It was a day to
remember and a fish story to tell
to future generations of
Jamisons.
(Note: Jerry’s giant bluefin tuna
was officially weighed at 819
pounds, just 79 pounds shy of the
world record for bluefin tuna
taken on 50 pound test line at the
time of his catch. Jerry, his wife
Debbie, sons Don and Mike
continue to enjoy family boating
on the Kennebec.)

MAINE’S NEWEST ORVIS DEALER!
FLIES • FLY TYING MATERIALS

BOB LEEMAN’S
TROUT SHOP
807 Wilson Street
Brewer, Maine 04412
FREE CATALOG

HARDY REELS • FENWICK RODS

A symbol of a group worth
supporting with your
membership. Help show that
sportsmen do care -that they can
unite. That they will fight.
Over 4,600 firearms owners and sportsmen, resident and
nonresident, concerned with Maine’s outdoor heritage, wear
the SAM symbol proudly, showing their dedication to protec
tion of the rights and interests of all who enjoy Maine’s
outdoors.
SAM is hunters, trappers, fishermen, snowmobilers,
firearms owners, hikers, boaters and others, banded to
gether, in SAM, for mutual support of each other’s interests.
Help offset the tremendous increase in anti-gun owner and
anti-sportsman interests. JOIN SAM NOW.
Our full-time staff is gearing up to oppose legislation aimed
at eroding our rights and interests in Maine and nationally.
HELP US HELP YOU.

For Complete Information or Reservations:

I wish to join SAM’s efforts through:
□ An individual membership ($6 per year)
□ A family membership ($10 per year — includes spouse and chil
dren under 18 — please include all names)

RFD 1, Lovell, Maine 04051

NAME: ____________ ___ ________________ —-------------------------------------------------------

207-925-1631

MAILING ADDRESS: ________ :-------- ------- ------------------------------------------------------------

JOHN AND GINI BARRETT

___________________________ ___________________________ ZIP:—_-------------------Send to: SAM, Box 2783, Augusta, Maine 04330
(Office: 240 Hospital St., Augusta-Chelsea Townline)
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Pursuing Charlie and Friends
The day had dawned hot and
out when the boat heeled hard to
starboard (I used to be a Navy
hazy and the haze had not
man) and the engine’s rpm in
cleared much by 8:30 a.m. as
Skipper Derril Lamb eased the
creased. Dead ahead a fin was
Lu-Joy out through the maze of
breaking the water. It looked big
lobster buoys in Mackerel Cove. , enough to belong to the star of
Derril had invited my fiancee
the movie “Jaws" but a voice
and me to join him and his wife
from above hollered "Sunfish."
Derril steered directly for the
on the first day of the Bailey
Island Tuna Tournament.
fish knowing that I wanted
photos of almost any type of
Conditions were ideal and tuna
activity we encountered that
sightings had been reported
day. The boat eased right by the
several days previously.
fish, no more than 3 feet off the
I had come to know Derril
side. It seemed oblivious to our
quite intimately as he had spent
presence and made no move at all
a week with me fishing salmon on
to get out of the way. A really
the Matapedia River in Quebec.
dumb fish Derril said.
This trip was the culmination of a
We continued our unhurried
promise made back then.
cruising, all the while making for
Derril is an interesting in
Seguin and by noon, or a little
dividual and a dedicated sport
after, we were well out to sea.
sman. He owns and operates the
east of Seguin. Normally, one
Marriner Lumber Company in
might get the feeling of
Brunswick, Maine and when he’s
loneliness and insignificance this
not overseeing the operation he’s
far from the “Maineland" but
usually pursuing one of his
today we had lots of company on
outdoor hobbies. Besides being a
the water. Everywhere you
confirmed salmon fisherman he
looked you could see other boats
and his lovely wife Joyce are avid
cruising, tiny silhouettes atop
bow hunters. Joyce scored on
her first hunt with a nice buck.
their towers swaying rhyth
That was in the fall of ’78. They
mically with the gentle swells of
both follow the trap shooting
the sea. A quick count showed 15
circuit and are shooters to be
boats in the immediate area.
reckoned with. Derril also hunts
The C.B radio, mounted
grouse and woodcock behind a
directly under the dash on the
young, but promising German
bridge, was a constant babble of
Short Hair pointer and is what
chatter among the fishermen.
most of us would call an expert
Some tuna were being seen but
rifle shot. But this day Derril had
only for a moment or two. None
but one thing in mind, tuna,
of the fish were staying near the
regardless of whether it tasted
top long enough for a boat to
good, or had good taste. Right
approach them. Their usual
Charlie?
propensity for avoiding the
There were some 73 entries in
hunter was most evident this
the tournament and excitement
day.
was running high. There were
Again, suddenly the engine
rod and reel fishermen along
rpms increased and Derril
with the harpooners and of
shouted there were tuna, dead
course the ever present com
ahead about 1.000 yards! Our
mercial fishermen who harpoon,
eyes tried to pick up the tell-tale
but do so strictly for the dollar
splash of the feeding or jumping
value. This year the price was
fish but to no avail. We had
reported to be over $2.00 a
nearly closed the distance to the
pound so competition would be
fish when Joyce pointed them
keen.
out to our untrained eyes.
We headed out of Mackerel
Straight ahead about 200 yards!
Cove and set a course (or Seguin
By this time Derril had
Island. In a matter of a few
scrambled down the ladder from
minutes the two tall towers
the tower and was out on the
located on Bailey Island were
stand with harpoon in hand.
completely obscured by haze. We
“Back off a little Nye. Easy
now.”
were scarcely by the point and
heading into the open sea when
We bobbed gently in the
Derril and his young mate. Nye
swells. Nye had cut the throttle
and put the transmission in
Richardson, had taken up their
neutral. I could feel the adrenalin
perch atop the steel tower, some
flowing as my eyes excitedly
twelve feet above the flying
scanned the water, waiting for
bridge. Joyce and I sat chatting
the fish to show again. Two
on the bridge, our eyes anxiously
scanning the water for the tell
minutes...three minutes...five
tale signs of tuna.
minutes...nothing!
"Damn" Derril uttered as he
Out front, on the "stand." the
12 foot long harpoon was resting
replaced the harpoon in its
in its cradle, the bronze dart
cradle. “They’ve gone* down
again!"
outlined ominously' against the
sky. the 350 h.p. Chrysler engine
Back up the tower, throttle
humming a throaty tune as we
ahead to cruising speed as we
churned our way through the
once again took up the seemingly
gently rolling ground swells.
endless search for the elusive
We were about an hour or so
and much prized Bluefin tuna.

THE

COSSEBOO
AGENCY

Several more sunfish were
sighted along with a small shark,
a seal and a couple of respectably
large whales. No tuna. I went
below for a snack and a brief
snooze. My 3:30 a.m. rising was
commencing to catch up with me.
A half hour later I returned to
the bridge and turned the C.B.
up to an audible range. Amid the
constant chatter we learned that
Herb McIntire had gotten the
iron into a fish and had a flag out.
Time would tell if he got it
aboard for the coveted "first
fish” award. We later learned
that he did get the fish and it
tipped the scales at 844 pounds.
That nailed down the "first fish”
money plus a whole lot more.
The rest of the afternoon was
uneventful until we had started
the trip back to the marina. We
were some three hours or more
out and cruising at normal speed
which I estimated to be about 6
or 8 knots. It was a little after
3:30 p.m. and I guessed we’d
make the dock by 7 or so.
Suddenly the rpms increased to
2500.
“See something Derril?" I
shouted.
"Tuna, about 1000 yards
ahead,” came the reply, ex
citement in his voice!
He was closing as fast as he
dared, not wanting the engine
noise to put the fish into a
premature dive. Again Derril
hurried down the ladder and took
up his position on the stand.
“There they are!" The water was
being churned frothy white as
the rampaging fish were gorging
themselves on a school of baitfish
about 200 yards ahead.
“Slack off a little Nye. Okay,
ahead a little. Quick Nye. a little
more, there’s one coming across
our bow." More Nye, more! Too
far. too far!"
Never in my life have I seen
anything move as fast or as
effortlessly through the water as
that big. blue and silver fish that
was cutting the water across our
bow. He was still too far out for
Derril to attempt a throw.
"Quick Nye, over to the right.”
Too late!
And in a matter of seconds it
was over. The fish had gone
under, his appetite apparently

Rangeley
Franklin Co
Phil Foster Box 672
Farmington 04938
satisfied for the time being.
“Dammit, another few yards and
we’d of had him."
So ended our pursuit of the
horse mackerel for that day. It
had been a beautiful day too.
Warm sunshine, little breeze
with the seas running only a foot
or two. Ideal.
We got back into the cove and
tied to the mooring about 7:30.
The dock was bristling with
activity. People everywhere
anxious to see if any of the
returning boats had scored.
Unfortunately, (but not for
Herbl McIntire’s fish had been
the only one taken that day. At
844 pounds, it was a really nice
fish. It could well take the prize

money for the biggest of the
tournament too. Especially if the
weather took a turn for the
worse and kept the fishermen
ashore. And so it was. Tuesday
morning the fog moved in and it
didn’t clear for suitable fishing til
late Saturday morning.
The tournament, like ail other
outdoor activities dependent on
the weather, was anything but a
success in terms of fish taken.
There had been a total of three
fish boated during the 6 days.
And wouldn’t you know it. the
weather cleared on Sunday the
29th and two fish were taken
that day. But. like any devoted
Red Sox fan would say, “Wait’ll
next year!”

BLACK BEAR CAMPS
(Orz tb xfioi£ of

a for

Heated Log Housekeeping Cabins
AUTOMATIC MEAT & HOT WATER
$14 p.p. Two or More — 7th night free
FISHING, BOATING. AND SWIMMING
FROM OUR PRIVATE BEACH

Trophy Deer and Bear - Bow and rifle hunters
welcome. Reservations are being accepted now

CHARLES DAILEY
STRATTON, MAINE 04982
Tel. 207-246-4641 or MA. Tel. 617-927-1000

Spacious Housekeeping Cottages
on Rangeley Lake — Open year ’round

FLVBytK
CAMPS
For Reservations & Information
Bert & Shirley Anderson
Box 222A
Oquossoc, ME 04964

Now Booking For:
Sept. Trout &
Salmon Fishing
Oct Bird Hunting
Nov. Deer Hunting

207-864-5575

THE MAINE SPORTSMAN JACKET PATCHES

Box 183
Machias, Maine 04654
207-255-8544

The Maine Sportsman jacket patches come in colorful outdoor shades. They
make ideal gifts and worn on your clothing indicate you are a real out
doorsman. Get one for each member of the family.

Grand Lake Stream — Older home, needs some work. Fron
tage on Grand Lake Stream (landlocked salmon). $17,000.00

I

Round Lake — Washington County. On one of the best Atlan
tic Salmon rivers in Maine. You won’t have someone casting
over your fly line here. 24x28 wood frame. Leased $6,500.00.

I
]

SEND ME_______ TROUT PATCHES AT $2.00 EACH
SEND ME_______ BASS PATCHES AT $2.00 EACH

]
'

Send for a free list of our property.

I
I

SEND ME_______ DEER PATCHES AT $2.00 EACH
NAME__________________________

I
|

ADDRESS _ ____________________________________ ____________
---- - ---------------------------------------------------------------------- ZIP__________

|
[

Coastal & Inland
Property Sales
Joseph P. Robbins, Broker

I

I
!

•

|
Make checks payable to: Maine Sportsman. Box 507. Yarmouth. Maine 04096
I
I--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1
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Summer Seafood Delights
Seafood is abundant this
month. Commercial fishermen
and dealers make it readily
available for tourists, and salt
water enthusiasts usually take
their share of stripers, mackerel,
and whatever else the ocean
gives.
This month's feast is ideal for
backyard cooking. The first dish
may be made well before meal
time. It is a zany way of adding
spice to the common potato.
COLD MASHED
POTATO SALAD

Peel and cut up one potato for
each person. Cook in gently
boiling water as usual. When
done, dump water into a bowl
and save. Then, put potatoes
back onto the stove and leave
until potatoes are dry and
beginning to stick. This makes
the finished product fluffier. No
matter how you plan to fix
potatoes, this drying method
improves them.
Next add butter and mash.
Instead of using milk, use part of
the potato water. You know how
left-over mashed potatoes
taste... well... left-over. The
potato water changes this.
After whipping well, add
chopped onions (and lots of
theml. You may want to add
green peppers also. Pimentos.
Celery. The list goes on. We
prefer just onions and green
peppers. However, the original
recipe calls for hot peppers.
Anything goes as long as potato
water is used instead of milk.
Next, chill the salad.
Our next recipe comes from
Mrs. Lydia Johnson of Belgrade
Lakes. Its main ingredient is
summer squash, a vegetable that
seems to grow and grow this
month, long after we become sick
of it.

the best around for this seasonal
dish.

SUMMER SQUASH
CASSEROLE

3 pounds of summer squash
‘A cup chopped onions
’A cup cracker meal or bread
crumbs
2 eggs
1 stick margarine
1 tablespoon sugar
1 teaspoon of salt and some black
pepper
Boil squash until tender, drain
thoroughly, and then mash. Add
all the ingredients except half
the butter and all the crumbs.
Pour mixture into baking dish,
spread, and then cover with
butter. Sprinkle on bread
crumbs and bake for one hour in
375° preheated oven.
This dish is so tasty I asked for
third helpings while dining at the
Johnson’s, and I am bashful. It is
that good.
This month’s main course is an
interesting way to prepare
scallops. It comes from the
Rhode Island Seafood Council.
SCALLOP KEBABS

Six to eight bacon slices
1 pound of scallops
Cherry tomatoes
Mushroom caps
Green pepper squares (par
boiled)
Onion pieces
Partially cook the bacon to
render some fat. Drain on paper
towels. Wrap the bacon pieces
around scallops and add to
skewer, alternating remaining
ingredients.
Arrange on broiling rack four
to five inches from heat, turning
often, until the scallops are
cooked through. Serve with salt,
pepper, and lemon wedges.
Dessert this month comes
from Cora Blaisdell of Belgrade
Lakes. Maine. It is blueberry
cake, and this recipe is reputedly

CORA’S BLUEBERRY CAKE
2 eggs refrigerated

1 cup sugar
'/■> teaspoon salt
1 ‘A cups sifted flour
1 teaspoon baking powder
’A cup milk
1 ’A cups fresh blueberries
Beat egg whites and add half
cup sugar and set aside. Then,
beat egg yolks, ‘A cup of sugar,
and shortening. Add dry
ingredients with ‘A cup of milk.
After this is mixed, fold in egg
whites with *A cup sugar. Then,
fold in blueberries.
A helpful tip when cooking
with blueberries! Take some of
the flour for the cake and flour
the berries. They won’t stick
together and clump in the cake,
and the berries will remain
firmer.
Put in a greased biscuit pan
and cook for 35-40 minutes at
350°.
For alternate meals in place of
the scallop kebabs, here are
some interesting seafood recipes
from the Rhode Island Seafood
Council. Thanks goes to Ken
Coons for sending them to us.
LINGUINE WITH MUSSELS

3‘A-4 doz. mussels
1 onion, thinly sliced
4 cloves garlic, minced
3 T. olive oil
1 lemon, thinly sliced
2 cans Italian tomatoes
7-8 fresh basil leaves (or 1 T.
dried)
1 T. oregano
’/«tsp. crushed red pepper
*A tsp. pepper
1 tsp. salt
1 cup red wine
1 lb. linguine
In a large skillet saute onion

For Cleaner,
Better Mileage
Depend On

and garlic in olive oil until wilted.
Add lemon, tomatoes and
seasonings. Simmer for 25
minutes. Add wine and cook
uncovered until slightly
thickened. (This part may be
ahead of time).
Cook linguine according to
package directions. . About 5
minutes before linguine will be
ready, add mussels to the hot
tomato sauce. Cover and cook
until opened.
Serve immediately over
drained linguine. Pass Parmesan
cheese.

’A cup butter, well softened
1 T. Dijon mustard
1 tsp. lemon juice
salt & pepper
Grease your broiler rack and
place mackerel on skin side
down. Brush with melted butter
and broil about 2” from heat for 6
minutes.
In the meantime, combine
remaining ingredients in a bowl.
When fish is done, put on a
platter with a dab of butter on
each. Serve additional butter at
the table. Serves 2.
LOBSTER BISQUE

CLAM PIE

Pie pastry - enough for top
and bottom crust
3 slices bacon
1 large onion, sliced
2 stalks celery, sliced
2 tablespoons flour
*A cup heavy cream
18-24 cherrystone clams, shelled
and chopped coarsely
2 tablespoons finely chopped
parsley
‘A teaspoon thyme
Salt and pepper to taste
Line an 8” pie plate with
pastry and refrigerate. Cook
bacon until crisp; crumble and
set aside. In remaining bacon fat,
saute onion and celery until soft.
Add flour and cook 2-3 minutes.
Add cream and cook, stirring
often, until thickened. Add
seasonings and clams.
Spread clam mixture in pie pan
and cover with top crust. Cut a
few holes in the top of the crust
to allow steam to escape and
secure to bottom crust around
edges. Bake for 20-25 minutes or
until crust is golden.
GRILLED MACKEREL WITH
MUSTARD BUTTER

2-1 lb. mackerel boned and split in half
melted butter

‘A cup butter
’A cup flour
1 tsp. salt
V« tsp. pepper
5 cups chicken broth
’A cup onion, minced
1 leek, white part only,
minced (optional)
1 bay leaf
10-12 ozs. lobster meat
(or meat from two boiled
chicken lobsters drained)
2 egg yolks
1 cup heavy cream
Melt butter in heavy kettle
(Dutch oven is ideal); blend in
flour, salt and pepper. Gradually
stir in chicken broth. When
bubbling starts, add onion,
carrot, leek, and bay leaf.
Simmer covered over low heat.
Mince the lobster meat finely,
saving a few larger pieces for
garnish. Stir the minced lobster
into the soup and simmer,
covered, for 10 minutes. Remove
bay leaf. Beat egg yolks slightly
and add to soup, stirring briskly
until blended. Simmer 5 minutes,
stirring constantly. Be careful
not to boil. Gradually stir in 1 cup
of cream and heat without
boiling. Add large pieces of
lobster and serve in heated soup
plates. Serves 4-6.

YOUR HOME WILL BE WARM,
CLEAN and COZY
WITH OUR NEW

FRANCO BELGE
COAL STOVES

Transmission Filter & Overhaul Kits

5O%> Off List Price
On Entire Line
Qonsumer
□uto
Harts

BIDDEFORD PORTLAND SO PORTLAND
BRUNSWICK AUGUSTA BREWER
BANGOR WAT^RVq.^ PRESQUE l$LE
"TneEWISToJTSTmITC HELL, INC.

STORE HOURS
MON. FRI. 8 to 8
SAT. 8 to 5

IN N.H; CHAMP AUTO PARTS

OPEN SUNDAYS

Dealer Inquiries Invited

Ring’s Energy Co.
vrsA

Distributor for Maine
49 Main St., Yarmouth, Me.
(207) 846-5503

51 Bennett St., Bangor, Me.
(207) 945-9898
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Sportsman’s
Calendar
August 1, Bear hunting with dogs season begins.
August 2 and 3, Maine Volunteer Militia Council
Windham Muster, Skirmish and Shoot. Contact
Larry Ziehler, Partridge Rd., Rt. 1, South Wind
ham 04082, Tel. 892-3773.
August 2 and 3, Fourth Annual Sportsman’s Auction
sponsored by the Sportsman’s Alliance of Maine
(SAM), 10 a.m. to3 p.m., Buker School Auditorium,
opposite Augusta Armory, Augusta. Thousands of
items, food table, lunches available. For information
contact: SAM, Box 2783, Augusta 04330 or phone
622-5503.
August 2, bean-hole-bean supper sponsored by
Belgrade Lakes Chamber of Commerce, 5 to 7:30
p.m., Belgrade Lakes Youth and Recreation Center,
Route 27.
August 3, Freeport Novelty Animal archery shoot.
Registration 9 to 11 a.m. Contact Maurice Drouin,
RFD 2, Verrill Rd., Freeport. Tel. 688-4771.
August 5 and 6, North American-Versatile Hunting
Dog Natural Ability and Utility Test, Millay Farm,
Route 138, Bowdoinham. Contact Blaine Carter,
725-8229.
August 5, Richmond Sportsman’s Association regular
meeting, 7:30 p.m., clubhouse, Alexander Road.
August 5, trap shooting practice. Richmond Sports
man’s Club. 4 p.m. until dark.
August 5, public hearing to establish rules for
menageries to be licensed by the Fish and Wildlife
Department, 7 p.m., Washington Room. Augusta
Civic Center.
August 9 and 10, Bristol Militia parade and drill, Fort
William Henry Muster Site. Pemaquid area.
Contact Bruce Swift, 677-3361.
August 9, UKC bench show, water race, nite hunt.
Starts at noon, Cookson’s Sparkle Pond, Rt. 221,
Glenburn, sponsored by Central Penobscot Coon
Hunters Association. Contact Pat Paradis, Box 124A, Charleston.
August 9 and 10, Maine Bird Dog Club judge’s clinic
and fun trial, home of John Candage, South Blue
Hill.
August 12. trap shooting practice, Richmond Sports
man’s Club. Alexander Road, 4 p.m. until dark.
August 15. general law fishing ends on brooks and
streams excepting Aroostook, York and Cum
berland counties where it ends September 15.
August 15 and 16. Maine Muzzle Loading Rifle
Association Championship, Scarborough Fish and
Game Club. Contact Mrs. Warren Delaware, 18
Dresser Rd., Scarborough 04074, Tel. 883-2371.
August 17. Cumberland County Coon Hunters
Association meeting, 7:30 p.m., Royal River Rod
and Gun Club. Gray, off Route 100.
August 23, Oyster River Range, Warren, hi-power
rifle championship (RMC).
August 23, North American Versatile Hunting Dog
Association training clinic, Millay Farm. Route 138,
Bowdoinham. Call Blaine Carter, 725-8229.
August 23 and 24, International Practical Shooting
Confederation match, sponsored by Dirigo Practical
Pistol League. Contact: DPL, 84 Irving St., Port
land 04103.
August 24, Oyster River Range, military rifle
championship (leg match).
#
August 24, Hampden, handgun silhouette shoot.
August 24, Maine Bowhunter’s Association Tour
nament, Winthrop. Contact Roger Beaudoin, RFD
2, Winthrop 04364.
August 30, Pine Tree Basscasters Tournament, Long
Lake, Naples. Contact Jim Stewart, Box 59, West
Kennebunk 04094, Tel. 985-7547.
August 30 and 31, Central Maine Brittany Club,
licensed field trial, Maynard Albee Farm, Aina,
Route 218. Stakes are open all age, open gun dog.
amateur gun dog. open derby, open puppy. Contact
Charles Noble, Box 487. North Windham, Tel. 8926795.
August 31, Freeport Bow Hunters Association shoot,
members only.
Are your club's meetings and events listed here?
Why not? Listings are free. Have your secretary send
items to: The Maine Sportsman. Box 365. Augusta,
Maine 04330. Items should be sent by the 10th of the
month for inclusion in the next month's issue.

^ROCKWOOD COTTAGES
“On the shore of Moosehead Lake”
SUMMER
GROUSE
Seaplane Rides, Water Skiing,
DEER
Hiking, Canoe Trips
WINTER
BEAR
Ice Fishing, Snowmobile Trails, Cross
Country Skiing, Alpine Skiing. Snowshoe
Enjoy your northwoods vacation in our comfortable housekeeping
cottages overlooking Mt. Kineo at rates you can afford.

SALMON
TOGUE
TROUT

LENNY & CATHY SANDER
Box 176S, Rockwood, Maine 04478 Tel. 207-534-7725
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Raychard Authors
Fishing Book
The title of the book is Al
Raychard's Fly Fishing in Maine.
It’s a good title, but it would be
a mistake to pass up this new
volume just because you don’t
happen to be a follower of the
slender wand. This is a packedfull book with information of use
to anyone who fishes fresh water
in Maine, no matter what tackle
he uses.
In fact, the book is not solely
devoted to fly fishing as there is
a section on streamer trolling,
which is not legally classified as
fly fishing at all, although flies
are used.
Al’s book has the basics. It
tells you about the gamefish, and
talks about tackle and even
preaches a little bit about fishing
ethics, but it’s got the kind of
specific information even veteran

anglers like to get their hands
on. In many cases he tells you
where to go, when to go. what to
use, how to use it and why.
The big, famous waters are
discussed: Moosehead. Sebago.
West Grand, but he’s also in
cluded little gems you’ve
probably never heard of, like Bill
Morris Pond in Somerset County
or Caribou Bog up at Chain of
Ponds in Franklin County. There
are even some detailed maps of
some of his best trouting spots.
He’s included the specialists,
with a big chapter on the inside
information of Atlantic salmon
angling and a solid chapter on
sea-run brown trout.
This is a good book, attractive
and well-put together, a sort of
primer to advanced text lor the 1
Maine fly fisherman laid out in

attractive form. A number of the
photos included were provided
by two other Maine Sportsman
regulars. Ken Allen and Dave
O’Connor.
In the years he’s written for
The Maine Sportsman, Raychard
has developed into a straight
forward outdoor writer, the kind
who doesn’t write what he
doesn’t know. He’s learned a lot
about Maine’s fly fishing in those
years and he’s packed it all into
this 175-page book. We’d bet
that Al Raychard's Fly Fishing in
Maine will become the standard
reference for Maine fly fisher
men in the years ahead.

Al Ray chard's Fly Fishing in
Maine is a soft-cover book
published by Thorndike Press,
Thorndike. Maine.

Maine’s Best Maps!
- DETAILED & ACCURATE -

B

THE MAINE ATLAS AND GAZETTEER covers the entire state, with 65 large-scale
two-color 11" x 15” maps. Indexed and easy to use. The maps show all paved and
dirt roads, brooks, streams, rivers, ponds, lakes, mountains, even individual houses!
Information on fishing, hunting, camping, canoeing, hiking, and much more. You
can’t get there from here without the Atlas and Gazetteer!
~] THE MAINE A TLAS - $6. 95
ALSO AVAILABLE[
| THE NEW HAMPSHIRE A TLAS - $6. 95
|

| THE VERMONT ATLAS - $6. 95

THE BOOK OF MAINE FISHING MAPS offers large-scale two-color maps of 115 of
Maine’s best fishing lakes and ponds. The maps show water depths, fish species, boat
launch sites, roads, names of islands and coves. Also - ice-out dates, geographic set
tings, tips for hot fishing action at each lake. PLUS - a directory listing locations and
fish species for 1,200 more Maine lakes!
THE BOOK OF MAINE FISHING MAPS - $6. 95

- FULL COLOR SHADED RELIEF MAPS Unmatched for quality! Attractive and completely up-to-date! T x 3'
BAXTER STATE PARK /
MT KATAHDIN

BAXTER STA TE PARK/KA TAHDIN
MAP & GUIDE - Includes surroundings
as far as Ripogenus Dam to the west and
Millinocket Lake to the south. All lum
ber roads and park trails are shown, as are
contour lines. All park trails and many
points of interest are described on the re
verse. I
I Printed on quality paper.
I_____ J 2'x 3' -$2.95

- ALSO FROM DeLORME
PUBLISHING COMPANY—
THE MAINE WA Y COOKBOOK - $3. 95
Nearly 200 Maine fish and game recipes.
BUILDING A STRIP CANOE - $ 7. 95
A complete how-to book. Easy step-bystep instructions for 4 canoe designs, with
full-size plans included. Over 80 detailed
photos and diagrams. All designs are for
wood and fiberglass construction, and were
tested on the Allagash.

ALLAGASH/ST. JOHN RIVER MAP &
GUIDE - The first highly detailed single
map of this legendary wilderness area.
Logging roads and campsites are plotted
from recent aerial photography. The
guide provides the most detailed descrip
tion of the waterways ever published.
| Printed on quality paper,
______ |2'x r - $2.95

MOOSEHEAD LAKE MAP & GUIDE All roads are depicted, from state high
ways to logging trails. Hiking, snowmo
bile and ski trails and campsites are marked.
Water depths, boat launch sites and navi
gational aids are shown on all lakes and
ponds in the area. The Moosehead area
guide covers history and recreation.
Printed on quality paper,
2'x 3'$2.95
SEBAGO LAKE REGION MAP & GUIDE
SEBAGO l.AKF
GUIDE - Water depths, boat launch sites
and navigational aids are shown on Sebago
and surrounding lakes. All streets and
roads are named and indexed. The Seba
go area guide covers fishing, history and
points of interest.
Printed on quality paper,
______ ]2'x3’- $2.95
ILLUSTRA TED MAP OF THE MAINE
COAST - Kittery to Bar Harbor - All
beaches, points, islands, ferry lines, light
houses, state parks and other recreational
landmarks are located. Special features
include 13 watercolor illustrations, 21
enlargements of coastal towns, and descrip
tions of points of interest. The map is in
two sections, printed back-to-back.
I
I Printed on quality paper,
I-------- \2'x3'- $1.95

BUILDING SNOWSHOES -$7. 95
Similar to the above, this is the only instruc
tion handbook available on this old-time
craft.
GROUSE FOOLISH & OTHER STORIES by^Harry Vanderweide. — $7. 95
f ollow Harry and “Old Bill” as they stalk
game in the uplands, where all it takes is
one errant grouse to make them look foolish.
Hardcover.

ORDERING INFORMATION:
Indicate quantity of each item desired in appro
priate boxes. Enclose SI.00 shipping per order.
Maine residents add 5% sales tax. Clip this ad
and mail with check or money order to:

De Lorme Publishing Company
P.O. Box 81E, Yarmouth, Maine 04096
Name____________________________________ __
Address____________________________________

Amount Enclosed $—______________________ _

Dealer Inquiries Invited

846-9764
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Portrait of an Atlantic Salmon
The time: late October of 1975.
The place: an underwater gravel
bar upriver on the Penobscot.
The scene: a pair of 8 pound
Atlantic salmon are completing a
long journey they began six
years earlier.
An endless chain, cycles
repeated time out of mind. A pair
silver fish driven by primordial
urges not yet understood. The
female has accepted the com
panionship of this particular
mate for he has driven off all
other male challengers, showing
his mettle. She also has had to
fend off other females who
wanted this choice bed. Our
female has worked for a week
preparing a redd for her roe,
resting occasionally from her
labors by dropping back to the
tail of the pool with her consort.
Now the male interrupts her rest
and prods her with his hooked
snout. She approaches the sixinch, saucer-like redd for the last
time. Rolling on her side she
flexes her body and extrudes
1,000 tiny pink eggs. The male
has simultaneously fertilized
them with milt and the ova settle
into gravel crevices on the pool
bottom. The female moves

Maine
Wildlife
By
Ken Smith

quickly upstream and, fanning
her caudal fin, raises a cloud of
gravel which the current carries
down, burying the ova.
This drama is finished but it
may be reenacted seven more
times in the next ten days until
she has discharged 8,000 eggs or
about a thousand for each pound
of body weight. Our spent fish
have lost 40% of their body

TITAN

THE BLACK
STOVE SHOP

Wood-Fired
Boiler

(Ray & Candy Manocchio)

Many, many boilers and
hot air wood & coal units
from 55,000 BTU to 3 mil
lion BTU. Residential
and commercial.
Come Now To

weight and are now known as
“kelts” or black salmon and
unlike Pacific salmon which die
after spawning, these Atlantics
may live to breed again. If they
survive the winter in the river
they will run to the sea. Fewer
than 15% of the females and 10%
of the males will return again to
spawn in their “nursery” river or
stream.
Let us select a single egg and
follow the perilous journey of its
occupant through life. In a month
the egg has developed two black
eye spots and is known as
“eyed.” At this point if they were
being raised in a hatchery the
eggs could be collected and
shipped to other areas to be
reared and stocked. But ours is a
wild fish, so in March, after 150
days of incubation at 35° under
river gravel, “Salmo,” as we
shall call our subject, pushes his

MOOSE HUNTERS' SPECIAL

THE BLACK
STOVE SHOP
Two Locations:
1394 Lisbon St.
Lewiston — 784-6144
Exit 13 — Maine Turnpike
or
359 Riverside Drive
Augusta — 622-6040

Open Mon.-Sat. 8 to 5
Friday 'til 8 p.m.

tail through the shell of the
buckshot-sized egg to become an
“alevin.” For the next month our
huge-eyed youngster, less than
an inch long, will carry about a
large yolk sac on his underside.
This will provide nourishment
until he can feed on his own.
Salmo is a slow grower. He now
acquires a series of bar marks
and red spots on his sides. In this
stage he is known as a “parr.”
Some of his siblings may stay
five years in the river in this
stage reaching only five to seven
inches in length. Salmo lives a
trout-like existence for the next
two years, feeding mainly on
aquatic insect life. Although food
is abundant, life is not easy. Only
his instinctive speed and alert
ness guarantee daily survival for
his natural enemies are legion.
Otters, gulls, ducks, herons,
kingfishers, eels, mink and other
fish, especially perch, make
Salmo’s life precarious and daily
brushes with death are routine.
It is now April of 1977. Salmo
has spent two years in the
Penobscot. He is six inches long,
weighs four ounces, and bears a
scar on his brown back inflicted
by a merganser duck. Overnight
a metamorphosis occurs. His

Completely furnished housekeeping cabins,
showers and flushes, four miles from Greenville in
the North Zone. Breakfast and dinner at the
Sportsmans Restaurant and a lunch packed.
Guide available. $130 per person for the week of
season.

Reed’s Wilson Pond Camps
695-2860

TRAPPERS.COON HUNTERS.TRAPPING SUPPLYDEALERS
We are wholesale/retail distributors of all trapping and coon hunting supplies.
VICTOR, MONTGOMERY & NORTHWOOD TRAPS, HAWBAKER'S LURES AND URINES,
MOWATT'S BAITS, PACKBASKETS, WOODEN & WIRE STRETCHERS, SIFTERS, STAKES, DRAGS,
ALDRICH CABLE TRAPS, LIVE TRAPS, GLASS & PLASTIC BOTTLES, TRAPPING BOOKS,
PEERLESS CHAIN, S HOOKS, BRASS SWIVELS, WILSON GLOVES, NITE LITES & ACCESSORIES,
PREDATOR CALLS & TAPES, KNIVES, AXES, SUPERJACKS, RED VIKINGS.

- OTHER ITEMS TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION PVe manufacture many of these items ourselves and carry a large, complete stock at all times.

Trappers, visit our store, 2 miles from Brewer on Rt. 1A in Holden, or call to order by credit
card or C.O.D. No more waiting - all orders shipped within 24 hours. 1980-81 catalog
available August 18, 1980.

body becomes silver, his tail
forks his internal organs modify
readying him for resperation in
salt water. Salmo, along with
hundreds of his surviving
brothers and sisters, is ready to
run for the sea. Not all will leave
the same season, which is
nature’s way of protecting the
species should some calamity
occur on their migration. Some
river seed stock will remain for
next year’s run. The old English
rhyme, “The first spate in May
takes the smolts away," holds
true. Salmo is now a “smolt" and
responding to instinct, ac
companied by thousands of his
kind, follows the spring flood to
the Atlantic. This journey is
harrowing for there are so many
obstacles and perils. Dams,
waterfalls, turbines, weirs,
sewage, mill wastes and always
the natural predators. Salmo is
ravenous, feeding constantly. He
makes the journey to the sea in
stages; resting, running,
feeding, fighting his way over
and around barriers, ever watch
ful for predators. Mortality is
enormous but Salmo and
thousands of other “teenage”
salmon reach the estuaries. Here
they pause briefly, perhaps for
only a day, acclimating to their
new marine environment, then
disappear. Until a few decades
ago the next stage of their life
cycle was an enigma, but tagging
studies have revealed that Maine
salmon spend at least part of
their sea life between Labrador
and Greenland. Salmo is no
exception. He lingers briefly
along the Maine coast feeding on
small fish, worms and herring.
Once on the high sea, Salmo
follows school fish, ren
dezvousing from time to time
with others of his kind. For the
next two years he feeds, jour
neys, and grows. Although he is
capable of covering 40 miles of
open ocean a day he prefers to
move at a leisurely pace, diving
to great depths, feeding on the
surface, devouring squid, sar
dine, shrimp, and haddock. The
clouds of plankton in the areas he
frequents lure those species
which nourish his growth years.
He winters off the West
Greenland coast then circles back
into the Gulf of Maine in the
warmer months. Since the sea is
not so confining a habitat as a
Continued on next page

JOHN DEERE
TORO

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED BUY DIRECT FROM THE SOURCE
For all orders and inquires call toll-free in Maine 1-800-432-1723. From outside Maine,
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We will be happy to take phone orders Monday through Friday,
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. until October 17. October 21 - December 23, we will be open 8 a.m.
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Sales and Service
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Portrait of an
Atlantic Salmon
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river, Salmo, using his speed, is
able to avoid most larger ocean
predators. Although a seal did
tear away a small section of his
tail and a porpoise cut his side,
he mended quickly. Once he
nearly swam into an 18 mile long
drift net set by Danish fishing
boats off the coast of Greenland,
but he managed to find his way
around the barrier without
becoming entangled. Now in the
late winter of 1980 he is in his
sixth year and weighs 15 pounds.
Salmo is going home. He wends
his way toward his native river
guided by familiar currents,
smells, salinities, chemical
ingredients and perhaps taste,
until in May he reaches the river
mouth. Salmo has worked his
way through a maze of weirs,
codfish traps, mackerel, herring,
and groundfish gill nets.
Again, as when the ocean
odyssey was begun, he will pause
briefly for a day or two. It is well
Salmo is glutted with food for he
will eat no more until and if he
completes his spawning and runs
again for the sea a year later. He
is ready. His body is muscled,
sleek and packed with power.
His ocean attire of bright silver
sides and belly with blue-black
back will alter as he moves
cautiously upriver. The sea lice
that cover his body will drop off
after several days in fresh water.
Salmo is now a true salmon. Had
he stayed at sea for only a year
he would have been called a
“grilse." Only 3% of Maine
salmon fit into this category,
87% of Maine salmon are first
spawners, 11% are returnees
spawning for a second or third
time. Again the runs are
staggered, some of Salmo’s
brothers may have returned the
year before while others may
stay at sea for three more years
before returning to the home
river.
It is June as he begins his river
run knowing instinctively that
quickness, prudence and
strength are keys to survival. He
is restive and nervous, feeding
only on occasional insects as if
regressed to habits of his youth.
As he journeys, Salmo pauses in
pools that had been occupied by
uncounted generations of his
ancestors. The same hazards and
obstacles he faced as a smolt are
now even more awesome and he
must fight the current, too. It
may take Salmo three days to
conquer a dam that he swept
over three years ago in seconds.
He forges upriver, leaping into
the air unencumbered by the
pressures of ocean depths. Salmo
has swum 4.000 miles, hurdled
dams at Bangor, Veazie.
Greatworks, Milford, West
Enfield and Mattawamkeag, but

still he must face one more
challenge. A man with a fly rod
tucked under his arm stopped to
light his Briar, the fly trailed into
an eddy where the Atlantic was
resting. Salmo lunged at the fly
and tore down stream snapping
the fragile leader before the
fisherman could gain control of
the situation. Finally in late fall
Salmo reaches the place of his
birth, selects a mate and com
pletes the spawning ritual.
Exhausted by his swim upriver,
he nonetheless guards the mid
current redd site for several
weeks after his mate has left.
Salmo’s appearance has altered:
His jaw has a pronounced hook or
kype, he is covered with
furunculosis (boils) and his sides
are streaked with red. Salmo is
now a “kelt” and will winter in
the river before moving seaward
in late April. Terribly hungry,
attacking any and all food items,
he has survived to complete the
cycle and with luck will return
again.
It is a contradiction to the
uninitiated that the man who
sets out to kill an Atlantic salmon
with a long rod, line and a sliver
of steel tied with a few bright
feathers, is the best friend of this
silver leaper. He has given
political and financial support to
restoration activities. Yet much
more must be done to insure the
survival of the Atlantic salmon.
Here is a partial list: Continue
river clean up, constant and
adequate water flow, proper
fishways or ladders over all
dams, expand and protect
spawning areas, increase smolt
rearing, provision for accurate
counts during runs, removal of
obstructions, expanded research
of habits and restrictions on
harvests off the coast of
Greenland and Newfoundland.
Several bright June mornings
recently, I spent time with Ed
Baum and Norm Dubay,
biologists for the Maine Atlantic
Salmon Commission, at the
Veazie Dam fish trap, At this
point (6-23) they have trapped
512 fish. (No fish can get beyond
the dam without being trapped.)
Most of these fish are taken to
the Craig Brook Hatchery at
Orland to be stripped this Fall
and restocked. The remaining
fish have a small green tag sewn
under their dorsal fin and are
then trucked up river or stocked
in tributary streams. But con
sider: anglers during this same
time period have killed 658 plus
perhaps another 100 that were
not reported. When this year’s
total trap and kill figures are
complete about l°/o of the fish
that were stocked will have been
recovered via rod and trap. Take
the commission’s annual budget
of $145,000 x 1,000 salmon per
year average equals $145 per

fish. This is why we must follow
New Brunswick’s lead and issue,
say, two tags per salmon stamp.
When an angler has used up his
limited number of tags, that’s it!
Also, up to the Veazie Dam the
waters are considered tidal. A
person can fish without license or
tag while coastal wardens are too
busy to check them and inland
wardens have no jurisdiction.
These biologists are dedicated
men, but they can’t carry the
whole project alone. They are
grateful for the excellent angler
cooperation. This great fish
deserves help from all Maine
sportsmen whether we seek
them or not.

“Sportsman" students — The Wilton Academy
students in Dave Karkos' science class bone up by
reading issues of The Maine Sportsman. The in
novative writing about animals done in Ken Smith’s
Maine Wildlife column has become mandatory reading
for the students.

SEBAGO BASIN
CAMPING AREA

za
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Man controls the destiny of the
Atlantic salmon as is true with so
many other species. This year
630,000 salmon smolt were
released into the Penobscot
River. Their fate may be our
nwn.

- 1 jy

Box 178E — Route 302
North Windham, Me. 04062

Telephone: (207) 892-4839
Fishing, boating, beach on beautiful Sebago Lake.
Walking distance to shopping center.

FALL SALMON FISHING

STATE OF MAINE
DETAILED - ACCURATE - SCALE: 3 MILES

1 INCH

COUNTY MAPS
Are Indispensable to
Guides-Campers-Canoeists-Tourists-Fishermen-Hunters-Salesmen

Have you ever wasted hours of a great fishing morning looking for an
old tote road that leads into a special trout pond? We have, and we
decided to do something about it.

We discovered maps for each county in the state that show •
abandoned roads, new roads, ponds and streams. These maps are
made by Prentiss & Carlisle Co., Inc. of Bangor. We talked to Mr.
George Carlisle, president of the firm and asked him how these maps
came into being.

Prentiss and Carlisle has been in timber management since the Civil
War. Mr. Prentiss began it with his own property. With his retirement,
he passed the business on to his family. In 1924, the Prentiss family got
together with the Carlisles and the firm was incorporated.
As the firm’s operations expanded over the state, it became
necessary to record reports of the different land areas that detailed the
wilds more completely than road maps. As a result, Prentiss and
Carlisle found themselves in the map business as a by-product of
timber management. They take great care to up-date the maps regularly.
By special arrangement with Prentiss and Carlisle, we are able to
offer you a choice of these maps. It pleases us to be able to share this
discovery with you, and think you*lI find these maps as useful as we do.
—The Publishers.
ANDROSCOGGIN - KENNEBEC - SAGADAHOC - LINCOLN (One Plan)........................ $2.00
AROOSTOOK Northern Part

................

CUMBERLAND-YORK (OnaPlan)

. ..

HANCOCK......................................................
OXFORD

.........................................................
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AROOSTOOK Southern Part

$1.75

_____
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..$1.75

KNOX ..................................................................
PENOBSCOT

.................................

BRUNSWICK
GUN SHOP

PISCATAQUIS........................................................ $2.00

SOMERSET...............................................................$2.00

WASHINGTON

..........................................................

$1.50

........................

COMPLETE SET - FLAT FOR MOUNTING
MOOSEHEAD LAKE

.......................................... $2.00

NOTE: These plana mounted together will give a State Map approx. 6' x 8'6’

MAINE RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES TAX
QUAN.

MAP

[207] 729-8322

ANTIQUE & MODERN
Ammo, Reloading Tools & Components

Complete Black Powder Gun and
Gun Kit Selection and All Supplies
Don’t wait until the last minute to have your gun cleaned, bore
scoped, and checked over. TRI-FLON treatment also available.

We enjoy helping our customers. Each one is someone special.

..$2.00

$13.00

31 Bath Road, Brunswick, Maine 04011

Bought, Sold, Traded, Repaired, & Appraised

$1.50

$2.00

WALDO

Enclosed is $.........plus .50 postage and handling for:

I
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Wildlife Abounds at Baxter Park
Katahdin Country en
compasses a vast wilderness that
includes much more than just
Baxter State Park and Mt.
Katahdin. Miles and miles of
roads, thousands of acres of
woods, and hundreds of lakes
and ponds make up this very
important and popular last
frontier of wildland. Because so
much of the forest acreage is
owned by the paper companies,
not the least of which is the
Great Northern Paper Co., I feel
it only proper to convey a
message of thanks to these
people for allowing the public
almost complete access to their
land. A future article will give
readers a look at the work in
volved in pulpwood harvest, and
some of the benefits to wildlife.
Certainly the focal point of this
vast wilderness is Mt. Katahdin.
This majestic peak and the
surrounding wilderness known
as Baxter State Park has become
the mecca for more and more
people from all over the world
each year. Many of my articles
will bring readers closer to this
beautiful locale.
The primary sportsmans’
organization I will mention from
time to time is Millinockets’ Fin
and Feather Club, a long
standing and certainly timetested group of dedicated con
servationists. Currently chaired
by Bill Reed of Millinocket, this
club is probably responsible for
more benefits to sportsmen than
most clubs of its’ size. Much
praise is due Darrell Morrow.
“Shorty” Budreau. and Paul
Firlotte; as well as a host of other
charter members, for the strong
foundation they built this club
on. in its’ infant years.
In order to know a little about
myself, I offer this: — I am no
stranger to MAINE SPORTS
MAN. having authored
“SPORTING DOGS" for quite
some time. I thank all of my loyal
readers of this ‘doggie’ column,
and wish to assure tham that I do
not intend in any way to stop
writing about dogs. As the
owner of Katahdin Kennels,
currently housing four Pointers
and one English Setter, I have no
intention of giving up my No. 1
sport.
The doctor slapped my butt on
May 18, 1922; and if this doesn’t
prove that I’ve been around

Katahdin Country
Wilmot Robinson
147 Medway Road
Millinocket 04462

A wild brook trout taken on a muddler minnow, a
common Katahdin Country scene. (Wilmot Robinson
photo)

Charlie Charman shoulders a 13-foot canoe. (Wilmot
Robinson photo)

awhile, wait ’till jou hear some of
my corny jokes.
* * ♦

Any outdoor experience is
enriched when it is shared in the
company of good friends. Such
was the case recently when it
was my pleasure to have as my

guests Bob Charman and his 17year-old son Charlie. The
Charmans hail from the Green
Mountain State of Vermont,
where they live with their family
and the 1,500 residents of
Norwich. For the senior Char
man it was a chance to get away

CAP N PETE S

Aboard the 73-foot “Sonnie W.”
Leaving Daily from
REID’S YACHT YARD, KENNEBUNKPORT, ME.

• DAILY FISHING TRIP
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

$17.50 per person

• CAP’N PETE’S SPECIAL
West Ridge Rd., Cornville, Me.
Al Corson
207-774-5593
Hours: 1-9 p.m.
Visitors Welcome

Two Hour Sunset Champagne Cruise
7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
$4.00 per person
Private Moonlight Charters by Arrangement

Reservations and Information
207-967-3132 — Boat
207-985-3893 — Home

from the demanding respon
sibilities of internal medicine.
For Charlie it was his premier
journey into Katahdin Country.
For our headquarters we chose
the No. 1 cabin at Daicey Pond
Campground in Baxter State
Park, appropriately called the
“Owls' Nest”. The dean of Park
Rangers, Ivan Roy. and his
talented (especially as a fisher
woman) and lovely wife Virginia,
preside over this beauty spot;
and their hospitality adds to the
total experience.
Wildlife co-operated for us as
even before we entered the
Togue Pond Gatehouse, a cow
and yearling calf sauntered
across the dirt road in the
vicinity of the gravel pit where
over two dozen caribou were
once corraled, in a failing effort
to restore this animal to Baxter
State Park. In the course of our
four day stay, we encountered
many more moose, a deer with
new-born fawn, raccoon, (not
really appreciated at 5:30 a.m.
trying to claw open our Coleman
cooler), a friendly mink, beaver,
rabbits, grouse and numerous
song birds. The sight of three
high-soaring ospreys over the
West Branch of the Penobscot
River was evidence that this
keen-eyed diving expert is
making a strong comeback.
Aside from enjoying wildlife
sightings, the Charmans were
treated to some fishing ex
periences with wild brook trout
and landlock salmon. Both are
avid fly-fishermen and well
versed in the catch and release
concept that is rapidly gain ng
favor all over the country. On
one excursion to Sourdnahunk
Falls on the West Branch in
excess of 20 salmon were
released to provide sport for
another fisherman on another
day.
Brook trout fishing at remote
Slaughter Pond and Polly Pond
provided solid, continuous ac
tion; and we kept only eight fish
to spice up a feed of fiddleheads.
After all. a trip such as this
wouldn’t be complete without at
least one feed of trout and fid
dleheads.
A rare happening while fishing
Kidney Pond one evening is too
unusual to keep secret. Using

two canoes to accommodate
three fishermen, I found it easier
to fish alone in one canoe and let
the father-son team fish from the
other canoe. We were about 75
yards apart. A solid strike on my
blue dun fly and I set the hook on
a nice 10-inch brookie. I
proceeded to play the fish
towards my canoe, cheered on by
the Charmans in their canoe,
when suddenly the line raced
through the water at a speed
similar to “Jaws” of movie fame.
I was unable to figure out where
my little brookie got all his new
life. Just when I thought the end
of my line was in sight, the
reason became apparent when a
huge LOON surfaced with my
trout, fly and leader still at
tached, in his mouth. It soon
disappeared down his throat and
I said ‘good-bye’ to my Blue Dun
as the leader snapped. We were
all amazed at the spectacle, and
Mr. Lobn just sat back waiting
for his next free meal. Almost
immediately Charlie got a fish
on, and the loon dove to start the
game all over again. But Charlie
Wasn’t long in getting his trout to
the canoe and “Looney” swam
away with a disappointed look on
his face. I guess it just proves
that loons do indeed eat trout.
With a family of four adult loons
on Kidney Pond one can’t help
but wonder who many brookies
they consume each day. I just
wish they'd get their own
Fenwick rods and catch their
own fish.
All good things must end. and
so it was with our visit to Baxter
State Park, the Charmans
claimed it a “Super-Week” and I
echo their sentiments. A chance
to watch a father and his son
enjoying all the outdoor hap
penings together is one of my
favorite pastimes. Come up again
friends!
Maine has some of the best
woodcock hunting on the North
American continent. Sur
prisingly, Central Maine is one of
the state’s top spots. The covers
are not any better, but hunting
pressure for this wily game bird
is less, much less. Good spots to
hit are East Pittston, Pittston,
Dresden, and Whitefield.
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Bird Dog Training Days Slated
I have a thank-you note from
Ms. Claire Marx. She’s the
talented and hard-working Irish
Setter enthusiast whose dog
“Copper” was part of the June
issue. Claire informs me that she
can now lay claim to owning both
of the Versatile Dogs in Maine. It
was an honor to know that
Copper was the only one; and a
double honor now, as her Irish
Setter bitch “Violet” has com
pleted the necessary
qualifications and is now of
ficially listed as Canadian
Champion McDerry’s Gibson
Girl, American and Canadian
C.D., V.D. And with eight points
earned towards her American
Champion it looks like Violet will
soon need a trophy room of her
own.
If you don’t think this is an
achievement to be proud of,
consider this: “There are only
two other people in the U.S. with
more than one Versatility Dog
and both of them are in the
Western U.S.”
Many congratulations are due
this gal, and I want to be one of
the first to offer mine. All Irish
Setter owners should be proud of
this one. Why not send her a card
and tell her so? Address it to:
Claire Marx, RR No. 3, Falmouth
Road, South Windham, Maine
04082.
♦ * *

Next item: Cedar shavings for
dog bedding.
Dix White, president of the
Orvis Shop of Boston, located in
Wayland, Mass., is trying to
locate a source of GOOD, ribbon
type, cedar-strip shavings, (not
chips or sawdust) for his kennel.
Well Dix, so am I. All I’ve been
able to come up with are the by
products of a cedar-fence mill,
and it is really a jumble of
everything — bark, sawdust,
and a lot of chips. Needless to say
there are so few shavings that
the stuff is useless.
I fully agree on the benefits
and reasons for using cedar
shavings. It certainly does give
the dogs a nice clean smell, acts
as an insect repellent to some
extent, provides warmth in
winter, doesn’t stick to a dogs
coat (as broken straw does) and
the oily content of the shavings
seems to give a dog’s coat a
sheen like a newly waxed floor.
Mr. White has been trying for
a long time to find a source of this
product, having followed up
rumors of places in Oklahoma,
Pennsylvania, California and of
course all over New England.
Most of his efforts drew
responses of “We used to sell the
stuff but.”
So now the appeal goes to
readers of the Maine Sportsman.
If you know of a source for cedar
shavings, (red or white) send the
info to me at 147 Medway Road,
Millinocket, Maine 04462. I’ll see
that Dix White receives it, and
will also pass it along to other
interested readers. Thanks!
♦ * *

Man-Shy Dog? Well sir. I’ve
seen at least two of them, and
I’m not sure if it was a man made
problem or an inherited
weakness. I recall one that one of
my brothers owned, “Cabin Joy
of Cedar Hill,” an Irish Setter
male with a blue-blooded
pedigree that went back to the
great Rufus McTybe O’Cloisters.
That dog would hide behind trees
when my brother would take him
out in the woods. Not a bad
pheasant dog. of which there
were many in that part of Mass.,
but how can you hunt with a dog
that hides from you?
A reader has asked my opinion
on this man-shy business. I don't

A close-up look at Steve Woodwards' small Munsterlander. (Wilmot Robinson photo}

know the answer! It is my
opinion that extreme cases might
be very difficult to overcome. A
continuing program of exposure
to people who have been told to
be kind to the dog might work.
The dog should be under leash
control so it can’t bolt, but severe
restraint might only intensify the
dogs feelings of shyness. Like
gun-shy dogs it requires a lot of
patience, and may be a lost
cause. The owner will have to
decide whether it might be easier
in the long run to acquire another
dog and start all over. If YOU
have had any experience with
man-shy dogs, I’d like to hear
about them.
♦ ♦ ♦

Have you ever heard of a
SMALL MUNSTERLANDER
breed of Sporting Dog? I hadn't
but recently met Steve Wood
ward of Dedham, Mass., and he
claims his dog is one of only 15 in
this country of this rare breed.
Steve claims the breed
originated in Germany, but that
his dog’s parents came from
Denmark.
In appearance the dog. an
eight month old male, looked like
a cross between an Irish Setter

and a Springer Spaniel. It was a
rather handsome specimen, with
level back, a reddish coat with
flecking on the rumps, and a long
feathery tail. The head was of
the ‘bird-dog’ type.
Not presently recognized by
the AKC, “Deiter,” as Steve calls
his dog, was purchased from one
of the breeds fanciers, Viebeke
Gensen in West Concord, Mass.
In reply to my question “What
are these handsome dogs used
for?" Woodward replied that in
their native land they are used to
hunt wild boar, game birds, hare
and to retrieve fallen game. In
this respect the Small Munsterlander is another of the socalled ‘Continental’ breeds that
fit the category of ‘one-dog-fora Il-sports.’ It joins the
Weimaraner. German Short
hair, Vizla. and others in this
respect. Because of his handsome
appearance, I can foresee a
future for this new breed.
♦ * *

Notice of a fun-filled weekend
for anyone interested in bird
dogs, field trials, and judging
standards comes from the Maine
Bird Dog Club Prexy, Earl
Robinson. Robbie wants to in-

form one and all that on August 9
& 10 the MBDC will hold a
judge’s clinic and fun trial at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. John
Candage in South Blue Hill.
Assisting John will be one of
the state’s well known fieldtrialers, Ed Provost of Grand
Lake Stream, Ed has par
ticipated in trials from Moncton,
N.B., Canada, to Florida and all
points in between. His expertise
will be available as he conducts
the judging forum of this clinic.
The fun-trial will give dog
owners a chance to work on live
game birds, and potential judges
a chance to test their knowledge.
The social side of this fun-filled
weekend promises to be a
highlight of the season. Planned
activities include a ballgame,
mackerel fishing, and a shore
dinner featuring clams and
lobsters. You are requested to
bring along your own eating
tools, plates, and your favorite
beverage, plus whatever you
may want to go with your clams
and lobsters. (Prices will be

announced at the field.) Also, if
you have some baseball or soft
ball equipment, please bring it
along, too.
Finally, while there is plenty
of camping room available, there
are no hook-ups. South Blue Hill
is along Route 175 out of Blue
Hill towards Brooklyn, (Maine,
that is.) Just keep a sharp look
out for field trial signs.
***
The Central Maine Brittany
Club has a licensed trial planned
for the weekend of August 30-31,
to be held at the Maynard Albee
Farm in Wiscasset. For further
details and a premium list, drop a
line to: Field Trial Secretary,
Central Maine Brittany Club,
Box 336, North Windham. Maine
04062; or call Charlie Noble at
(207) 892-6795; or Frank Pride
Jr. at (207) 892-6883.
If a retriever drops the dummy
or game before he gets to you,
back away from him and repeat
the retrieve command.

B&L ARCHERY
RFD #2 Cummings Rd.
So. Portland, ME
Tel. 773-6027
1 Mile From Maine Mall

Mon.-Fri. 5 p.m.-10 p.m.
Sat.-Sun. 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
WITH OVER 10 YRS. SUCCESSFUL
BOWHUNTING EXPERIENCE TO ASSIST
THE HUNTING ARCHER
Jennings Full Service Dealer

Custom Aluminum & Cedar Hunting Arrows
With Vanes or Feathers

ED MICHAUD
Registered Guide
FISHING:
Salmon, togue, brook trout, brown trout, bass
Wildlife Photography
Ice Fishing
HUNTING:
Deer, grouse, rabbit, moose (1980)
C/O Box 561, China Rd.,
Winslow, Maine 04902
Phone (207) 873-4176

BOWHUNTER’S SALE:
August Specials
Arrow Star Hunter
Jennings Lightning
Bear Magnum
Bear Grizzly II
Black Bear II

$247.00
69.95
189.00
124.95
62.95

Game Getter Arrows doz. 25.95
Graphlex Arrows
doz. 28.50
Ace-in-the-Hole Quiver
16.50
Bear Hug Quiver
$10.95

LOIS & AL
CALKINS
Smart Road, Belfast
Tel. 338-2768
Open Evenings

Jennings Buckshot Sight 10.95
Bear Shur-Hit Sight
9.95
4-Blade Satellite
doz. 14.50
3- Blade Wasp Cam-Lok doz. 15.85
4- Blade Wasp Cam-Lok doz. 16.85
3-Blade Savora (10 pack) 13.75
Razor-Bak-5
(4 pack) 10.95

D.F. HASTINGS DIST.’S
‘ Supplying the Animal
World With Qua//ty”

BENCH&FIELD

■ Wholesale
(dealerships)
■ Retail

■ Kennel
Feeder
Plans
and

■ Training
Supplies

■ Modular
Kennels

EUKANUBA
635 Eastern Ave., Rt. 17
Augusta, Maine 04330
1(207) 623-8551
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Too Many Fish at Grand Lake Stream
Can you believe a fishing area
noted for landlocked salmon
could be bothered by having too
many fish?
Here in Grand Lake Stream
people believe that the number
of landlocked salmon available to
fishermen in the spring is like
fishing in a hatchery pool.
Catches up to 50 salmon a day
were not unusual in April and up
to the beginning of May.
Most people might think
“Fantastic!” However there are
two sides to every story and the

people of Grand Lake Stream are
trying to find the answer to
please the most people.
The situation goes something
like this: It would appear that
since installation of the fish
ladder in West Grand Lake early
stream fishing on Grand Lake
Stream itself has been a lot
better. There seems to be a
concentration of fish earlier in
the year which did not exist
before the fishway. Couple this
with the right water levels and
we find, as we did this spring

WARD'S FUR CO.
Waterville-Fairfield Center Road
Fairfield, Me. 207-873-1855
BOYD AND SANDRA WARD
(One Mile North of I95 on Norridgewock Rd., Rt. 104)
All Brands of Traps & Supplies at Discount Prices

special
SALE

#11/2 Montgomery Coil
Springs Traps
$24.00 per doz.
Buyer of Raw Furs & Deerskins
Distributor of Montgomery Traps
Dealer Inquiries Invited

that the stream seems to be full
of fish at legal opening of the
fresh water fishing season April
1.
Every part of the stream,
especially right below the dam
had a tremendous concentration
of landlocked salmon ready to
muckle onto any piece of fur,
feather or tinsel that was cast
before their noses. Anyone who
could throw a line 10 feet could
catch a bunch of salmon and have
some very exciting fishing. I
even heard people complain that
they didn’t like that type of
fishing because what fun was it
to catch 50 salmon in a day, one
after the other? To many it was
exciting1 indeed to catch that
many fish. It was like a fishing
trip to northern Canada. But
there was much more than meets
the eye that went along with this
fabulous spring fishing in Grand
Lake Stream.
Since the Grand Lake Stream
area is primarily a town that
derives its income directly from
tourism, and in particular fisher
people, those who live around
this type of fishing naturally feel
protective towards using this
resource to best advantage.
It was evident that a good
percentage of those who appear
for this early fishing were people
who would not ordinarily fish for
landlocked salmon simply
because it is too much trouble
under normal circumstances.
What I nrean in straight
language is that there was some
slob fishermen who appeared
simply because of the fish bowl
type of angling. In some cases
some excess drinking and even a

Grand Lake
Stream Area
Steve Takach
Grand Lake Stream 04637
scuffle ensued because of this
type of fishermen who appeared
in early April in Grand Lake
Stream. There were those who,
although the percentage was
low, both young and old, in
cluding residents, did manage to
make a few trips back and forth
to either their homes or cars with
more than their legal limit of
fish. Warden Mike Marshall even
told me about a person who hid
an extra salmon in his boot in an
attempt to break the law and
take an extra fish.
Talking to many of the local
guides indicates that most of the
fish taken early in the stream
seem to be a bit on the thin size
and may not be in the best of
shape compared to a lake salmon.
It seems that the concentration
of fish in the stream would not
have the best growing conditions
because the winter food supply
simply would not be the same as
in the lake where the smelt
population would provide more
of a food intake. There are those
lake minded people who may rise
the ire of stream fishermen and
feel it would be better if the fish
were not bothered at all in the
stream and allowed to move into
the lake.

K3

It’s Even Beautiful In

Places You Can’t See.
Subaru Four Wheel Drive Wagon.
Of course Subaru is beautiful outside with its
aerodynamic new styling. But Subaru
beauty goes deeper than that. You’ll appre
ciate full time front wheel drive
thar switches to four wheel drive
at the flick of a lever. Aluminum
horizontally opposed engine.
“Zero scrub’’ suspension. Ex
panded interior dimensions.
And more. Take a test drive
today!

INEXPENSIVE. AND BUILT
TO STAY THAT WAY.

Clyde Billing Inc
Augusta, Me. 04330

258 State St.
622-6336

It is the feeling of most of the
people in the local Conservation
Association that the resource of
salmon in the stream should
somehow be protected. Ap
parently the Grand Lake Stream
Conservation Association is
going to. in conjunction with the
Princeton Rod and Gun Club,
come up with some sort of a
proposal to the Fish and Wildlife
Department in order to somehow
use these early fish to what they
consider to be a better ad
vantage.
Ideas such as no-kill until the
middle of May, use of barbless
hooks, and perhaps only a one
fish a day kill after May 15 have
been mentioned. It is the feeling
among most of the sportsmen in
Grand Lake Stream if you ap
proach the salmon on an ultra fly
fishing attitude, such as no-kill
and barbless hook, that the fish
hog will be eliminated.
It is easy to alienate various
groups of people when it comes
to rules and regulations
regarding this type of fishing.
However, it is a general feeling
in this day and age that the
number of fish caught and killed
for food is not nearly as im
portant as it was say 50 years
ago. Today it is a matter of sport,
recreation, getting out. enjoying
the outdoors and trying to find
some decent fishing left that
resembles the good old days.
Here in Grand Lake Stream is
the opportunity to continue to
provide some excellent fly
fishing. Everything should be
done to protect this resource so
that everyone can enjoy it. If the
early landlocks are as thick as
spawning suckers and are as
easily disposed of by anyone, the
feeling is to then protect that
fishery by a non-kill season
perhaps from the first of April to
the first of May.
It would be my feeling to go to
a one fish a day limit starting
May 1 and I would forget about
the use of barbless hooks. I don't
really believe that barbs cause
that much of a problem, and have
you ever considered owning
about $500 worth of flies and
having to file off every barb?
The early no-kill season would
provide, sport for anyone who
enjoys fishing and yet would
keep the fish in the stream to
provide fishing for paying
customers who usually appear on
the scene around the first of May
at the different sporting camps in
Grand Lake Stream.
At my sporting camp I have
many stream fishermen who
come to fish this lovely water at
Grand Lake Stream. Ninety-nine
percent of these people are in
terested in the sport and the fun
of catching a landlocked salmon
and not necessarily in killing
these beautiful fish. I know that
the limit of one fish per day
would certainly fit in with their
way of thinking and would
provide means for protecting the
resource for many years to come.
We will keep you in touch with
the happenings of too many fish
in Grand Lake Stream. One
person made a comment at a
recent meeting that “We
wouldn’t have any problems if we
didn't have any fish in the
stream." Interesting thought!
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Do-It-Yourself Ammunition
Reloaders have been around
for a long time. In fact, I guess
you could term the first users of
firearms reloaders. The only
difference being the old timers
reloaded the entire barrel while
their present day counterparts
reload only the cartridge case.
(Muzzle loading buffs excepted.)
There are several reasons for
making do-it-yourself am
munition, not the least of which
is economy. Although the price
of components has skyrocketed
in recent years, it’s still cheaper
to roll your own. Another factor
in favor of reloading is accuracy.
The shooting buff has time to
experiment with various
powders, bullet weights, etc.,
and can often develop a load that
is more accurate than factory
ammo.
There’s a great deal of
satisfaction accompanying a good
target group or a head of game
taken with home-grown ammo.
Shortly after the close of WW
II I bought a 98 Mauser, the
standard military arm of the
German Army. After working it
over into a Mannlicher carbine, I
discovered that 8mm ammo was
non-existent. Obtaining the
dimensions of an 8mm case, I
made a reamer. With this reamer
I made a die and with the die I
formed my own 8mm cases from
surplus 30-06 brass. By slugging
the barrel of my rifle I
discovered that 32 special,
jacketed bullets were just what
the Doctor ordered and these I
could get! In a short time I had
enough ammunition so that I
could afford to squander some for
target practice.
I shot several deer with this
home-grown combination and
both the accuracy and killing
power of these loads left nothing
to be desired.
Although I have loaded many
thousands of rounds of shotgun,
rifle and pistol hulls, I don’t
consider myself an expert. This
article is not intended to be a
treatise on hand-loading, but
rather it is directed to the
beginner in the interest of
safety.
It is recommended by some
writers that the ideal way to get
started in the reloading game is
to seek out a shooter who is
loading his own ammo and copy
his methods.
This may be fine, as far as it
goes, but in MY opinion it doesn’t
go far enough. Your friend may
be making mistakes that you will
copy. He may be playing
brinksmanship with his reloads.
His powder charges and bullet
weights may not be matched and
it COULD be that he is careless
in his methods!
I believe that it would be
better for the beginner to buy
one or more of the excellent
handbooks on the subject and
STUDY THEM!
If it’s factory duplication loads
you’re after, you’ll find them in
the handbooks. You’ll also find
maximum recommended charges
of various powders. I have
always made it my practice to
stay at least TWO grains under
these maximum charges.
Now please don’t get the
wrong impression. I’m not saying
that all handloaders are careless,
I’m merely stating that I believe
it’s better to do a lot of research
before you start monkeying with
something that could blow your
head off! I have witnessed the
results of several accidents
caused by careless reloading, and
you can take my word that they
are not pleasant!
An overdose of poison is often
not fatal, but an overdose of
powder is almost guaranteed to

GUN
SPORTS
By Monty Washburn

Overcharge or undercharge? It really doesnt
matter. The shooter suffered a crippled left hand.

make angels!
Overloads aren’t ALWAYS
the cause of blown-up guns
either. Strange as it may seem,
greatly reduced or “squib” loads
can do the same thing. The cause
of this strange phenomenon is
still not fully understood, but it
CAN and DOES happen!
Let’s suppose that you have a
.300 Weatherby Magnum and a
good supply of .300 H & H brass.
These cases can be "fire formed”
to your Weatherby by loading
and shooting. Don’t scrimp on
the powder in the interest of
economy. Load full or nearly full
power loads while “fire
forming.” A greatly reduced load
CAN blow up your rifle.
Although I have never seen a
blown-up gun that could be
directly traced to an under
powered load, I have read of
many instances where it has
happened, and that’s good
enough for me!
Many years ago when I was
the "powder monkey” on a road
crew, I remember that a little

folder was included in each box of
dynamite. Among other war
nings was included this one.
“Never use a steel knife to cut
dynamite!” I didn’t know why,
but I heeded the warning. When
the occasion called for a partial
stick of dynamite, I always
unwrapped and BROKE the
stick. I have seen my con
temporaries use a jack-knife
many times to cut dynamite.
They got away with it too, but I
have often wondered about some
of the “unexplained” accidents I
have read about. Did these guys
ignore the warning on the little
folder?
A reduced charge blowup in a
rifle is sometimes termed
“detonation.” I suppose it is
thusly known because of the lack
of a better name. Only recently
“Norma” Industries has ad
vanced a theory, and it’s ONLY a
theory. “Norma" says:
“A cartridge, loaded to only a
fraction of its capacity, allows
the primer to flash along the

The Birches
on Moosehead Lake
Lakeside Cabins
Restaurant - Marina
Guide Service
Marine Repairs
Open Year Round
P.O. Box 81-M
Rockwood, Me. 04478
207-534-7305
A PEEK AT ONE OF THE PIECES FROM OUR
NEW BRONZE COLLECTION

Deer bank mounted on a
wooden or bronze base &
individually sand cast in the
traditional method by New
England craftsmen. A truly
lasting gift of bronze.
Send check or money order for $47.00 plus $3.00 shipping
and handling to:

Anderson’s East Grand Camps
Box 97 Greenland Cove, Danforth, Me. 04424

Housekeeping Camps — Modern Conveniences
Boats— Motors — Guides — Non-Res.-licenses
Excellent Fishing for
Salmon, Trout, Togue
and Bass
Tel. 207-448-9360
207-448-2455

Well, it SOUNDS reasonable,
but in any case I’m not going to
perform any experiments to try
and PROVE it. (I haven’t led an
unblighted Christian life and I
have to be mighty careful!)
I certainly hope that this little
discussion hasn’t turned off any
prospective reloaders. Reloading
is fun, and it’s safe too, providing
you follow the rules of the game.
So enjoy yourself and DON’T
smoke while working!

surface of the powder charge.
This ignites only the top grains of
the powder, producing enough
pressure to start the bullet up
the bore of the firearm. There, it
stops due to lowered pressure.
Now the rest of the powder in
the case starts to burn and
pressure again builds up. The
bullet now becomes an ob
struction in the bore which
results in a blown-up action.”

OWLS HEAD FOUNDRY
DEPT. MS8
South Shore Drive, Owls Head, Maine 04854
Telephone: (207) 594-9281 or (207) 236-4444
•
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We will have a showroom open To the public shortly

WANTED

Open Year Around — Taking Reservations Now

Grouse and Woodcock Hunters
who have always wanted
an old time foot hunting
English Pointer
42 Dunn Street Oakland, Maine 04963

Tel. 207-465-3921

Specialists in:
HUNTING —
— FISHING
ARCHERY —
— CAMPING

WESTER KAMM
KENNELS
is offering
Superior Walking Gun Dogs
These dogs are not prospects —
they do it now!
For appointment
contact:

Joe & Pam Dahl
RFD #1, Box 169
Skowhegan, Maine 04976
207-474-5907

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
VISA and Master Charge Honored

....
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Sebago Togue Getting Bigger
Last year the largest lake
trout that I know of taken from
Sebago Lake weighed just over
the ten pound mark.
That is an impressive growth
rate, considering the species has
been present in the lake only
since the spring of 1972 and those
released averaged six to eight
inches long. This season,
however, according to Carrol
Cutting of North Sebago, who
keeps a watchful eye on fish
brought in to his store, an
example hitting an even 15
pounds, was taken by a
Massachusetts resident by the
name of Bob Puddister. While
this is an impressive jump over
last year’s high mark, large lake
trout are rapidly becoming a
common sight here.
Two Standish natives, Carl
Seaton and Carl Marean have
netted upwards of 25 togue this
season, the largest weighing 14
pounds. Another example worth

mentioning was taken by Luke
Levesque of East Sebago. It
topped the scales at 13 Vz pounds.
These are, indeed, impressive
trout, perhaps some of the
healthiest south of Bangor, if not
Moosehead Lake. While not all
lake trout taken reach weights
over ten pounds, many do and
the possibility of taking a lunker
is high. Togue running between
six and eight pounds is not un
common.

Of course, each fisherman has
his preferred method of taking
these large lakers, but after
talking with some of these guys
it seems sewn on bait and
Flatfish lures have taken some of
the biggest checked in. Smelt
and shiners attached to lead-core
line and allowed to bounce along
the bottom in depths between 25
and 45 feet, such as in the Great
Shoal area, has proven
productive. And SC, SS and U-20
grade Flatfish have shown to be

the best selections this season.
Mooselook Wobblers will
produce good results at times,
too. Hardware lures such as
these mentioned are best worked
close to the bottom as well.
♦ ♦ ♦

August can be an uneventful
month for many sportsmen,
particularly the fly fishing en
thusiast. The water tem
peratures in streams and small
rivers have reached an un
desirable mark, the bulk of the
insect hatches are over and
things can be pretty slow to say
the least. August can also be a
time to prepare for the fall
season, however. And it is a time
when my vice is putting out the
patterns which have proven
cooperative for me in past years.
On the Crooked, for example,
I’ll have to go with a few March
browns. Hendricksons and hare’s
ear nymphs in size 10 and 12. If
we get some rain fishing is apt to
pick up by the 19th or 20th. The

Low Water, Big Fish in West
Continued from previous page

believable, but true fish story.”
With or without witnesses I
believe Jeff. During my open
water forays I have noted much
the same thing but on a smaller
scale. I love to fish for the large
rainbow trout in a river of a
neighboring state. On one oc
casion I watched two large
rainbows kill a smaller brookie
by flipping it into the air after
biting it much as a dog flips a ball
or bone. While this was going on.
I had sense enough to flip out a
streamer several times but
couldn’t entice either rainbow.
I recall another pool, a back
water pool I always check to see
whether any slashed brookies,
small suckers or large shiners
are floating about. Whenever I
note this situation either that
evening or before sunup next
morning the odds are better than
nine to one that I will at least
hook and fight a large rainbow
which is lurking there. I know it
is always a coincidence since I
have never seen a rainbow kill a
fish in this pool but the odds are
just too great for it not to hap
pen. Oddly, although I have
taken more than one hundred
large rainbows over the years
from this stretch of river I have
never found a fish other than
small shiners in the belly of one.
To get back to Jeffs togue, I
believe the togue may have had a
legal weight of 14 pounds and 8
ounces. It is my understanding
that anything a fish may have
consumed whether it another
fish or anything else whatever is
in the fish’s mouth or stomach
(other than the lure) is con
sidered a part of the fish as far as

records of weight are concerned.
If I am wrong I hope some reader
corrects me.
The local clubs do not have
much to report other than the
doings of Arthur Bellwood.
Arthur is the chairman of the
local muzzle loading group and
has held shoots off and on this
spring and summer. He now tells
me that the group will, on
August 9 and 10 hold a two day
rendezvous on the new Lake
Thompson club range in East
Oxford. Art says there will be a
Seneca run, some team shoots
and formal and informal shoots
on the side.
* ♦ ♦

When I applied for this job Mr.
Vanderweide suggested that I
not write of my feelings, ideas
and doings but to report on what
the local sportsmen feel and do.
(If Harry ever gets to meet me
he will do more than just suggest
I not write about myself.)

Thanks to phone calls, con
versations and especially letters
I have been able to do as Harry
suggested. So if you have ideas,
feelings or experiences you
would like to share or brag about
let me know and I will work them
into this column. After all it is
your column, not mine.

MILO
SPORT SHOP
West Main St., Milo, Me
943-7465

Johnson — Sales
e, &. AA
outboabos

Service by factory trained techni
cian. Genuine OMC parts.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Southern

Fishing Tackle
Waders & Hip Boots
Marine Hardware
Stearns Lifevests
Guns & Ammo
Sportsman Trailers
Polaris Snowmobiles
Ariens Sno-Thros

Sebago
Al Raychard
69 Water St.
Saco 04072

Big Ossipee has been producing
some fair browns for a friend and
I, so I’ll have to tie up some
Cahill nymphs, too. A trip to the
West Branch is being planned;
muskrat and otter nymphs are a
must, although a small black
ghost, gray ghost and supervisor
will have to be carried too.
Of course, the Rapid will have
to be visited again. Hopefully the
salmon and trout there will still
be accepting floating imitations
but if not, the hare’s ear nymph,
march brown and Hendrickson
nymphs tied up for the Crooked
should do something; the
Kennebago will have to wait for
the first week in September, as

will the Upper Magalloway.

***

For those interested there are
two muzzleloading matches
being planned in this area this
month; the Maine Volunteer
Militia will hold their annual
skirmish and shoot on the 2nd
and 3rd on the Blue Rock In
dustries property located on the
Varney Road in North Windham.
And on August 16 and 17 the
Maine Muzzleloading Rifle
Assoc, will hold their annual fall
shoot at the Scarborough Rod
and Gun Club; it is located across
from Beech Ridge Speedway on
the Holmes Road. Both promise
to be active events.

REEDS WILSON
POND CAMPS
Housekeeping Cabins
Boats & Motor Rental
GUIDES AVAILABLE

Greenville, Maine 04441
Tel: 695-2860

DEERSKIN LEATHER
SHOP
and

WALDOBORO
LOCKERS, INC.
Rte. 32 (Just off Rte. 1)
Waldoboro, Maine
Tel. 832-5501

We process your beef, pork, lamb or deer and you
can rent a locker and store it by the month, six
months, or a year.
Why not browse in our leather shop where we
offer handbags, billfolds, belts, hats, shoes, slip
pers, mocs, leather vests and leather caps, and
one of the largest inventories of gloves and mit
tens (lined and unlined) around. Also see our as
sortment of pewter jewelry and novelties.
We accept VISA and master charge

•

OPEN Mon. thru Sat. 8:00 to 5:00
NON RESIDENT LICENSES — GAME INSPECTION STATION'

DEEP SEA FISHING
PEGASUS
Tel.
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Prizes - Pictures - Use of Freezer
Coast Guard
Inspected
Rod & Reel Provided
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Trout Stream Food Chains
A pool on any trout stream.
Come upon it quietly. A step at a
time. Perhaps nothing is hap
pening. Just water flowing
gently through woodland.
Look closely though. The pool
is a microcosm of nature.
Beneath its placid surface is a
brutal struggle for existence.
Unrelenting. Winners eat losers.
Usually alive.
Nature’s first law is simple.
Strong prey on weak. Beyond
this, nothing is simple. Not even
flowing water. The bottom,
edges, and surface of a current
move slower than the very
middle. Friction from the stream
bed, banks, and even air cause
this phenomenon. Where water
moves' slowest, life forms
flourish.
Life in a stream is not wholly
an aquatic matter. Like life
above water, it depends on sun
for energy. Photosynthesis turns
the sun’s energy into food.
Micro-algae undergo this
process, and store infinitesimal
amounts of carbohydrates and
fats. Protozoans and other
microconsumers invisible to the
naked eye feed on this minute
life. More complex plant eaters
such as mayfly nymphs,
mosquito larvae, and
microcrustaceans eat them.
Nutrition provided for plant
eaters allow them to flourish,
and in turn, be consumed by
larger carnivorous nymphs and
newly born fish. This whole
ecosystem, particularly the
larger nymphs, crustaceans, and
small fish, feed the trout, that in
turn, furnish food for animals,
birds, and man. A complete food
chain dependent on algae in
visible to the naked eye.
But watch a pool closely.
There are some things visible to
a careful observer. A twig lying
on the bottom suddenly sprouts
legs on one end, and creeps
along. As it moves, the stick
becomes bouyant and keeps
flipping slowly upward, but tiny
legs hold one end to the bottom.
This is a caddis larva, a worrhlike creature, that has built a
case from pieces of bark. These
cases may be built from any
vegetation matter found in the
water, or even sand. It will live
in its home until ready to hatch.
Then, it will leave the case, swim
to the surface or crawl onto the
bank. The worm-like appearance
has changed to a winged insect.
During this transformation,
away from the protective case, it
is vulnerable, and may well end
up in a trout’s stomach.
While watching the pool, you
may see a small, dark insect dart

from beneath a submerged stick,
swim quickly to another hiding
place, and disappear. The hiding
place may be a submerged stick
or rock. Pick it up and look
closely at the bottom. Un
derneath will be several insects.
Some move fast and are difficult
to catch. Most will have flat
bodies, three tails, and six legs.
These aquatic insects are
mayfly nymphs. Upon close
observation, some have dark
green backs, some have dark
brown backs, others appear
black. Their undersides will be
much lighter. Sometimes legs
and tails will be mottled.
These mayflies are roughly
categorized as dingers.
Descriptive. They cling to the
bottom of debris or rocks in the
water. Other mayflies are
burrowers, and live in soft mud.
Some of these mayflies are
excellent swimmers, as quick as
a minnow. Other mayflies crawl
along the bottom, usually in
slower currents. Some of these
are good swimmers also. The
little dark insect you may see
darting from one hiding place to
another is often one of these
crawlers. It crawls most of the
time, but may move fast when in
danger.
The dingers are clumsy
swimmers, and once dislodged
from a hiding place, they tumble
along in the current, fighting
frantically to get under a stone or
some debris for protection. At
this time, trout may easily catch
them.
Before it is time for nymphs to
hatch, they often become active.
Some being poor swimmers, they
tumble along the bottom, easy
prey for trout. The angler who
knows this pattern fishes a freedrifting nymph before a hatch,
and takes trout with regularity.
Hatches often come off at the
same time each day. Red Quills
(Ephemerella subvaria) will
hatch around 1:30 in the af
ternoon. Warm weather may

change this to an evening hatch,
but under normal conditions, it is
so punctual you can almost set a
watch by it. When this insect is
hatching, it lasts for two or three
weeks. Hit the stream at noon
time and fish a free-drifting
nymph. It could be a bonanza.
When a nymph emerges, it
shucks the nymph case under the
water, on the surface, or on the
bank. Nymphs doing this in or on
the water are easy targets for
hungry trout. They often ride on
the surface, wiggling to escape
the nymph case, or fluttering
wings to dry them. Either way,
most newly hatched mayflies
have trouble getting airborne,
and trout go on feeding binges.
At this stage of a mayfly’s life,
they are called subimagoes, or
colloquially, duns. Dun is a
descriptive term. A term with its
roots in Britain. Dun is a grey
color, and so are the wings of
most subimagoes.
Most fishermen know nymphs
shuck their cases to become
duns, but not many know duns
must shuck their cases to become
the adult mayfly, or imagoe.
Imagoes colloquial name is
spinner. This too is descriptive.
Imagoes in the air above a
stream look as if their wings are
spinning.
Duns live a day or two on or
under leaves of a tree or bush.
After heavy hatches, come along
and shake bushes. Insects will
flutter away in hordes. Ex
tremely weak fliers, duns will
quickly land in nearby bushes.
Any spinners in the bush will
make strong flights. They are
good fliers. Difficult to catch,
even with nets.
When duns transform into
spinners, the bodies are more
slender and fragile appearing,
and wings are clear with thin
veins. Spinners or duns do not
eat. The sole purpose is now
procreation. Spinners mate.
Once eggs are ready females
deposit them in a variety of

Upcountry
Journal
By Ken Allen

ways. Some drop eggs like
bombs. Others dip their ab
domens in the water, leaving
eggs. Some even dive below the
surface and leave their eggs
while submerged.
Current carries eggs down
stream. Surface film traps some
eggs and carries them a long
ways. Nature provides for this.
Mayflies, caddis flies, and stone
flies fly upstream — always. It is
easy to see if this were not the
case, upper-reaches of streams
would be barren of these aquatic
insects.
When hatches are heavy, duns
and spinners fill the air above
fertile streams. You can literally
hear a steady humming noise.
During these times, the majority
of insects will be spinners. The
only way to decide which insect
trout are feeding on is to watch
one fish closely. If it rises for a
small, cream-colored fly, catch a
similar insect, and match the
imitation in size, color, and
silhouette.
Sometimes spinners will fill
the air. Unless they fall
exhausted to the surface, or one
flutters near the surface, trout
are unable to feed on them. They
are too agile a flier, and trout
would need flying abilities like a
swallow to catch them.
There may be no duns on the

213 West Plain Street
Wayland, Mass. 01778
Tel. 1-617-653-9144

Quality
since 1856!
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Bought and Sold
All new guns available
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and Sportswear
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Guides

FROST &
FLAME
North Windham, Me.
Rt. 115 and Sand Bar Rd.
(207) 892-3070

Careful observation paysoff
with more fish. Everything in
that microcosm is inter-related.
Discovering one of nature’s
insects is another key in un
derstanding feeding habits of
trout. Keep discovering secrets
and you will become a better
fisherman. But the real reward
for a careful observer is a visible
manifestation of the life force
itself. And it is all there. In your
favorite trout pool.

RETAIL AND
MAILORDERS

Hours 10 AM. to 6 P.M.
Closed Sun. & Mon.

IS

SHOP OI BOSTON, Inc.
Taxidermy Agent

SCOTTY'S
FL YING

SER VICE

Maine

Boat or float plane ac
cess only.
Dates available for
trophy deer and moose
hunts.

Write Jack Downing
Chesuncook Village, Greenville, Maine 04441
Winter - P.O. Box 151, Kittery, Maine 03904
or Phone Lincoln Air 207-794-2238

FREE CATALOG

Outdoor Gear
Gifts & Sporting Prints
Fishing Equipment
Sportswear
Fly Fishing/Tying Schools

SALMON, BROOK
TROUT, LAKE TROUT,
MOOSE, DEER, BEAR &
PARTRIDGE

• Bicycle Specialists
• Bike Accessories
• Repairs on All Makes
of Bikes
• All Bikes and All
Repairs Guaranteed

water, and fish will not be
feeding on the surface. Since the
air above the surface is full of
insects, mostly spinners, novice
anglers will wonder why there is
no feeding activity. Veteran
anglers know why. Astute ob
servation through the years has
taught them about brush hat
ches. All the insects have come
from trees and bushes on the
bank. No new insects have come
from the water that day.
Careful observation will
sometimes reveal occasional
flashes on the bottom. Almost
like a miniature flash bulb. Fish
are bottom feeding. They turn
partly on their side and tip their
tails upwards, causing sunlight
to reflect from their sides. A
knowledgeable angler will bump
a nymph along the bottom, and
take fish.

COMPLETE FLOAT PLANE SERVICE

Shin Pond
Now Booking for Fall
MOOSE, Deer, Partridge
and Bear Season.
Closest Flying Service to the
Head Waters of the Allagash

Patten, Maine
OUTFITTING
HUNTING - FISHING
CANOE RENTALS
Non-RESIDENT LICENSES
CHARTER SERVICE
FLIGHT INSTRUCTION
Northern Maine woods Permits

Scott and Louise Skinner
Scotty’s Flying Service
Box 256 S
Patten, Maine 04765
[207)528-2626
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130 Enter Archery Tourney
One hundred thirty archers
registered for the Sanford,
Springvale Fish and Game
Archery Tournament on Sunday,
June 29th, An excellent course
made up of three dimensional
deer targets produced by Dick
Scott, provided one of the most
challenging tournaments yet.
The following is a list of the top
finishers in each division.

York County Report
Wayne C. Hooper
50 State St.,
Eliot 03903

PRO-HUNTER DIVISION

1, Kevin Libby of Gorham,
Maine.
2, Richard Atkins of Man
chester, N.H.
3, Ed Valle of W. Lebanon,
Maine.

which encourages everyone to
“Keep the fish because they’ll die
anyway,” and use the money to
improve the lakes and streams or
to hire more wardens to police
the areas more efficiently.

BOW HUNTER DIVISION

1, Bob Chick of Rochester,
N.H.
2, Priscilla Atkins of Man
chester, N.H.
3, Allan Matthews of Hebron,
N.H.
HUNTER DIVISION

1, Henry Knight of Waterboro,
Maine.
2, David Sargent.
3, Jerry Desmarais.
Top woman shooter of the day
was Terry LeClerc of Man
chester, New Hampshire.
YOUTH DIVISION

1, Eric Brovillet.
2, Peter Muise of Windham.
N.H.
3, Mike Bisson of Somer
sworth, N.H.
♦ ♦

The Kittery Trading Post will
be hosting the Maine Flatwater
Canoe Championships on Labor
Day, September 1st. They will
have seven racing classes and
seven conventional classes. A
total of 84 prizes will be awarded
during the day. Applications can
be obtained at the Trading Post.
This event will kick off the
Trading Post’s annual Sep
temberfest, a week long
celebration of sales and
demonstrations of everything
concerned with the great out
doors.

Getting ready for a bass tournament in southern
Maine.

fishing for the few at the expense
of the many. What if these same
sections of water, (or any piece of
water for that matter), were
designated bait-fishing only?
Then who would scream? Put the
shoe on the other foot gentlemen
and you will see that any rule or
law that puts restrictions on just
a few people and allows the rest
the chance to reap the benefits is
against the very grassroots of
this country. Slavery went out
with Lincoln gentlemen, and
since then everyone has been
considered equal.
I feel that it’s bad enough that
the anti’s are taking aim at us
through the various laws that
they are trying to put through
congress without us shooting at

each other.
What I’m trying to say is that
we must stick together and fight
for each other, not with each
other.
The BASS people, of which I’m
a member, have the right idea. If
you want to improve the fishing
then develop a no-kill policy.
Catch them for the fun of it and
put them back for someone else
to enjoy.
If you think it can't be done,
you’re wrong. Let’s start by
doing away with treble hooks,
and use only barbless hooks for
our salmonoids. Let’s designate
certain sections of our waters as
no-kill waters. You can catch
them, not keep. Let’s do away
with the put and take program

USED OUTBOARDS
Over 50 in stock from 11/2 to 115 h.p.
Dealer for Glastron - MirroCraft

Seaway Boats

MERCURY OUTBOARDS
Sales & Service

STETSON & PINKHAM,
INC.
Rt. 1, Waldoboro, Maine
Tel. 832-5855

AND COMPANY
PLYMOUTH, MAINE 04969
Call: 257-2186 257-2830 257-4520

What
do you need to know
to know quality
taxidermy?

Bedell’s Tackle Shop
6 St. Mark’s St. - Next to Dorr’s Marina
Skowhegan, Maine 04976
Tel. 474-8939

Plenty of Fishing Tackle
at Reasonable Prices
Fly-tying material
We buy and sell
old bear and fox traps.

GRIGNON'S
TAXIDERMY STUDIO
RFD No. 1, Box 428, U.S. Route 2
Pittsfield, Me. (207) 487-2754

* * *

I guess it’s about time I stuck
my neck out and put my nose
where it doesn’t belong, but I
have an opinion on the recent
controversy regarding certain
sections of streams that be
designated fly fishing only.
I fly-fish so this is an insiders’
opinion.
I do not feel that any section of
any brook, stream, lake, or pond
should be restricted to or for any
group. I know what it is they are
trying to do, to improve the

New England’s Largest Selection of

BRUCE GOULD

♦ * ♦

Wayne, Maine 04284

Wooden Canoe and Boat Repair
Custom Building
207-685-9925

Large or Small Lots Will Travel or Pay Postage

The Associated Sportsmen's
Clubs of York County will again
be presenting their Sportsmen’s
Congress during September.
Next month I’ll have a list of the
speakers and the menu for the
evening. I can promise you this,
however, more politicians this
election year to state their
opinions on various questions
concerning the sportsmen; asked
them by the sportsmen them
selves.

♦ ♦ ♦

Rt. 133, Box 72

Paying Top Market Prices
for Skinned or Unskinned
Furs

♦ * *

The Seacoast Bassmasters of
Southern Maine will be hosting
the annual Kezar Lake Open in
September with a guaranteed
first place prize of $500. I
mentioned this tournament now
as there is a limit of 100 entries.
Interested parties may contact
me for details.

Androscoggin
Canoe and Boat Company

RAW FURS WANTED

The Southern Maine Fish and
Game Club will be conducting a
Hunter Safety course during the
first two weeks of September.
Details can be obtained from any
club member or by attending a
regular meeting on the first
Wednesday of the month.

After all, what is more im
portant, being healthy enough to
get out and enjoy a day fishing on
the water, or putting fish in a
creel? It’s your decision.

Will Accept Americard and VISA
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f”AINE BOWHUNTERS ASSOC.
Support
in Maine
Send
this Bowhunting
application along
with
Summer
&
Winter
Shoots
$10.00 for your 79’ Dues to:
Deer & Rabbit Hunts
Norman L. Leeman
Much More
Sec. Treas. M.B.A.

Palermo, Me. 04354

DINE AT THE WATER’S EDGE
WHILE WATCHING THE LOBSTERMEN AT WORK
How To Get There:
Pine Point Road to Lighthouse Motel - Turn Left
on King Street and Follow to End of Town Landing

NAME________________________________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________________________
PHONE ______________________________________________
“I hunt strictly according to the rules of fair chase.”
Signature

______________________________________ ______
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Whale Birds and Skimmers
August is a month of contrasts
— days of sun and heat, days of
fog and dampness - a scarcity of
birds in the woods, greater
numbers of birds on the shore, in
the marshes and at sea. It is
difficult to believe that while
many of us are still on summer
vacation, several species of birds
are already preparing for the trip
south to a winter habitat.
Swallows can be seen in large
flocks, lined up by the dozens on
telephone wires. Bobolinks can
be found in great numbers in the
marshes, attracted to where the
wild rice grows.
This month most of our birding
is done “afloat,” with hikes on
coastal islands adding variety to
our days. Here too, at sea, we
watch early migrants. The great
flocks of phalaropes are probably
the most spectacular. We have
seen, literally, thousands in a
single flock, when sailing
Penobscot Bay. From a distance
the flock looks like a floating
gray mass with specks of white.
As our boat approaches they
hardly move they are so tame —
getting out of the way only when
the bow threatens to go right
through the entire flock. Then
the birds rise enmasse from the
ocean, chattering as they go,
only to land a few feet away from
where they were.
Both northern and red
phalaropes may be together.
Though the books tell us the
northern far outnumber the red,
I must admit we have not taken
the time to distinguish between
the two in numbers. I do know
the northern is the smaller of the
two, with a very slender neck
and head. The Phalaropes swim
buoyantly, often spinning like
tops on the water as they feed.
One author described the bird as
“floating like an autumn leaf.”
Allan Cruickshank states that
“the greatest flights are usually
correlated with unusual con
centrations of whales, which in
turn are usually concentrated
with great movements of fish.”
This may have earned them the
name “whale bird.” I also read
that they feed on various tiny
marine animals, a favorite diet
item of whales. This fact also
gives meaning to their common
name. This was new information
to me. Guess it will lead to
“whale watching” if we see large
rafts of phalaropes as we sail way
off shore. It is believed that
phalaropes pass the winter far at
sea. Such a gentle, delicate bird
would not seem up to coping with
winter snows, but once they
migrate past our shores in their
journey south, they disappear
into the vast sea and are rarely
observed again until their spring
return.
When sailing in Blue Hill Bay
we stopped at Lunt Harbor, at
Frenchboro on Outer Long
Island. This is a delightful spot
and affords a magnificent vjew of
the Mt. Desert hills. We went
ashore and walked the trails and
rejoiced in the beautiful scenery.
We saw birds, too — particularly
hundreds of swallows — lined up
on the electric wires strung along
the road — all heading into the
wind. Early arrivals in Maine,
swallows are also early
departers. Soon after the young
are fledged, they gather in great
floods, and by the end of this
month most of them have left the
state. Mixed in together in the
flocks are tree swallows and cliff
swallows.
Tree swallows predominated
at the “gathering” on Long
Island. I can remember that
Thornton Burgess in his Bird
Book for Children called the tree

swallow “Skimmer” because of
the wayAhis bird captured its
food, just skimming over the
tops of the grass. The tree
swallow is so trim and neat with
a snowy breast and, in startling
contrast, a blue-green back and
wings. The tree swallow has a
very small bill and short legs, all
part of Nature’s plan of bird
adaptation. The bill is small
because that is all that is
necessary to catch food on the
wings — flies, mosquitoes and
other small winged insects. The
bird never walks about on the
ground nor does it hop from tree
to tree, so its legs are also small.
His feet are used only for per
ching. The tree swallow has one
asset its close relatives does not
— in that it also feeds on berries,
particularly the bayberries, so
its diet has a bit more variety.
Also lined up “with the troops”
may be barn swallows, and we
did spot a few that day at
Frenchboro. The most striking
thing about the barn swallow is,
of course, its forked tail. It is so
deeply forked it almost looks like
two tails. This is all one needs to
know to identify this member of
the swallow family. But the
glistening steel-blue back and
lovely chestnut-brown on the
forehead and throat, with a

narrow black collar, make the
barn swallow a handsome bird.
Though Thornton Burgess
nicknamed this bird fork-tailed,
it also could have been Twit
terer, because they do this
constantly among themselves.
Their diet is truly all insects and
the barn swallow works many
hours daily to gather his food.
They both eat and drink on the
wing, skimming low over a
hayfield, skimming along a river
or over a pond, sometimes
dipping close to the water to
grab an aquatic insect, or to take
a drink, or to bathe. I read that
sometimes this dipping down to
the water’s surface has its
hazards, as they become prey to
swift fishes or large frogs that
may grab at them. These birds
are acrobats and masters of
flight in that they can scoot
through an open door and out a
barn window and after an insect
without missing a wing beat.
Farmers often predict the
weather by these birds. If the
barn swallows are flying high to
catch their food, this means the
air is warm and the sky clear, as
insects rise very high with the
upward currents. If the swallows
sweep close to the water or low
over the fields, cool cloudy
weather is in the offing, for with

no upward movement of heated
air, insects fly low to the ground.
Before the middle of August
different species of swallows
gather to roost in marshes in
preparation for migration south
ward. Many thousands may
gather and feed until the signal
to leave. They fly during the
daylight, rising to great heights
if the weather is clear and not too
much wind. If there is a strong
head wind they will fly close to
the ground or water to make
good time and not to be buffeted
about.
♦ ♦ *

The laughing gull was a
common sight to us when we
lived on Cape Cod and cruised
the waters there. We are thrilled
when we see one along the Maine
coast for they are not too
numerous here. A medium sized
gull, it is often referred to as the
black headed gull because its
head is just that in summer. The
under parts and tail are white.
Adults have wings that are dark
gray above, with the tips black
and a white hind edge. Its note is
a deep “ha ha” or a rather
maniacal laugh. They often circle
about like the swallows over the
water. They follow fishing boats
for the refuse that is thrown
over. It is easy to encourage the
laughing gull to come near one’s
boat. If they are in the area, few
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Modern, Fully Equipped Housekeeping Cottages
Boats & Motors — Docking — Gas & Oil

GRAY GHOST CAMPS
Jane and Roger Lane
October 1st - April 30th
62 Church Street
Livermore Falls, Me. 04254
Phone: (207) 897-5291

May 1st - September 30th
Rockwood, Maine 04478
Box 35
Phone: (207) 534-7362

Margery Hall Johnson
15 Colonial Village
Falmouth, Maine 04105

commercial closeouts
camping equipment
foul weather gear
nautical gifts

1

ON MOOSE RIVER
In the Moosehead Lake Region
Named after the most used fishing fly in the area

pieces of bread tossed overboard
will bring a number of them to
you.
It was interesting to read in
Palmer’s Maine Birds that back
in the late 1800s and early 1900s
there were colonies of breeding
laughing gulls to be found on
coastal islands, mainly in
Muscongus Bay and Penobscot
Bay. However intrusion by man
and competition by herring gulls
drove this species away from
their nesting areas. Vickery’s
Annotated Checklist of Maine
Birds notes that the species has
bred in Maine recently.
Hopefully they will be on the
increase. By the end of August
the laughing gull will be on its
way southward for winter
habitat. There they look quite
different, the black head of
summer being replaced by a
spotted white one. We didn’t
recognize them at first when we
saw them in the south one
winter.
And so the mystery of
migration continues to challenge
men to study, to learn to try to
explain and understand the why
and when and what of this bird
movement fall and spring.

THE SURPLUS CENTER
Tontine Mall
149 Maine St.
Brunswick
Me. 04011
(207) 725-6332

Augusta Plaza
Western Ave.
Augusta
Me. 04330
(207) 623-5252

SEBOOMOOK WILDERNESS CAMPGROUND
on Moosehead Lake - Northwest Carry
Open May 15 TEL. 207-668-5751

Housekeeping Cabins
Store, Gas, LPGas&
r
Flying Service.
Campsites Also Available
on the Famous West Branch
of the Penobscot. Write
SEBOOMOOK WILDERNESS
CAMPGROUND
Thru Hunting Season
ROCKWOOD, MAINE

Moose
River

Moosehead
Lake

LINCOLN’S CAMPS
MODERN HOUSEKEEPING CABINS • BOATS • MOTORS
TACKLE • BAIT

For Further Information Call: TINY & ELEANORE THOMAS
P.O. BOX 295
Tel:
ROCKWOOD, MAINE 04479

207/534-7741

3 & 6 Pass. Seaplanes
Jet Ranger
4 Pass. Helicopter Ser.
Cessna 185 and
DeHavilland Beaver
Seaplane Instruction
Canoe Rentals

Folsom Air Service
Allagash & St. John River Flying
Fly-in Camps
New and Used Aircraft Sales
Canadian Charter Trips

Greenville, Maine 04441
Tel. 207-695-2821
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How Not To Subdue A Bluefish
Old Bill was out back of his
house the other morning when I
went to look him up about a
possible salt water fishing ex
cursion. He was standing in the
unruly jungle he claims is his
garden, . picking bugs off the
plants and dropping them into a
bottle of amber liquid.
“Whacha’ doin’, Bill?”
“Pickin' potato bugs off muh
plants, ya’ dunderhead. What’s it
look like?”
“Oh, I could see you are pickin'
bugs, but what’s that you’re
puttin’ them in?”
“Mayonnaise jar, dummy.”
Sometimes Old Bill can be a
little persnickety, particularly
when he is doing something he
considers important, like picking
bugs out of his garden.
“I know that. Bill. What I
mean is that brown stuff in the
jar that you’re dumping them
in?”
“Scotch.”
“Bill, you mean you’re
drowning potato bugs in good
whiskey? What in hell for?”
“Well, the way I look at it,
them bugs is really mindin’ their
own business, doin’ what nature
intended them to do, which is eat
plants. They just happen ta’ have
the misfortune ta’ be doin’ it in
my garden. Obviously I gotta do
sumpin’ about ’em, but the least I
can do is give ’em a decent
funeral. I know if I haddo go I
wouldn’t mind drownin’ in a vat
a’ good whiskey.”
That might seem like peculiar
thinking to some, but with Old
Bill, it didn’t seem the slightest
out of character. I just pushed on
ahead.
“Say, Bill, I hear the bluefish
are starting to hit down Popham
Beach. What do you say we go
give ’em a try Sunday?”
“Don’t ya’ know bluefish can
be bad for ya’ health?”
He had me there. I’d never
heard that particular claim
before and wondered if it was
high concentrations of mercury
or PCBs in the fish that caused
the problem.
“How’s that?” I asked.
“Well, ya’ know Ferdy, my
neighbor on the left, don’t ya’?”
“Sure I do, Bill. What’s that
got to do with bluefish?”
“Well Ferdy’s got a little place
down on the coast in a quiet cove.
They spend a lot a’ time down
there in the summer an’ his wife
makes him keep a garden. One
year a whole passel of wood
chucks moved inta’ the garden
an’ they was eatin’ everythin’,
’bout as fast as it come up. It was
too much for Ferdy, him bein’
what you might call a little on the
conservative side an’ not really
willin’ a’ provide welfare for a
bunch a’ big rodents. So he
decided ta’ exterminate ’em an’
started wearin’ his big pistol on
his hip all the time he was
workin’ around outside the
camp.”
“Bill, what’s all this got to do
with bluefish?” I asked.
“I’m cornin’ to that, fishhead.
Just hang on a minute, will ya’?
“One day near high tide, Ferdy
was sneakin’ around his garden,
hopin’ to get the drop on a
‘chuck, when there was a sudden
commotion a little way out in the
cove. Ferdy looked an’ he could
see a bunch a’ bluefish had
cornered a school a’ sand eels in
the cove. So Ferdy run up ta’ the
house, grabbed his spinning rod
an’ run back down ta’ shore
where he kept a canoe stashed.
“It wasn’t but a couple a’
minutes an’ he had cast off an’
paddled over near the school a’
blues. He cast out an’ got a hit on

the first cast. It was a good one,
too. It run an’ jumped a couple a’
times, but finally Ferdy got it ta’
the side a’ the canoe. He didn’t
have a net, but he give a quick
flip after grabbin’ the leader an’
that of blue flopped right in the
canoe.
“With one blue in the boat,
Ferdy wasn’t payin’ too much
attention to the fish, lookin’ ta’
see if the school was still there.
So he reaches down ta’ take the
hook out a’ the blue’s mouth an’
the fish snapped at him and
managed to nip off just the tip a’
his finger.
“That brought Ferdy up short,
don’t ya’ know, an’ suddenly the
fish really come back ta’ life,
floppin’ an’ thrashin’ around.
Naturally the end a’ the canoe
Ferdy was sittin’ in was lowest
an’ the bluefish started down
towards him. Ferdy thought the
fish was after him an’ wanted the
rest a’ his finger, or maybe even
a more tender part.
“So Ferdy goes inta’ a panic an’
draws out his revolver, aims an’
fires at the fish. All the while,
the fish is still floppin’ an’ a
jumpin’ so it ain’t no easy target,
even at such a close range. It
takes Ferdy about five shots

before he puts the blue down for
good, an’ then he notices the
canoe is sinkin’ fast.
‘Course, normally tha
wouldn’t be no problem since the
canoe would sink so far an’ then
stop an’ you could paddle it ta’
shore. It might take a while, but
ya’ could do it. But the tide had
turned an’ was runnin’ out a’ the
cove, takin’ Ferdy an’ the canoe
with it. Ferdy began paddlin’
hard, but he couldn’t make no
headway. He could a’ swum for
shore easy, but ya’ know Ferdy.
He wasn’t about ta’ lose his
canoe, his fishin’ rod and an’ that
bluefish, not ta’ mention the
revolver he’d probably have ta’
dump ta’ be able ta’ swim okay.
So he just sit there in the canoe
an’ drifted out ta’ sea. It took
about four hours a’ driftin’ before
he got picked up by a lobster
boat.
“Ya’ know, even in August
that ocean water is a might
chilly. It give Ferdy a hell of a
cold, an’ he near caught
pneumonia as well. That’s what I
mean about bluefish bein’ bad for
ya’ health.”
“Is that story true, Bill?”
“What? Ya’ doubt mah word
right here in mah own garden? I

HUNT - FISH - RELAX

HOTEL DAAQUAM
10 to 12 miles to St. John River
Room & Board $20.00 Per Person
Special Family Rates
HOTEL DAAQUAM
Daaquam, CTE Montmagny, Que. GOR1KO
Tel. 418-244-3283

SHOWERS

HEAT

CARLOW’S CABINS
AND RESTAURANT
RTE. 9, AIRLINE ROAD
WESLEY, MAINE
TELEPHONE 255-8801
65 MILES
FROM BANGOR

35 MILES
FROM CALAIS

Pine Tree Rambler

By Harry Vanderweide, Editor
don’t gotta’ take that. You can
just git on home, if that’s the
best ya’ can act.”
Old Bill seemed genuinely
peeved, so I turned to leave. I’d
only gone a few steps when I
heard him call my name.
“What is it Bill?”
“You pick me up tomorrow
mornin’ at 4:30 an’ bring some
extra bluefish leaders with ya’.”

“Okay, Bill, see you then.”
“An’ one more thing.”
“What is it, Bill?”
“Don’t bring no guns.”
Of Maine’s 16 counties, 10 are
on tidewater and accessible to
ocean-going vessels. It makes
one wonder why sport saltwater
fishing is not bigger.

I Nicatous l9dgc b Camps
t
Secluded Log Cabins and Lodge on 12 Mile Long Nicatous Lake

Remote — Relaxing

Write:
Nicatous Lodge & Camps
Burlington, Me. 04417

Hunting, Fishing,
Vacationing for the
Outdoorsman & Family

Housekeeping & American Plan
Open Four Seasons

COME IN AND SEE
OUR CAMPING, FISHING AND MARINE
SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT

Weston’s
Hardware
ROUTE 1, WALDOBORO, ME. • 832-5367

Plan To Fish And Hunt Down East In Maine At

Chet’s Camps on Big Lake
Grand Lake Stream Township
P.O. Princeton, Maine 04668
Famous for its Bass and Landlocked Salmon
Also Trout, Perch, Pickerel
HOUSEKEEPING or AMERICAN PLAN
BOATS, MOTORS
GUIDES
NON-RESIDENT LICENSES
Open May 1 st to Nov. 30th
Rates and Folders on Request

Robert and Judy Miller, Prop.
Tel. [207] 796-5557 or 427-3826 Princeton

Lake Regions
Fishing Headquarters
Topo Maps
Non-Resident Fishing Licenses
Largest Selection Hand Tied Flies in Maine
Live Bait

GUNS
Buy — Sell — Trade
Largest Selection in Western Maine
New Owners — Norman and Anne Sanderson

SPORTSMANS
EXCHANGE
72 Main St., Bridgton, Maine 647-3763
Lake Region’s Most Complete Sporting Goods Outfitters

WHITE’S BEACH AND CAMPGROUND
Quiet wooded campsites, electrical and water hook
ups, hot showers, table and fireplace at each site,
dumping station, snack bar, safe swimming in spring
fed water.

May 15th Thru Labor Day Weekend
Durham Road—P.O. Box 696
Brunswick, Maine 04011
Tel. 207-729-0415

MOOSE HUNTERS
Famous moose caller, Jerry Packard, will have his re
mote moose camps open in one of the great moose
bog areas. For many years we have been watching
trophy bulls grow tremendous horns. We also can
show you great fishing for salmon, lake trout and lubri
cate. Fall foliage will be very good.
We have a complete package for hunting and fishing.
Why not go first class? Our equipment includes jeeps,
tractors, boats, motors and walk-in cooler. The remote
camps are very comfortable. I have a crew with 40 years
wilderness hunting experience.

Call master guide

Jerry Packard
207-997-3300
Sebec Lake, Maine 04482
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Walter Arnold Dies at 86

Last of Maine’s Mountain Men
The legendary mountain man,
Walter L. Arnold, 86, of Indian
Pond, Township 7 Range 9NWP
died at the Togus Veterans
Hospital on July 6, 1980.
He was buried beside his
father and brother at Riverside
Cemetery in Willimantic,
overlooking Wilson Stream
which runs into his favorite lake
— Sebec. In the background the
wooded terrain takes an up
sweep and climbs up Benson and
Barren Mountains. From the
crest of Benson Mt. it’s but a
sparrow’s flight to Indian Pond,
the former home of the mountain
man.
This man was indeed a legend
to countless thousands of outdoor
people who hunted, trapped,
fished, guided or just loved
nature as he did.
Walter was born May 19, 1894
the third child of Alonzo and
Alice (Harriman) Arnold. He had
an older brother and sister and a
brother two years younger.
Alonzo (Lon) Arnold was a
market hunter before Walter’s
birth. He shot caribou, deer,
bear, partridge and rabbits for
the Boston markets in the 1870’s.
Somewhere between 1880 and
1890 this practice was outlawed.
Lon had always trapped fur but
now he would do more of it since
market hunting was now illegal.
In later years he would relate his
market hunting experiences to
Walter. I have spent countless
hours listening to him tell about
the ways his father hunted. I do
know that over 300 caribou and
countless deer, bear, partridge,
and rabbits headed for the
Boston markets due to the
prowess of market hunter Lon
Arnold.
After the cessation of market
hunting, Lon turned his thoughts
and energy to fur trapping and
timber cutting. It was a common
practice years ago to move a
family back into the woods when
a man had a job cutting. At age
four Walter started learning
about the Maine woods and the
animals that inhabit them.
Walter’s love for the woods and
outdoor blossomed at a young
age and continued until his
death.
His first big woods job came at
age 13. His young muscles ached
as he wielded a cantdog
alongside tough grown men as
they rolled away the logs the
hissing, spitting, steaming
Lombard wood hauler delivered
to them from the wooded forests
to the landing camp near Sebec
Lake. The Lombard wood hauler
era was from 1901 to the early
thirties, Walter Arnold lived 50
years beyond the end of that era.
From 1914 to 1917 young
Arnold worked in woods lumber
camps during the winter and the
annual spring river drives, when
he wasn’t trapping the elusive
fur bearing animals around the
Sebec Lake region. He trapped
during the fall and early part of
winter before he entered the
woods camps.
In 1917 he was offered a job at
Boarstone Mountain Fur Ranch
and Fish Hatchery. He was to
assume the position of
Superintendent of the Fish
Hatchery with full pay and
responsibility. He was happy
with his work but the constant
war news from across kept him
irritated. In early 1918 he left for
the Army. At the close of the
war he was once again free to
return home to trap and hunt.
Upon his return he started

Maine
Traplines
By Oscar Cronk Jr.

Walter L. Arnold

another venture, selling animal
scents and methods on catching
fur. His first scents were for fox,
mink, muskrat and were ad
vertised in Hunter, Trader,
Trapper Magazine. He had
always made his own scents for
these animals and he knew they
were good. He got calls for other
types of scents and shortly he
was experimenting and per
fecting new lures for the trap
pers. His first methods were sold
for $1 and carried a money back
guarantee. He put out his first
catalog in 1920.
In 1921 he wrote his first
trapping book. The title of it was
“Trapping” and it contained 50
pages and sold for 25 cents.
His name was becoming known
across the country and the fame
of his scents was growing. Local
trappers saved animal glands for
him, but this wasn’t enough to
keep up with the steady growth
of his business.
Until this time common scent
making items such as anise,
spearmint, lavender, catnip and

rhodium could be bought only at
the drug store. This was in
convenient and costly to the
trapper. Animal glands had
always been cut up by the
trapper but this also was in
convenient and not always
available.
Walter told me he remem
bered thinking, “Darn funny
someone doesn’t stock and
prepare glands and other items
for the trapper.” Finally it
dawned on him. “Huh. why don’t
I do it?” Yes, Walter Arnold was
the pioneer in the scent
ingredients business and old
magazines will verify his claim.
He originated the idea of grin
ding beaver castor, muskrat
musk, mink musk, etc.
His business was growing and
his catalog getting bigger. A new
trapping book was in the making
and the year was 1930. “The
Northland Trapper” was a bigger
and better book and had the most
up-to-date methods at that time.
During the spring and summer
Walter was a fishing guide at

Packard’s Camps at Sebec Lake.
He guided many famous people,
including well known politicians
of the thirties and forties. His
quick wit and down to earth
yankee heritage made him a
favorite with sports as well as his
fellow guides. He guided at
Sebec for over 40 years and
guided under four generations of
Packards, beginning with B. M.
Packard who started the camps
around 1890. Walter always
continued his close friendship
with the Packard family. The last
few years Gerry Packard,
present owner-operator of the
camps, turned over to Walter
one of the lodges and he came
there to stay during the summer.
This way he got a chance to do
some fishing and when people
found out the famed mountain
man was there they made trips
to stay and visit with him.
In 1935 the first edition of

“Professional Trapping” reached
the trappers of America. The
fourth edition of this book was
printed in 1947 and with each
edition new ideas and methods
were added.
In 1938 one of his fishing
clients put him in contact with
the Campbell-Fairbanks Sports
Show operators and they wanted
him to travel with them in
various cities showing a Maine
trapper’s cabin and talking to the
people about Maine’s north
woods and the animals that
inhabit her vast forests. Walter
was a huge hit with city people
and frequently appeared at the
radio stations to talk about
woods life and the animals.
Walter was a dyed in the wool
woodsman and the glitter of city
lights and artificial things got
dull for him. In 1941 he told the
owners he wouldn’t be back.
Continued on next page

207 368-9371

THE GATEWAY
DINING, DANCING, COCKTAILS
AND COFFEE SHOP

JUST OFF I-95
AT
JUNCTION 2-7-11-100

NEWPORT, MAINE
04953

Quality Flies • Fly-Tying Materials

Bohrmann
Knives

Rods • Reels • Tackle • Rod-building Kits
Handmade
hunting and
camping knives

29 Portland St.
Yarmouth, Me. 04096
207-846-3385
When in Waldoboro, Eat and Sleep at

MOODY’S
RESTAURANT AND MOTEL

For Motel Reservations Call 832-5362
Restaurant Open 24 Hours a Day
Specializing in
SEAFOODS AND ROASTS
Tel. 832-7468

KERN’S INN & MOTEL
Eustis Village, Maine

Specialized
Material Service by a
Professional Tyer
•Free Catalog on Request

-Flies for Bangor Salmon Pool
-Large selection of Atlantic Salmon Flies
-Everything you need to tie Atlantic Salmon
Flies
-Large selection of casting and trolling
streamers
-Custom line of Graphite and Borongraphite rods

BANGOR FLY AND ROD WORKSHOP
303 BROADWAY
BANGOR, MAINE 04401
(207) 945-5587

-Complete selection of Rod building
Materials and Kits

Retail • Wholesale

• Rentals • Sales
• Service • Storage
• Snack Bar and Groceries

Kezar Lake Marina
Narrows Bridge
Lovell, Maine 04051
Appalachian Canoes • Non-Resident Licenses Glastron Boats - Fishing Tackle
Tel. (207) 925-3000
Open 7 Days

Moose River
Country Store
Rockwood, Maine

RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE

Live Bait

Open Daily - Bob & Doreen Strout, props.

Worms & Crawlers

Fishing - Hunting - Snowmobiling & Skiing
GROUP & FAMILY RATES
Housekeeping Units & Rooms w/Private Bath

TEL: 207-246-3333

Complete line of hunting
and
fishing
supplies.
Licenses. Canoe rentals.
Clothing. Groceries.
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Last of Maine’s Mountain Men
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He continued his way of life,
hunting, fishing, guiding and
always his trapping and mail
order business. He got restless
from time to time and would trap
in the far back places. In the
thirties he trapped with Bill
Gourley of Milo. They ran long
foot traplines, over the moun
tains. around Indian Pond,
through the Buttermilk Ponds
and back to Willimantic. Another
season he spent with Stan
Howland of Milo and they

trapped up around
Caucomgomac Lake in the early
fifties. I am sure both of these
men will remember good times
trapping and camping with Walt.
In 1948 he helped form the
Maine Trapper’s Association. He
served as president and
secretary/treasurer of this
organization. He belonged to the
Sportsman’s Alliance of Maine
(S.A.M.) since its birth and when
the call was made for financial
support in letter form, the
mountain man was there with his
check. He was a strong sup-

Bill Zwella of Charlottesville, Va., with a 65-pound
cod he caught while aboard the Sonnie W.

Sonnie W. Fishing
Jeffies Ledge
The latest addition to the
party boat business in Ken
nebunkport is CAP’N PETE’S
DEEP OCEAN FISHING.
Captain Pete Wendell and his
wife Sonnie started fishing their
73’ SONNIE W. in May of this
year.
The Wendells recognized the
rapidly growing need for a large
vessel capable of fishing a big
group comfortably. The SONNIE
W. is licensed for 49 passengers,
but Captain Wendell doesn’t like
to take over 34 on the fishing
trips. Neither the customers nor
the crew enjoy crowded fishing,
he feels.
Customers on the SONNIE W.
enjoy the added excitement of
off-shore deep sea fishing; since

Captain Wendell — a commercial
fisherman out of the ’Port for
many years — steams the 20-odd
miles to Jeffries Ledge whenever
weather and wind conditions
allow. “Jeffries is known to be
one of the most productive
fishing areas in the Gulf of Maine
within a reasonable distance
from shore,” Captain Wendell
maintains.
His SONNIE W. is the only
boat from Maine regularly
fishing the Jeffries Ledge area.
To date the record catches on
the SONNIE W. are: cod - 65
lbs., pollack — 38 lbs., halibut —
20 lbs. The season is yet young.
Captain Wendell feels, “And
we’re looking to break those
records!’’

FISHING HEADQUARTERS
LIVE BAIT AND TACKLE
•
•
•
•

Shiners, Chrubs, Earthworms
Nightcrawlers, Bloodworms, Eels
Fly Tying Materials
Tuna Supplies

THE TACKLE BOX
Route 1, Woolwich, Me.

(1/4

mile from Carlton Bridge)
(207) 442-8049

Open 7 days: Mon.-Thurs. 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Friday 7 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. Sunday 7 a m. to 2 p.m.
Sat. 7 a m. to 6 p.m.
•

ALSO VISIT OUR BOOTHBAY HARBOR SHOP,
GRANARY WAY, BOOTHBAY HARBOR (on the water)

porter of any organization that
would stand up and protect the
very things that he and his father
had done all their lives. He was
also a firm supporter of the
National Rifle Association.
In 1951 he built a camp on
Indian Camp, this was to be his
retirement retreat. He moved
from Willimantic in 1954 to
Cumberland Center. He sold his
Buck Call formula and formulas
to Arnold’s Dog Training and
Breaking Scents. He sold most of
his bulk ingredients and what
was left of his trapping supply
business he took with him bad
into the woods. He continued hit
mail order business until 1959.
I bought his formulas, stock
and the good will that went with
the business and under his
guidance my business grew and
prospered. We formed a
friendship that would endure
until his death.
In the years that Walt stayed
at Indian Pond I tried to make as
many visits as possible. We
fished, hiked and several times I
accompanied him on his trapline.
I watched and could see he was
living a true mountain man’s life,
taking animal furs, killing a deer
when the season opened and
catching fish from Indian and the
surrounding ponds and streams.
Often it was a trek up the
mountain side to gather spruce
gum. which he sold in Portland.
He picked berries when they
were ripe and bought what he
couldn’t get himself from stores
in Greenville and had them flown
back in.
From 1961 until 1970 he built
four camps for other people.
Three of them were on Indian
Pond and one on Russell Pond.
He often referred to himself as
the mayor of Raytown, the
township he lived on. To his
many close friends he was the
“King” of the Indian Pond
region, a reign that lasted for 20
years.
Walter was a man of deep
religious faith. I well remember
on Sunday mornings at his camp
church services were attended
by way of the battery radio that
came in clear and strong. When a
minister drove home a factual
reading from the Bible he would
reply with, "Brother, it’s good to
hear someone tell it the way God
intended.”
When the mountain man knew
he couldn’t go back to his beloved
mountain home at Indian Pond to
live any longer he was ready to
leave us on this earth and go with
his Savior, who said. “I go and
prepare a place for you....”
At the Lary Funeral Home his
many friends gathered to pay
homage to his earthly remains.
The Rev. Robert Mayeu read
many scriptures from the Bible
and ended with a eulogy written
by Beth Vaitkunas, grand
daughter of Alex Troy, a
member of the New Hampshire
Trapper’s Association and a
personal friend of Walter’s. Beth
made trips with her grandfather
and got to know Walter, her
eulogy to Walter said this.
“As a trapper and a woodsman
he was accustomed to the natural
balance of life and death. He
knew nature and her wisdom and
beauty, and strove to bring that
wisdom and beauty to others. He
loved all the woods, all its
inhabitants, and also all those
who loved what he loved.
“He was a great man with a
gift for wit and wisdom, usually
combined. The world is lessened
by his death, but we are
nevertheless enriched by all he
has given us in his long and ful

life.
“We will continue to
remember Mr. Walter L. Arnold
as one of the greatest mountain
men that ever lived and will
continue to live in the hearts of
all his many friends all over the
world. ”
All who knew him will
remember him as a friend,
trapper, hunter, guide,
naturalist and great out

doorsman. The last of the
mountain men has left his earthly
body and his spirit has returned
to the giver of life. The legend he
created is alive and legendary
figures are not bound by earthly
boundaries. So. legendary
mountain man you are free to
wander, whether it’s back to
Indian Pond or to the young
trapper in Alaska, California, or
the far reaches of Canada. Good
luck on all vour journeys.

Quimby Pond Camps
RANGELEY, ME.
207-864-3675
ON ONE OF MAINE’S FINEST TROUT WATERS
AMERICAN PLAN OR HOUSEKEEPING
REG. GUIDE SERVICE - FISHING - BEAR, DEER, BIRDS
FISH THE BACK-IN PONDS FOR TROUT & SALMON

NOW BOOKING FOR BEAR
UPLAND BIRDS AND DEER HUNTING

Ray & Ev Soriano

Have Coot Will Travel

WINTHROP AUTO SUPPLY

A mA BICYCLE CENTER <»
Rte. 202
Winthrop, Maine
Open Friday Nights Until 8:30 pm

YOUR LOCAL SUPPLIER FOR CAR PARTS
AND ALL YOUR VEHICLES ON WHEELS
Telephone 377-6962

OLD MILL CAMPGROUND
on Moosehead Lake
Open All Year—RV and Tent Sites
Housekeeping Cabins-Store-Gas-Boats
Docking, Boat Storage

Hot Showers — Flush Toilets
On Route 15 — 2 Miles South of Rockwood
P.O. Box 198, Rockwood, Maine
Phone 207-534-7333

MARK'S BAIT CO.
— WHOLESALE —
NIGHTCRAWLERS & WORMS
• Packaged Cups for Stores, Marinas, Camps etc.
• Fast, Overnight U.P.S. Shipments (Iced)
• Bulk Quantities at Competitive Prices
• Other Types of LIVE BAIT Available In Seaaon

7 Brook St., Nashua, N.H.
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Central Brittany Club Holds Trials
By CHARLES NOBLE

The Central Maine Brittany
Club held its second sanctioned
field trial May 31 and June 1.
This trial was held on the
grounds of the Pride and Joy
Kennels in Windham.
The events of the weekend
included the Open Gun Dog and
Open Derby stakes on Saturday
with a pot luck supper and social
hour put on by club members in
the evening. The Open All Age
stake was run Sunday morning
with the Open Puppy stake
finishing up things on Sunday
afternoon. There was strong
support for this trial from neigh
boring clubs as evidenced by the
field of top quality dogs from all
over New England.
The stakes were run on a
single course with bird field.
Dogs worked on native grouse
and woodcock with planted
pheasant in the bird field. There
were no released birds in the
puppy stake.
The 7:30 breakaway for the
first brace of the Open Gun Dog
on Saturday found the sky
overcast with an occasional light
shower that kept things damp
and the mosquitos active.
Scenting conditions remained
good throughout the day. Pride
and Joy Duke of Sebago put it all
together to take home top honors
for owner-handler Dwight
Jordan. Duke had a good for
ward hunting backcourse, hitting
all the birdy spots. He combined
this with an excellent find in the
bird field, head held high and
bird well located. Excellent
manners at flush completed this
dog’s performance. Second place
went to Hellgate’s Zosia and

owner-handler Ted Swierczynski. Zosia put a well run backcourse together with good ap
plication and a find in the bird
field. A little more intensity by
Duke was all that separated first
and second. Joe Wessling’s
Sunset’s First Star had a good
location of bird on a find in the
bird field along with an ac
ceptable backcourse to earn third
place for his proud owner. Ted
Zwierczynski was back again as
Hellgate’s Cy of Rondo used welllocated and steady bird work to
garner fourth place. Thanks to
Judges Ron Stevenson of the N.
New England club and to Claude
Bourgoin of the Maine Bird Dog
Club for their knowledgeable
performance in picking the best
of this impressive field.
After a short break for lunch,
judges Danny Nein and Claude
Bourgoin took to the saddle for
the breakaway of the Open
Derby. Ms. Kelley Channing
showed the judges she had it all
together as she brought home
the top honors for owner-handler
Ken Mercer. Kelley started with
a strong breakaway and built on
this by reaching nicely to the
front when the opportunity arose
and hunting industriously until
pickup. Kelley seemed to show
up at the right places. Two finds
in the bird field, the second at
wood’s edge, put the finishing
touches on this fine performance.
Gabil’s Country Belle showed she
too was. a contender as she put
down a run showing good pattern
with purpose and hit the birdy
corners. Belle had a good find
with derby manners and finished
strong to bring home second
place for owner-handler Bill
O’Neil. Third place went to

Teed’s Farm Copper Sky and
handler Bill Fitzpatrick. This dog
impressed the judges with its
busy run without needing a lot of
handling and finished up with a
find. Fourth place belongs to
Sequani’s Kwail Kall Jud and
owner-handler Manny Vagos.
Jud had a good forward pattern
and was stylish in the bird field.
Jud impressed the judges as he
held during an extensive flushing
effort of a cock pheasant that was
reluctant to fly. The judges felt
Jud let down the last three
minutes.
Sunday morning dawned with
everything blanketed in a pea
soup fog. By 7:30 breakaway
time things had started to clear
and warm up. It appeared that
the heat might pose a problem
but a good cover of fair weather
clouds kept temps bearable. The
biggest problem came from
shifting breezes that left many a
Britt and handler suddenly
moving downwind when seconds
before they had been quartering
nicely into the wind. Needless to
say many dogs found themselves
on top of birds before they knew
they were there.
The Open All Age stake had a
field of very fine dogs and all did
an excellent job of showing their
stuff. Top honors went to Ron
Stevenson’s Rondo’s Ruff’n
Reddy. Ruff ran a good race
reaching well to the objectives.
Ruff put it away with two finds
and one back in the bird field.
Congratulations on a well
deserved win.
Now don’t get the idea Ruff
didn’t have any competition for
first honors. Jamar’s Tad, owned
by Robert Fleury and handled by
Dave Marshall pressed the

winner hard. Tad ran a very
forward race handling kindly
yet still very aggressive. Tad
had one find in the bird field.
Dave Marshall handled Frittany
La Brittany to third place honors
for owner John Kiernan. Frit
tany ran a good race with two
finds and a stop to flush. The
judges felt Frittany was not as
consistent in his race as the first
and second dogs. Hellgate’s Zosia
with Ted Swierczynski handling
took fourth place. Zosia had one
stop to flush. She was con
sistently forward and with more
bird work might have placed
higher. Judges Dwight Jordan
and Art Kelley had their work
cut out for them and did a fine
job placing the winners.

Judges Frank Pride Jr. and
Ray Wilson had a look at some
fine dogs in the Open Puppy
stake. First went to Pioneer’s
Lady Jane D’Fritts and owner
handler Gerald Houle Jr. Lady
Jane had a consistent run for her
entire time down. Second went
to Seabritt Eash’s Sugar and
Spice handled by owner Mike
Eash. Seabritt also put down a
fine steady run showing promise
of things to come. Nicole handled
by owner Harold LaCaillade took
third place and fourth went to
Sebago’s Daisy Mae handled by
owner Dwight Jordan. Both
these dogs had fairly busy runs
but let down a little near the end
of time.
Great Britts, excellent judges,
good food, decent weather and a
lot of fun sum up this top notch
weekend of field trialing. Thanks
to our judges, marshals, cooks
and all those behind the scenes
for a job well done.

OPEN GUN DOG

Judges: Ron Stevenson, Claude
Bourgoin.
1. Pride and Joy Duke of
Sebago, by Cageo Perkiomen
Valley Luke ex Kelo of Paradise.
Owner/handler Dwight Jordan.
2. Hellgate’s Zosia, by Dual &
Amtr. Fid. Ch. Ban Dee ex Fid.
Ch. Chando’s White Lightning.
Owner/handler Ted Swierc
zynski.
3. Sunset’s First Star, by
Rondo’s Ruff ’n Reddy ex Alder
Run’s Vicar’s Abbey.
Owner/handler Joe Wessling.
4. Hellgate’s Cy of Rondo, by
Dual & Amtr. Fid. Ch. Gringo
DeBritt ex Sunset Lady.
Owner/handler Ted Swierc
zynski.

OPEN DERBY
Judges: Claude Bourgoin, Daniel
Nein.
1. Ms. Kelley Channing, by
Rusty of Brenda ex Shayna
Britte. Owner/handler Kenneth
Mercer.
2. Gabils Country Belle, by
Rufus Rastus Johnson Brown ex
Ms. Penny Channing.
Owner/handler William O’Neill.

3. Teed’s Farm Copper Sky,
by Fid. & Amtr. Fid. Ch. Sky’s
Copper Jacques ex Ch. Teed’s
Farm Withheld. Owners Mrs.
James Belle Jr. & Marge Fitz
patrick; handler William Fitz
patrick.
4. Sequani’s Kwail Kall Jud,
by Ch. Sequani’s Beaver Dam
MacDane ex Ch. Bantam’s
Stylish Dawn. Owner/handler
Manuel Vagos.

Mack Wins National Retriever Test

By Doug Jowett

During the week of June 16,
Maine hosted the National
Amateur Retriever Trial
Championship in central Maine
near Waterville. The Maine
Retriever Trial Club was in
strumental in bringing this
prestigious event to the Pine
Tree State.
This trial puts demands on dog
and owner that won’t be found
anywhere else but at the
National Amateur. The winning
dog is designated National
Amateur Retriever Field
Champion of 1980.
Not just any good retriever
may enter this event. Retrievers
must qualify by winning a first
place carrying five championship
points, plus two additional
championship points, in open,
limited all-age, amateur all-age,
specialty or breed trials licensed
by the American Kennel Club
run from the weekend im
mediately following the 1979
National through the weekend
immediately prior to the 1980
National. On top of qualifying,
owners must come up with an
entry fee of $200 plus traveling
and lodging expenses.
Standard procedures for non
slip retriever trials state: “The
purpose of a ‘non-slip’ retriever
trial is to determine the relative
merits of retrievers in the field
(including water). Retriever field
trials should, therefore, simulate
as nearly as possible the con
ditions met in an ordinary day’s
shoot. The function of a non-slip
retriever is to seek and retrieve
‘fallen’ game when ordered to do
so. He should sit quietly on line
or in the blind, walk at heel, or
assume any station designated

A young woman handler waits her turn to take her
Lab to the starting line. (Doug Jowett photo)

by his handler until sent to
retrieve. When ordered, a dog
should retrieve quickly and
briskly without unduly distur
bing too much ground, and
should deliver tenderly to hand.
He should then await further
orders. Accurate marking is of
primary importance. A dog
which marks the fall of a bird,
uses the wind, follows a strong
cripple, and will take direction
from his handler is of great
value.”
Several series of tests are set
up on land and water to separate
the “also rans” from the top
dogs. Some serious faults that
judges won’t tolerate are:
breaking, hard mouth, decoy
retrieving, blinking (ignoring the
game when found), stopping the

hunt and returning without
game. Competition is keen and
lesser faults can eliminate any
dog from competition.
The National Amateur contest
does not give dogs placements.
There is only one place, National
Amateur Retriever Champion of
1980.
Retriever owners from all over
the country and Canada travel to
compete in the annual event.
Such places as Alaska,
California, Texas, Wisconsin and
Virginia were among the many
states represented.
Eighty-six dogs were entered
and all were called back for
further testing on Tuesday after
completing two series on
Monday. A total of ten series is
required under the rules of

competition. After completion of
the third series on Wednesday,
several dogs were cut. Testing
continued into Saturday until
only 14 dogs survived for the
final two tests.
The ninth series involved a
quadruple land retrieve with a
retiring gun and retrieves up to
175 yards. The judges eliminated
three dogs, leaving 11 finalists.
The eleven finalists included:
Volwood’s Abby, handled by
Jack Vollstedt of Burbank,
California; Blackguard’s Ms.
Paha Sapa, handled by Henry S.
McNeil of Dresher, PA; Snake
Eyes-Double or Nothing, han
dled by Del ma Hazzard of
Georgetown, So. Carolina;
Candlewood's Mad Mouse,
handled by Charles A. Hays of
Long Lake, Minnesota; Itchin to
Go, handled by Randy Whittaker
of Morehead City, N.C.;
Chukar’s Bid Jake, handled by
Sal Gelard of Woodland, CA;

Machipongo’s W.A. Nappy,
handled by Richard M. Roberts
of Escalon, CA; Dall-Chopper of
Blackwatch, handled by Mrs.
Morris Stroud of West Chester,
PA; Lawhorn’s Cadillac Mack,
handled by Dennis Bath of
Belleville,‘IL; Kannonball Kate,
handled by Peter Lane of
Redding, CA; and Shenandoah’s
Storming Chief, handled by Al
Criss of Goodrich, ML
The final series involved a
quadruple retrieve over water
with one bird on land which was
a delayed bird. Two water
retrieves at 150 to 170 yards each
put demands on the dogs which
finally separated the field to give
the judges a final decision.
After six long days, a repeat
1979 winner came out on top.
Lawhorn's Cadillac Mack, owned
by Dennis Gath and G. Lawhorn
becsame the 1980 National
Amateur Retriever Champion.

Richard Wolters, famed author of "Water Dog" took
in the national retriever trial held in Maine this year.
(Doug Jowett photo)
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Are Maine Hunters Trophy Conscious?
By RICHARD ARSENAULT

Shortly after the Second
Annual Big Game Awards
Banquet put on by the Maine
Antler and Skull Trophy Club, I
had a great telephone con
versation with the editor of The
Maine Sportsman, Harry
Vanderweide.
With much excitement on my
part, I related in great detail the
highlights of that banquet. Harry
was really amazed to hear about
the tremendous response by
Maine hunters attending this
awards and recognition affair.
The reason for Harry’s
amazement was the result of a
past poll conducted and analyzed
by the Maine Sportsman. This
poll showed definitely that Maine
hunters are not for trophy
hunting. I sincerely agreed with
Harry, which amazed him to say
the least. I know for a fact that
people do oppose the IDEA of
hunting for trophies.
A recent three-year poll
conducted by Dr. Stephen
Kellert of the Yale School of
Forestry and Environmental
Studies for the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service agrees with the
results of the Maine Sportsman's
poll. Why then has the Maine
Antler and Skull Trophy Club
become such a success so
quickly?
I feel that Maine people
deserve an explanation of why a
Big Game Club should be a
success in light of the above
information. This explanation is

my opinion of course, and I would
gladly listen to any others.
First, let’s take a look at some
of Dr. Kellert’s information.
According to Dr. Kellert’s study
85 percent of the people in
populated areas of less than 500
favor hunting. That describes
much of Maine. On the other
hand, in areas of more than one
million people only 46 percent of
them favor hunting. There’s
about 1.2 million people in Maine
so the larger figure could easily
represent the bigger cities of the
northeast.
Now these people just favor
hunting for consumptive pur
poses and not in the light of
trophy hunting. But, for a big
plus you can see that most people

HANCOX MARINE, INC.
COMPLETE SALES AND SERVICE

•

MERCURY OUTBOARDS
MERCRUISER & OMC STERNDRIVES

•

Bath Road, Brunswick, Me. 04530
at New Meadows River • [207] 443-6277

still favor hunting, when they
speak up. Now we can get into
the gray area of trophy hunting.
What do you find in the many
taxidermy shops in Maine? You
find a great many game fish,
animals, and birds either already
mounted or in some stage of
being mounted. If you visit these
same taxidermy shops year after
year, you will find a new crop of
trophies there. If Maine people
are not trophy minded, how
come Maine hunters keep so
many Maine taxidermists em
ployed full-time and part-time?
What are the necessary
requirements of game animals,
birds, and fish that might classify
them as a trophy or be worthy of
mounting? That’s completely
arbitrary, and depends upon the
owner. That’s what the Maine
Antler and Skull Trophy Club is
about.
This club has laid down its own
trophy requirements to be
fulfilled before it considers a big
game animal a trophy worthy of
special recognition. These
requirements consider specie,
antler or skull size, its legality,
and requires that the trophy
comes from Maine. Why?
Because this club is interested in
historically recording all
qualifying big game animals
taken in Maine along the hunters

that have taken them. You don’t
and can’t compete for anything.
But, when trophies are scored,
invariably one ends up in first
place simply because it has the
highest score.
Now to get back to the
telephone conversation with
Harry. This is the gist of the
explanation I gave him.
■ If for many years you caught
lots of beautifully colored native
brook trout around ten inches or
so on dry flies, you probably
would be quite content. Then, for
some unknown reason one day
you caught a ten pound brook
trout in the same place on a dry
fly! I’ll bet that you would let the
public know about it on your way
to the taxidermy shop wouldn’t
you?
Welcome into the small
minority group, the peoples’
trophy club! “Fate” has chosen
you. Most people who get a big
buck, bear or moose just happen
to get one while hunting don’t
they?
Maine’s big game club deals
with the minority group. The
chances of you or your son or
anyone else bagging an ex
ceptional trophy legally are very
small. Only 26 hunters in 1979
took and registered a qualifying
Maine deer or bear into our club
out of two hundred thousand
plus Maine hunters. This club
feels that both you and your
trophy deserve to be publically
recognized and officially
recorded into Maine hunting
history. Friends and relatives of
trophy owners feel the same
way, for they also recognize
what an honor that is.
If you do take, have taken, or
know of someone that has taken
an exceptional Maine big game
trophy won’t you see that it gets
recognized? Who knows where
the record Maine deer, bear of
moose is? We don’t. The club
only knows what our records
show is the largest. Maine’s
biggest has not been recorded
yet. It may not have even been
born yet, and again it may be in
your house, barn, attic or cellar.

Wherever it is, we sincerely
hope that the owner comes forth
with it and has it scored. Call any
one of the scorers listed below.
He’ll be only too glad to be of
service.
Richard P. Arsenault
List o' official scorers for The
Maine Antler and Skull Trophy
Club (MASTC), 1980.
Organizer: Richard P. Ar
senault, Buxton. 727-3880.
NABGAP scorer: Jean Ar
senault, Rumford. 364-2469.
NABGAP scorer: Forest Hart,
Hamden. 862-4395.
Pope & Young scorer: Don
Cote, Stratton. 246-6551.
Pope & Young scorer: Bill
Marchand, Bangor. 848-5312.
Ron Masure, Greenville. 6953737.
Eugene Dumont, Oakland.
634-2575.
Leon Curtis, Cumberland. 8293470.
Frederick Ahearn, Old Or
chard Beach. 934-2535.
John Robertson, Portage Lk.
435-6211.
Alan Clark, Greenville. 6953809.
James Hall, Milbridge. 5467221.
Eric Wight, Rumford Point.
364-7435.
Harvey Libby, Gorham. 8394674.
Ed Simonton, Camden. 7633367.
James Slauenwhite, Island
Falls. 463-2437.
Tom Berube. Auburn. 9982974.
Robert Foye. Sidney. 6222578.
Bill Woodward, So. Gardiner.
582-1849.
Chip Humphrey, Sanford. 3240959.
Joseph Fichthorn, MD,
Madison. 696-5155.
Anthony Tuttle, Albion. 4374165.
Ralph Norris, No. Leeds, 8976667.
Fred Martineau, Rumford.
364-4343.
Gary Anderson. Brunswick.
725-2775.
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The Truth About Bear Hounds
By DICK DRYSDALE

Bear hunting with hounds has
received vast amounts of
criticism recently as a poor
method of hunting Maine’s native
black bears. This criticism is
totally unfounded and usually
comes from those who have
absolutely no knowledge about
this particular type of hunting. It
is in fact the most conservative
and self-satisfying method of
bear hunting.
Data in a recent 20 year study
of the black bear in Vermont
proved that hunters using
hounds did not seriously
threaten the bear population. It
states “Hunters using trained
bear hounds took little more than
10 percent of the annual bear
harvest. The use of trained bear
dogs does not guarantee suc
cessful hunts.” (It should also be
noted that 6 dogs may be run on
a bear in Vermont.) The study
later notes that “most years
Vermont deer hunters will
harvest well in excess of 50
percent of the bear taken an
nually.” This 73 page booklet
entitled “The Vermont Black
Bear” by Charles H. Willey is
available from the Vermont Fish
and Game Department, Mont
pelier, Vermont 05602 and
should be obtained by all in
terested in black bear.
Let’s examine a typical bear
pack. Most dogs used for hunting
bear are of the major coonhound
breeds. A “pack” of hounds
usually consists of four to eight
hounds although our state law
allows no more than four hounds
to be run at a single time on a
bear. The hounds are usually
coonhounds owned by different
individual coon hunters and
assembled into a makeshift pack
for each bear hunt. There are
very few professionals in the
state who have standing, reliable
packs.
The most important hound in
the pack is a strike dog. The
strike dog is usually placed in a
cage in front of the vehicle, or
hitched on the hood, or some
other “rig” from which he will
strike, or bark, when he smells
the scent of a bear. The hunters
drive slowly down old tote roads
in areas where bear are known to
frequent. Craning his neck and
testing the breeze for scent, the
strike hound searches quietly for
the faintest hint of a bruin. He
should not open or bark at
anything other than a bear scent.
Since bear are basically noc-

A pack of bear hounds, which also do duty as coon
hounds.

turnal, they have usually
traveled hours before the
morning hunt begins. When the
strike hound finally does open,
the track will more than likely be
several hours old.
After the strike hound opens,
a second hound, the check hound,
works the old cold track usually
with long bawling barks as he
moves away. Occasionally the
hunters use their strike hound as
a check hound if the dog is truly
exceptional, but a good check
hound is double insurance
against the possibility of running
a fox or fisher by mistake. As the
check hound continues on the
track he should increase the
number of barks as fresher scent
is uncovered. When the hunters
determine the track is runable,
the other hounds are released
one at a time from the point
where the check hound has
departed on the track.
The job of the pack hounds is
to “hark in” and catch up to the
lead hound. The pack hounds
usually do not have as much
experience as the strike or check
hounds do. The entire pack
continues to work and track until
the bear is jumped. Once on the
run, the real chase begins.
A bear is truly unpredictable.
He may lead the hounds into the
roughest terrain imaginable. He
may swim rivers, lakes or
swamps. He will race over ledges
and mountains, and seems to
enjoy the densest thickets and
tangled choppings imaginable.
He is concerned with losing the
hounds and will pass no un
pleasantry to do so. A bear may
do this with unimaginable speed,

or he may travel at a snail’s pace
paying about as much attention
to the hounds as a human does to
mosquitoes! The bear may line
out for miles, find a dense thicket
and make an on the ground
stand. Quite often, a bayed bear
will discourage the dogs and
chase them away! But if the
hounds are persistent enough,
the bear may finally climb a tree
to temporarily rid himself of the
“pests.”
Let it be made clear that the
hounds do in no way cause harm
to the bear, but serve only the
purpose of letting the hunters
know where the bear is or where
he is headed. And the hounds?
They are in far more danger of
being hit by a car when trailing a
bear across a road, than they
ever are from being hurt by a
bear. Most hounds know the
potential danger of a bruin and
keep a “coward’s” baying
distance away.
The hunter’s part in the chase
is, of course, to keep ahead of the
run if possible. This is done with
the vehicle, as trying to keep up
on foot is impossible. A hound
bear chase will average more
than five miles. The hunters
listen to the run and baying of
the hounds. This is the true
enjoyment of hunting with
hounds. Some bear are shot on
the ground ahead of or while
bayed by the hounds. Hopefully,
however, a “complete" run will
occur and there will be the shout
of “treed,” by the listening
hunters. This can be deceiving.
Just when all are about to go
to the “treed” hounds, the tree
begins “moving.” This indicates

that the bear has climbed, rested
a little, sized up the situation,
and moved on with his
“mosquito" like pests making a
racket around him, or it could
mean the bear never climbed at
all, but rather sat down in a
thicket and watched the dogs
awhile, rested and moved on!
Many is the hunter who walked a
mile or more into a “tree” just to
find the bear sitting in a rasp
berry thicket, and the bear upon
hearing him coming, simply
moved on.
Let us assume that all has been
perfect. A bear is treed, and the
hunters go in. Sounds like the
end of Mr. Bruin doesn’t it? Don’t
bet on it! Remember this fact.
The only thing in the Maine
woods a bear is afraid of is
human scent. Don’t think for a
minute the bear will let a few
barking dogs under a tree quell
that fear! The hunters must be
very quiet and approach the tree
with caution. Some of the
hairiest experiences imaginable
happen next. The bear cannot be
shot from the tree for fear the
fall would crush .the dogs or for
fear a wounded bear could hurt
the hounds. So, the hounds must
be gathered and brought back
away from the tree without
undue commotion. If you think
that’s a piece of cake, you’re
sadly mistaken. Imagine a 350
pound bear 20 feet over your
head and you under there trying
to grab “Old Blue!” Believe me
also when I say about 50°/o of the
treed bear I’ve seen are on their
way out of the tree before they
are shot. I have seen grown men
run from beneath a tree before

getting a shot off. Fast? You
can’t even spell that word in the
amount of time it takes a bear to
come 20 feet down a tree! Bears
that escape once in this manner
will do so even more readily the
next if any one ever gets them up
and treed again.
If a bear is treed, it can be
examined more closely. The
hunters approaching quietly, can
see the size of the bear. Selective
harvest warrants that only large
bear be shot or attempted to be
shot. A cub, though they rarely
tree as they simply outrun the
hounds (nature’s way?), a sow, or
small bear can be photographed;
the hounds then taken off the
tree, and in a matter of a minute
or so everyone can see it come
down and depart — truly a prize
for another year. This is why
bear hunting with hounds is the
best method of conservation/hunting we have.
It is truly self-satisfying for
the houndsmen who has totally
enjoyed the story and hardships
of the chase. For the strike,
check, cold trail, jumped bear,
chase, caught bear, and treed
bear are all relayed to his ears in
the varying voices of his hound.
Perhaps this hound was his
favorite puppy in a litter several
years ago. He has worked to dog
on raccoon, trained him,
graduated him to the ranks of
“bearhound” and truly loves his
dog. To him the killing of a bear
is really anticlimactic.
So let’s give this sport the
recognition and acceptance it
justly deserves, and stop
criticizing what is a truly great
form of conservation hunting!

handlers, because often bear will take to water.

Ripogenus Area Offers Great Fishing
By KEN ALLEN

The Ripogenus Area has
plenty to offer fishermen.
The West Branch of the
Penobscot below Ripogenus Dam
is the best landlocked salmon
river in the country. The dam
controls water flowages, and this
makes ideal water conditions
even during summer droughts.
Popular pools are the Big
Eddie, Little Eddie, and
Nesowadnehunk Falls, but any
section of the river holds fish,
and some are real trophies. The
record landlocked from this river
weighed over 16 pounds!
Probably no one will ever break
this record, but four pound plus
salmon are common. Unlike
other landlocked rivers in the
state, one this size doesn’t raise
many eyebrows.
It is big water and a good size
fly rod helps get a fly out into the
river. Wind often is a problem

Casting streamers to the tiny inlet of Frost Pond.
(Ken Allen photo)

and this is another argument for
a big rod.
Bait fish are plentiful, making
streamers and bucktails ef
fective. My favorite imitations

are the perennial smelt patterns
— Gray Ghost, Green Ghost, and
Supervisor. Light Edson Tiger
dressed sparsely (six or seven
bucktails) also can be a killer.

Dry flies, particularly in the
evening, are my favorite method
of fishing this water. Like any
water below a major im
poundment, it is fertile and
teeming with aquatic insects. My
favorite of all dry flies is a
Hornberg styled fly with wood
duck flank feathers for the
wings, stiff, mottled brown
hackles, and a yellow body.
Another good bastard pattern is
the Adams with a yellow rather
than grey body. A traditional
Adams. Flick March Brown; and
Grasshopper all take salmon, and
this is an exciting way to catch
these aerial showmen.
Nymphs fished on a dead drift
also take salmon, and for some
regulars on the river, this is the
most satisfying method of taking
a trophy. Zug Bugs, Montana
nymphs, and Hare’s Ears are
good choices.
The river has much to offer. It
is such a nice spot to fish it seems

everyone has gotten into the act,
and these crowded conditions
may get the best of some
anglers.
When this happens, there are
plenty of brook trout waters in
the area, some virtually un
fished. Any brooks along the
Golden Road between
Harrington Lake and the Telos
Gate hold brookies. Once any
distance off the road, wilderness
prevails.
With an occasional moose or
partridge for company, I have
wandered these small waters for
days and never seen another
fisherman. Telos Brook on the
west side of the road is a favorite
of mine, but I also like the upper
reaches of the Soper Deadwater.
Anyone going to either place
better have a camera. Moose are
common. Sometimes too com
mon.
Continued on next page
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Maine Conservation
Camp Thriving
By GREG PALMAN

The time was August 1950. On
a balmy, sunny Sunday af
ternoon cars from the length and
breath of Maine began arriving
at the beautiful Bangor YMCA
Camp Jordan Grounds located on
Branch Pond in Ellsworth. What
made this camp session different
from all the others held
previously was the subject to be
covered; it was the first session
of the Maine Junior Sportsman’s
Conservation Training Camp.
Supported by the Penobscot
County Conservation Association
and organized by Club Member,
Vic Viola this undertaking was
destined to mature into one of
Maine’s finest conservation
camps for children.
As August, 1980 drew near we
prepared for our 31st year of
operation. The camp is still held
on beautiful Branch Pond and is
still financially and materially
supported by the Penobscot
County Conservation Association
of Brewer in cooperation with
the Bangor YMCA.
Camp students continue to
come from all over Maine, the
eastern states and two years
ago, from the Canal Zone. For
our student support we have to
thank numerous Fish and Game
Clubs around the state for their
scholarship support and interest
in broadening the outdoor
knowledge of Maine’s future
sportsmen and women.
Our curriculum is not for the
uninspired. After a Sunday
arrival we begin bright and early
Monday with 8 hours of classes,
supper then an evening con
servation or safety-oriented
program. Courses offered in
clude a full NRA Hunter Safety
program, shotgun and rifle fire,

fly casting, canoeing, woods
survival, archery, forestry, map
and compass, ecology, fish
identification, and many more.
Course work is carried on thru
Friday with the highlight of that
day being competition between
campers for Marksmanship
trophies. Saturday each student
is given a final Hunter Safety
test and those successfully
completing this are awarded
Maine Safe Hunter certificates at
a noon graduation ceremony. In
addition several other awards,
some, chosen by the Camp Staff
others by the students them
selves, designed to encourage
sportsmanship, good behavior
and effort are presented. In the
30 years we have operated the
camp we have graduated over
3,000 young men and women and
we take pride that some are now
among the most outstanding
sports people in Maine; a direct
reflection of the care, interest in
the future and effort of countless
volunteer instructors throughout
the years. To acknowledge them
all would take a full page, but to
single out a few: the untiring and
dedicated membership of the
Penobscot County Conservation
Assoc., Maine Dept, of Fish and
Wildlife, Sunkhaze Chapter
Trout Unlimited, and Bangor
YMCA, et al.

With all the support we have
received to date we always seem
to have a few vacancies. A child’s
sponsor need not be a Fish and
Game club member, only con
cerned with the youngster’s
future. Anyone interested in
sending a child to camp can get
full information and an ap
plication by contacting me at
P.O. Box 387, Brewer, Maine
04412.

Ripogenus Area
Offers Great Fishing
Continued from previous page

A canoe is a must for the Soper
Deadwater, and the scenery is
spectacular. Once to the head of
this flowage, the canoe must be
abandoned and walking is the
rule.
There are many ponds in this
area. My all-time favorite is
Frost. It is a jewel of a pond one
mile long at its longest spot. Big
enough to be fun. Small enough
to be intimate.
A spring hole just north of
Frost Pond Camps is a good spot
to try, particularly in the war
mer months. A fast sinking fly
line and a streamer or bucktail
pattern works well. My favorite
patterns are Warden's Worry.
Light or Dark Edson Tigers.
yellow Ballou Special, and
Slaymaker's Little Brook Trout.
As you can see, yellow is my
choice on this water. The
Slaymaker’s works best in early
season and I seldom use it later.
Dropper fly fishing was in
troduced to me on Frost. A
Leadwing Coachman is my
favorite dropper, and when I
start catching fish on this
dropper, and not the main fly. I’ll
switch to two Leadwing Coach
mans.
A dropper is easy to set up.
Tie on a tippet, making sure to
have at least one strand five to
six inches long. Clip one side of
the knot as always, but leave the
other five or six inches long. This
is for the dropper.
During the early season, a

sand or gravel bar on the nor
thwest corner of the pond is
another good spot to hit. June is
a good dry fly month, and the bar
as well as the inlet are great
during the evening. My favorite
dry fly is a Flick March Brown or
Adams, but a huge fly in the
Hexagenia genus hatches this
month, so be prepared to match a
fly one and a half inches long,
excluding the tail. The fly has a
yellow body and mottled brown
wings.
Accommodations in this area
are camping or rustic camps. My
favorite place to stay is Frost
Pond. This gets me away from
the carnival atmosphere if the
campsight at the Big Eddie.
Frost Pond campsights are more
or less secluded from one
another. If camping is not your
bag, Frost Pond camps are clean
and comfortable, and are so
typical of a Maine sporting camp
from half a century ago.
The best way to get to this
area is up Interstate 495 to the
Medway exit, drive through
Millinocket and toward the lower
Baxter State Park gate. Once to
the gate, don’t turn right, but go
straight past it.
Shortly, you’ll be in God’s
country.
Truly.
There are over 2,600 square
miles of inland water in Maine.
This area is roughly half the size
of the entire state of Con
necticut; twice the size of Rhode
Island.

TRADING POST
TANNING
HOME tanning of Leathers, Furs.
135 pp. $5.95 postpaid or S.A.S.E.
for information. Mowatt Fur Corp.,
P.O. Box 246-1, Brewer, Maine
04412.
CANOEING IN THE
"SWITZERLAND OF MAINE”
Rent our canoes and enjoy the best
wilderness canoe-camping trip in
the East. The ‘‘Bow Trip" encom
passes 3 scenic lakes and over 35
miles of the famous "Moose River.’’
Push off from our beach and end
your exciting trip right back on our
beach - salmon and trout fishing Camp on beautiful sandy beaches Extensive canoeing experience not
necessary - Canoes, maps, bait
available. Call or write: Jim & Mari
lyn
Hegarty,
Guay’s
Cabins,
Jackman, Maine 04945. Tel. 207668-5621.

GET AWAY!!!
Enjoy the unspoiled natural beauty
of the “Switzerland of Maine." Rent
a cabin on the shore of beautiful
Bigwood Lake - Relax - Fish for sal
mon and trout - Swimming - Hiking.
Restaurants, stores, lounges, golf
nearby -15 miles to exciting Canada
- Boats- motors, canoes, bait, maps
available. Call or write: Jim & Mari
lyn
Hegarty,
Guay's
Cabins,
Jackman, Maine 04945. Tel. 207668-5621.
FIND
COINS — TREASURE
With the Deepest Seeking Type
Metal Detector built. Garrett’s VLF
Ground
Cancelling
circuitry,
Maximum sensitivity, discrimina
tion of unwanted junk, makes for
superior capabilities. Free Head
phones available. Sales tax and De
livery paid by Bob’s. Phone 207924-6843 from 7:00 to 8:00 p.m.
weekdays for details. Bob’s Tackle
Co., Dexter, Maine. Authorized Gar
rett Dealer.

ANTIQUE OUTBOARD
MOTORS WANTED
I need Cross radial motor, Sweet
motor, Clark troller motor, 1916
Evinrude 4 cycle motor or very un
usual motors for my display at
Sebec Lake. Call Burt Packard,
997-3300 or Box 176, RD 2, Guilford,
ME 04443.

SANDY BAY CAMPS
On Moosehead Lake. Now taking
reservations for moose and deer
hunting. Call 695-2512 or write Ken
Prickett, Greenville, Maine.
FOR SALE
Rustic two room cabin on Route 27,
one mile south of Chain of Ponds.
On bank of Dead River. $7,500.
246-6182.

WALKER FOXHOUND PUPS
Born June 28. 5 males and 1 female.
Ready to go August 23. Deposit will
hold. 207-846-4381.
FOR SALE
Riverfront home and tourist cabins
in busy border crossing town in
Washington County. $49,500. 4547610. Box 68. Lisbon Falls, ME
04252.

FOR SALE
Camp — Caribou Pond, Lincoln,
Maine. Furnished, 2 bedrooms, loft,
kitchen/living room. Furnace, elec
tricity,
phone,
insulated. Call
1-207-794-8150.

CAMP FOR RENT
Shin Pond. Hunting — Deer, bear,
grouse rabbits, moose (9/80). Fish
ing— Trout, salmon, togue. Boat —
Canoe — Jeep available. Registered
Maine Guide — Don ’Rocky" Ar
nold. 989-6081 for reservations
now.
FOR SALE
16’ Old Town sponson canoe. 40
yrs. old, like new cond. Canvas cov
ered wood. 2 original paddles.
(Beautiful). Tel.
1-207-967-5618
after (5) at night.
WANTED
19 FOOT GRUMMAN square stern
canoe. Call 617-646-5540 or write
Pete Majeski, 26 Baker Road, Ar
lington, MA 02174.

FOR SALE
U.K.C. Bluetick pups. Smokey River
breeding. Priced to sell or trade.
Lew Verrill, Gray 657-4619.
FOR RENT
Cottage on Beech Hill Pond, Otis,
Maine. Two bedroom, porch, flush,
private lot, sand beach, good fish
ing. $125.00 a week. (207) 843-7743.

A.K.C. GERMAN
SHORTHAIR POINTERS
With love and minimal training, you
can have a close working pointing
bird dog. Good versatile potential.
Small boned. $150. Wilton 6452062.
FOR SALE — ~~~
REG. BLUETICK COONHOUND
3 years old. Outstanding job strike
to tree with older dogs. Never been
hunted alone. Might make a good
bear dog. Duffy, Windham, Me.
892-4538.
IRVINGS — ANECDOPES
Let’s venture o’er the pastures
green,
And traipse a path thru forest de
nse;
Use Irving’s Fly Dope when bugs are
mean,
While we are still young to climb the
fence.
Irving’s— Fly Dope, Corinna, Maine
04928.
HUNTERS
Taking reservations for hunting
season. Deposit required. $150
weekly, room and board. Bernard’s
Camps. 207-732-3320 or 732-4274.
FOR SALE
Two Thomas rods. Mint condition.
Appraised value 700.00. Only seri
ous buyers need call. 207-825-4990.

FISHERMEN
Receive a 5/8 oz. Jitterbug (unas
sembled) or4 Mann’s plastic worms
FREE when you send $2.00 for
“Value
Sports
Gear"
fishing
catalogue of bargains. 68 Durfee
St., Southbridge, Mass. 01550.

LOTS FOR SALE
Northern Maine Camp lots at Upper
Shin Pond near Baxter State Park.
Excellent views of Upper Shin Pond
and mountains. Use of common
owned lake frontage. Size from 3 to
7 acres. Priced $4000 to $7500.
Financing available. Write for de
scriptive brochure. E. Henderson,
17 Wadsworth St., Thomaston,
Maine 04861.

WATERFRONT COTTAGES
On Cold Stream Lake, Enfield, Me.
Modern, hot and cold water, show
ers, oil and wood heat. Septic sys
tem, artesian well. Fishing — sal
mon, togue. Ice fishing, also. Hunt
ing. Will sell separate or all four.
Bernard s. 2f 7-732-3320 or 7324274.

BRITTANY PUPS
Born June 28th. Sire (Duffy) 1979
Maine Open Shooting Dog. Both
parents hips x-rayed good. Eyes
■clear. Dew claws removed. Shots
and warmed. Roger Brown, 7438069.
FOR SALE
PR" U.K.C. Walker male 8 mos.
old, treeing on lead coon, $125.00.
A.K.C. 13" female Beagle 8 mos.
old, well started on rabbits, $100.00.
Also, Black-N-Tan/Foxhound cross
pups 8 wks. old August 5, shots and
wormed, $25 each. Tim Farrar, West
Paris, ME 04289. Tel. 674-2756.

FOR SALE
Canoe 20’ Grumman Shoe Keel, 6
H.P. Evinrude, extra prop and tank,
etc. As new — $1,000 firm. Canoe
12’ Old Town A.B.S. — also as new
— $250 firm. Call Bill Millis, 48
Johnson Heights, Waterville, Maine
04901-872-7831 days — 872-8969
evenings.
FOR SALE
Hikers, nature lovers 3 room cabin
with fieldstone fireplace, gas stove
and refrig, as well as woodstoves
and good supply of firewood.
Beautiful lot with stone walls and
trout brook in front. Furnished. Lo
cated in Andover North Surplus
near Appalachian Trail. Remote but
accessible. $18,000. New camp on
Howard Pond in Hanover, Me. An
dersen windows, red cedar shing
les, pine paneling, tiled ceilings, in
sulated,
woodstove
included.
Broker owned. $22,500. Hayden
Realty, Poland Spring. (207) 9982306 or (207) 364-7895.
FOR SALE
Walker female started. U.K.C. Reg.
Bluetick male. Top strike dog from
Rig. As good as they come. David
Mangin, 377-8269.
AT STUD
PR Mangins Rowdy N.K.C. Reg.
Walker. Rowdy is a good nosed
hard treeing hound, and should
throw these traits into his pups.
David Mangin, 377-8269.

SPRINGER SPANIEL PUPPIES
Sired by superb hunting stock.
$125.00. Ready anytime. 834-5259
weekdays. John Pelletier, St. John,
ME 04073.
GSP PUPS
Sire Dutch import, NAVHDA NAT
VFT tested. Mother Canadian im
port. Hard driving, cooperative hun
ters. Wormed, docked. Canaan
474-5578.

VEHICLE FOR SALE
1976 Ford Bronco. Last of the small
ones, never plowed — used as sec
ond car. 302 engine with economas
ter carb, power steering, 3-spd.
trans., fancy interior. 43,000, no
rust, Rusty Jones 2 times. Asking
$3800, must be seen. Call 846-9584.
Yarmouth.
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SPORTSMAN'S TRADING POST
5 BLUE FOX FOR SALE
¥2 price for lot. $625.00. Will trade.
Lloyd Williams, Rt. #1, Bow
doinham 04008. Tel. 666-5722.
MAINE BEAR HUNTING
Guaranteed results, booking bear
hunts 1980 season. Over bait,
May-Oct. Several camps in best
areas. Registered Maine Guides.
Boyd A. Ward, RFD 1, Fairfield,
Maine 04937. Tel. 207-873-1855.

THOMAS BAMBOO FLY RODS (2)
“Dingo” 9’, “Special” 10’, both 3
piece with 2 tips, in excellent condi
tion. $165.00 each - 738-2450.
FOR SALE
12x16 hunting camp with 8’ porch.
Winterized - electric lights. Excel
lent hunting and fishing. View of
mountains. Price $8500. Contact:
Calvin Irish, P.O. Box 181, Sebago
Lake, Maine 04075. Phone 1-6424875.

FOR SALE
A.K.C. Springer Spaniel puppies.
Ready now. $100 each. Randolph,
ME, 207-582-6637.

FOR SALE
Must sell 16x24’ camp unfinished. 1
acre lot, 200’ on water. Iron Bound
Pond, Solon, ME. Dave, 12 Fairmont
Road, Westbrook, Me 04092. 207854-8883.

BRITTANY PUPS
A.K.C. Field Trial and National
Champions on both sides of dam
and sire. Dam: Pride and Joy’s Tobie. Sire: Fid. Ch. Sky’s Cooper Jac
ques.
Both
liver/white,
orange/white. Whelped 5-7-80.
Price $150.00. Box 487, No. Wind
ham, Me. 04062. Ph. 892-6883.

ROD BUILDING SUPPLIES
For the finest in rod building
supplies blanks - bamboo, graphite,
glass, super glass. All components
to finish rods. Also an appraiser and
collector of fine cane rods. We buy,
sell, swap, repair and have a fine
collection of antique fly rods. See
our rod museum. Joe’s Tackle
Shop, Rt. #1, Weston, Maine. Tel:
448-2909.

FLIES
See us for top quality hand tied flies.
Trolling flies, wets, drys, nymphs.
Home of “Joe’s Smelt.” Wood spe
cial, The Mopy, Joe’s Pintail. Joe’s
Tackle Shop, Rt. 1, Weston, PO Box
156, Danforth, Maine 04424. Tel:
448-2909.
SMALL HUNTING
CAMP WANTED
On lake, pond or stream. Isolated
but accessible by 4 wheel drive in
the Rangeley Lakes chain. Area pre
ferred on Aziscohos, Umbagog and
Richardson Lakes. Write or call:
P.O. Box 111, Fryeburg, ME 04037.
935-2369.

4th DEBSCONEAG LAKE
Plan your fall fishing or hunting trip
now. Boats on five lakes. Reason
able rates. Housekeeping only. Ex
cellent moose, bear and deer coun
try. Call or write: Hal Ware, RFD #2,
Sebago Lake, ME 04075. 207-6422757.
HANDMADE KNIVES
Handmade hunting and camping
knives. Beautifully crafted of high
carbon tool steel with handrubbed
walnut or cherry handles. Send $1
for illustrated catalog. Bohrmann
Knives, 29 Portland Street, Yar
mouth, Maine 04096. 207-846-3385.
FLIES AND FLY TYING
Largest fly tying materials display in
the Northeast. Atlantic Salmon flies
specialty.
Free
catalog.
Bob
Leeman’s Trout Shop, (Tamarak
Motel) 807 Wilson St., Brewer, ME
04412.

CAMP FOR SALE
Fishing and hunting camp, Rt. 27,
Chain of Ponds area, 4 rooms, elec
tric lights, $6,000. 207-622-6060.

LAKE STREET REAL ESTATE
5 LAKE STREET
LINCOLN, ME 04457
1-207-794-8539
1-207-794-2460
CAMPS
West Lake — Furnished camp on
beautiful lot. Camp is finished in
pine. Bunkhouse. $15,000.
Upper Sysladobsis Lake — One
bedroom furnished camp on pretty
lot. Good shore frontage.
Center Pond — Two bedroom camp
with kitchen and living room com
bination. Lot is 150 x150’. Year
round accessibility. $11,000.
Mattanawacook Lake — Three
room camp on wooded two acre lot.
Very secluded.
Little Narrows Lake — Furnished
14 x24’ camp. Secluded. Good buy
at $5000.
Caribou Pond — Two bedroom log
cabin, completely furnished. Boat
and motor. $13,000.
Cold Stream Pond — Two bedroom
camp on beautiful cold water lake.
Year round accessibility. Sleeping
camp.
Bottle Lake — Beautiful 42’x76’ log
lodge on 1 2/3 acres. Lodge has six
bedrooms, three on each story,
kitchen, living room, large porch,
bath. Electricity, phone, tool shed.
Bottle Lake has boat accessibility to
5 other warm and cold water lakes.
Excellent fishing and hunting area.
Lower Sysladobsis Lake — Log
cabin on beautiful sandy beach
hidden in protective cove. Boat
house and toolshed. Year round
spring. Lovers hideaway!
East Branch of the Mattawamkeag
River — Furnished camp in excel
lent hunting area. Good buy at
$2,000.
Pemadumcook Lake — Four cot
tages on beautiful 1.1 acres island
with view of Mt. Katahdin. Sandy
beach. Can be used privately or
commercially.
Pushaw Lake — Log home with loft,
insulated, partly furnished. Camp
has fireplace and electric heat.
Owner financing to qualified
buyers.
HUNTING CAMPS
Burlington — Two bedroom camp
on 100 x100’ lot. Electricity and gas
heater. $6700.
Burlington — Old building on 4
acres with 500’ frontage. $5600.
Silver Ridge — Cabin on 30 acres,
deeded right of way, drilled well.
LAND
West Enfield — 100 acres on Route
2 with 900’ frontage. Mixed wood.
$15,000.
Lincoln — 6 acres of good
hardwood. Excellent hunting camp
lot. Deeded access to cold water
lake. Only $3000.
Weston — 125 acre woodlot on year
round road. Mixed wood, some
pine. $19,500.
Lee — Four acres with 400’ frontage
on year round town maintained
gravel road. $5000.
Lee — 40 acres with 1000’ road fron
tage on year round road. Mixed
wood. $17,500.
Office hours — Monday through
Saturday 9-5. Sunday by appoint
ment. Evenings — Home phones —
Beth Davis - 794-8539; Carleton
Aylward - 794-2460; Pam Hamilton 738-4741; Sharon Aiken - 794-3370;
Laurie Parise - 738-4151; Peter Pre
ble - 732-3774; Mary Folnsbee 794-6784.

SPORTING CAMPS
FOR SALE
Located in remote section of
Rangeley region. Over 20 cabins,
main lodge and dining room. In
cludes staff quarters, guides’
camps, generating plant, 15 as
sorted boats, motors and canoes. 2
yearsupply of wood, cutand drying.
Both excellent fly fishing and trol
ling for trout and salmon. Extensive
repairs done recently. Operated
continuously since 1916. Currently
operating at a good profit. $50,000
cash necessary, additional financ
ing available. Write Box 11,
Rangeley, ME 04970.

SPORTSMEN’S DEN, INC.
Stephen Kovacs — Sumner Stowe
1805 Boston Ave., Bridgeport,
Conn. 06610. (203) 367-3564.
ESTATE LIQUIDATIONS AND. AP
PRAISALS — No collection too
small or too large. WANTED: An
tique
and
modern
firearms.
AMERICAN AND ENGLISH SHOT
GUNS: Parkers, L.C. Smith, Ansley
Fox,
Winchester,
Remington,
Ithaca, etc. RIFLES: Winchester,
Sharps, Colt, Remington, Military
Rifles, etc. PISTOLS: Smith & Wes
son, Colt, etc.
We can find a home for your collec
tion.

BOOK
“FISHER TRAPPING”
BY EDWIN RECORD OF MAINE
24 pages covering the Fisher's
habits, diet, mating, tracking, ten
different sets, care and handling of
pets, etc. This book will pay for itself
many times over. Price: $3.00 plus
50c handling. Send order to Spear
Fur Company, 3 Old Log Lane, Bel
lingham, Mass. 02019.

THE LAST FRONTIER
Something for everyone. Bear,
deer, partridge hunting. Fishing,
vacationing, canoe rental. Boats,
motors and guides. CAMPS OF
ACADIA, Box 202, Eagle Lake,
Maine04739. Ph. 444-5207. Virg and
Jane Bogard, Prop.
FOX IN FIVE
Nine Years of Trial, Error and Hard
Work.
Double
your
catch.
GUARANTEED. Write now. MYLES
A. JONES, 384 Twin Lane So., Wan
tagh, NY 11793.
TRAPPERS
Trapper, good fox bait, easy to
make. Explain in letter. Send $3.00.
Ralph Lanning, Box 389, Lords Val
ley, Hawley, Penna. 18428.

FIREARMS WANTED
Firearms wanted by collector. Dou
ble barreled shotguns made by
Parker, L.C. Smith, Fox, other rifles,
pistols. Federal licensed to buy your
firearms — modern or antique.
N.R.A. life member. Wm. Drexler,
Dingmans Ferry, Penna. 18328.
TRAPPERS
Large 100 page 1980-1981 catalog
listing complete line of quality
supplies. Enclose 50c for catalog.
Paul Grimshaw, Champlain, N.Y.
12919.

BEAR HUNTERS
Now booking parties for 1980. Bear
hunts over baited areas. Also will be
guided for moose hunting. Send for
pamphlets. John G. York, Howland,
Maine 04448.

MONEY OPPORTUNITIES
$353.88
WEEKLY
guaranteed.
$58.90 daily. Start immediately.
Homework. Free. Mrs. Carll, Star
Route, Wytopitlock, Me. 04497.

FREE TACKLE SAMPLES!
Tackle testers wanted!...No experi
ence required! Free rods!...reels!
...lures! Free details! TPC Box
7432-MS8 Trenton, NJ 08628.

FOR RENT
Moosehead lakefront camp, pri
vate, w/canoe, spectacular view,
sleeps 6, between Squaw and
Rockwood,
$175/week,
$300/2
weeks. (207) 465-2091.

LAND FOR SALE
10+ acres in Bancroft, mature
timber and field w/apple trees. Ex
cellent game habitat. Moose area.
Good fishing nearby. Clear title.
$3,000. Paul Sarli, 615 Frederick St.,
S.F., Cal. 94117. 415-665-2393.

WANTED
Books on duck hunting, decoys,
grouse and woodcock hunting. Tell
what you have - condition - 1st edi
tion etc? How much - write:
Moulton, PO Box 235, Boxford, MA
01921

FOR SALE
German Shorthair Pointer pups,
C.H. sired, excellent show and field
possibilities, solid liver and ticked.
Ready 7/27/80. 354-6059.

CHESAPEAKE BAY RETRIEVER
AKC pups. $150.00. Stud service
available. Smith’s Maine Guide
Kennels, RFD #1, Box 58, So.
China, ME 04358. Tel. 445-2203.

LOT FOR SALE
Wooded corner lot, Belgrade Lakes,
no restrictions, virgin ¥2 acre lot,
ideal retreat area — $795.00. Owner
(617) 877-6168.

FOR SALE
Vacation or retirement home
Rangeley Lakes region. 24x44 3
bedroom ranch built to F.H.A.
standards 4 years ago. Overlooking
town and lake, excellent value at
$35,000. Contact Franklin Realty
Co., Farmington, ME. 207-778-3543.

FOR SALE
Merrymeeting skullboat. Classic
style with strip cedar/fiberglass
over. Room for 2 men, decoys, gear.
Excellent layout boat. $200. Call
846-9630.

HUNT - FISH - RELAX
HUNT. Black Bear...May thru Oct.
Best Ruffed Grouse hunting in the
country. Oct.-Nov. 15. Grouse Woodcock - Ducks - Geese - Deer.
Nov. FISH...Salmon - Togue - Brook
Trout - May-Sept. RELAX...With the
Family in your housekeeping cabin
which overlooks the mountains
from the shore of beautiful Bigwood
Lake. Boats - motors - canoes - to
pomaps - license - private beach gas SPECIAL FAMILY RATES!!!!
Call or write: Your hosts: JACK &
KATHY HEGARTY, member of
Maine Professional Guide Associa
tion, NRA, Denali Registry, Cozy
Cove Cabins,
Bigwood Lake,
Jackman, ME 04946. 207-668-5091.

GOLDEN RETRIEVERS
LABRADOR
Coldshores Kennel is proud to an
nounce the availability of puppies
and stud service from some of the
finest internationally recognized re
triever lines available in the U.S. and
Canada. Field trial and gun dog
prospects are usually available. The
Kennel specializes in working Gol
den and Labrador Retrievers that
are sound and trainable. Before
buying or breeding contact us. If we
don’t have it, we may be able to help
you find it. DON DEVINE, COL
DSHORES KENNEL, 495-2000.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE ON OUR
REAL ESTATE MAILING LIST?
Name

Address

Telephone............................................................................
DEER AND BEAR HUNTERS
Now booking parties for 1980.
George C. Trask, Bradford, Maine
04410. Tel. 207-327-1290.

CLIP AND RETURN TO LAKE STREET REAL
ESTATE, BOX 66, LINCOLN, MAINE 04457.

Advertise FREE or at Low Cost
/

You can tell 40,000 Maine and out-of-state
sportsmen what you have to buy, sell or trade.
The Maine Sportsman Trading Post has brought
results to hundreds of satisfied readers.
We offer free classifieds of not more than 20
words to subscribers on a one-time basis. This
offer does not extend to full or part time
businesses.

For non-subscribers and businesses the
minimum rate is $3.50 for 20 words or less. For
over 20 words, add 15 cents per word. Payment
must be made with your order.
The Maine Sportsman also offers low-cost
display advertising. For more information on the
Sportsmans Trading Post or other advertising
rates, call or write: The Maine Sportsman, Box
507, Yarmouth, Maine 04096. Telephone
846-9501

Place my ad in the Sportsman’s Trading Post as Follows: [Print or type]
Buy ad for 12 months, get one month free! Deadline 15th of month.

Mail to Maine Sportsman, Box 507, Yarmouth, Maine 04096
[Make checks or money orders payable to The Maine Sportsman]
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SEPEEMBEHEEST
SEPT. 1st to 7 th

Non
resident
hunting
fishing
licenses

Just a few of our
super specials

*64^

bear

White Tail Hunter Compound Bow

LYMAN

Standard Die Set • Most CaLs

HO68

winchester$12488
94 XTR 30-30 Deluxe Rifle

Fabulous Prizes Awarded Hourly In Store Sept.1-7

\o
(\O'V

JAMBOREE

THREt

\o

ENTERTAINMENT

EXHIBITS

6v

DEMONSTRATIONS — EXHIBITS
CASTING . WILDLIFE DISPLAYS • archery
RE-LOADING AND BULLET CASTING • SHOOTING
FREEZE DRIED FOODS • MOCCASI NS BE I NG MADE
CROSS COUNTRY SK'ING

D

FLATWATER CANOE RACE MON., SEPT. I

'Wethan

f40

REPS

CANOES
JEANS
CROSS COUNTRY
SKIING
CAMPING
FISHING
FASHIONS
GIFTS

OVER 22,000 SQ. FT. OF THE GREAT INDOORS

HITTERS’ TRADING POS'
MAINE'S YEAR ROUND SPORTSMEN'S SHOW

.............. t......................................

W

hh........... ............... ........ ..

ROUTE 1 KITTERY, MAINE03904 207 439 2700

